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I. PRIMARY OBJECTIVES
To find new, more effective catalysts fir the electrolytic evolution of
oxygen and to understand the mechanism and kinetics for the electrocatalysis
fi relation to the surface electronic and lattice properties of the catalyst.
II. SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR THIS REPORT
This report concludes all research performed under NASA Grant 36-027-050.
A short summary of all work is presented, followed by an Appendix containing
all published research papers which pertain to the work performed under the
grant.
III. SUMMARY OF THE WORK
The objective of the research was the development of high active electro-
catalysts for 02 generation in life support systems. Edisonian methods have
not proved effective in earlier work carried out by various industrial laboratories
and consequently the present work was in good part directed to establishing
a predictive base and particularly identifying the relat =ion of the mechanisms
and rate constants to the surface electronic properties and morphology.. The
energy efficiency of 02 electrogeneration is adversely affected by the over-
voltage at both the oxygen generating anode and the hydrogen counter electrode
used in the water electrolysis cell. The research has included 0 2 as well as
ail electrocatalysis with principal emphasis on the former.
i
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The early phase of the research concentrated on the examination of the
kinetics of the 02 generation reaction on a number of surfaces including
various defect oxides. Several oxide catalysts were found to be considerably
more active for 02 anodic generation than platinum. "These include RuOx , IrOx
and LaxCoOy on substrates such as titanium metal. The 02 generation proceeds
with a much lower Tafel slope on these surfaces than on Pt, indicating a dif-
ferent rate controllir; step. Platinum, however, can be in very high area
form and remains one of the most effective electrocatalysts for both the 02
anode and H 2
 cathode.
In the more recent phase of the research the electrochemical properties
of Pt have been examined in alkaline and acid electrolytes in considerable
detail. Special emphasis has been placed on the electrosorption of hydrogen
and anodic film formation on Pt since these play a critical role in water
electrolysis with Pt electrodes. The research has shown that the com-
petitive adsorption of various anions has a pronoilnced effect on hydrogen
electrosorption and anodic film formation and in turn influences H 2
 as well
as 02
 generation. In alkaline solutions, the presence of divalent cations
was found to influence the behavior of the anodic films. This information
is of considerable help in understanding the electrocatalytic properties
of Pt.
A key question in electrocatalysis is the role of the surface morphology.
Various workers including our group have attempted to examine electrosorption
and electrode kinetics for the 0 7
 and H2 electrode reactions on specific
surfaces of single crystal metals including Pt but the results have been
questionable. While the bulk electrodes were single crystal, the surfaces
have generally not corresponded to a single crystal plane. Further, such
studies have usually been complicated by surface impurities such as carbon.
Modern surface physics techniques can be used to produce and characterize
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single crystal surfaces of known morphology, free of impurities. This offers
an exciting opportunity for electrochemical studies of such surfaces, provided
the transfer between the electrochemical and ultrahigh vacuum environments
can be carried out in such a way to avoid restructuring and contamination 0
'the electrode surfaces. A special transfer system was developed for trans-
ferring single crystal electrode surfaces directly from the ultrahigh vacuum
of a LEED-Auger system into the electrochemical environment within a thin layer
electrochemical cell. This system was then used to examine hydrogen electro-
sorption on the low index planes of Pt single crystals during 1976 and 1977.
These studies clearly demonstrated that the electrosorpton of hydrogen and
hence the electrocatalytic properties are strongly dependent on the surface
morphology.
Within the last two years, the LEED-Auger thin-layer electrochemical cell
system has been used to examine an underpotential deposited foreign metal
layer on a noble metal substrate, in particular lead on gold. Such systems
are of special interest because of thin catalytic properties. The three low
index planes of Au [(100), (111) and (110)] and one stepped surface (410)
were studied. Special emphais was placed on returning the Au z hale crystals-
back to the LEED-Auger chamber after the electrochemistry was completed. The
voltammetric results indicate that each surface is highly specific toward
Pb adsorption at mono- and submonolayer levels. Various processes including
phase transitions within the underpotentially deposited Pb layer and recon-
struc,ion of the Au surface were identified. This research resulted in a
Ph.D.. thesis which is presented in the Appendix.
In the past two months new studies were begun using the LEED-Auger
thin-layer electrochemical cell system to examine oxide formation on Au and
Pt single crystals using H'F as the electrolyte. Very preliminary post-LEER
results have been obtained which indicate that, for the case of Au (100),
0
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potential cycling into the oxide region appears to be an annealing effect
on the clean, reconstructed (5:A.20) surface. However, for Pt (111), as
little as three cycles into the oxide region has a strong perturbance on
the °t surface as is indicated by gross modification of the hydrogen ad-
sorption-desorption region in the voltammetry curves. The effect is not as
dramatic with the Pt (100) surface but the hydrogen region shows new
structure not previously seen in the earlier experiments with the H2SO4
electrolyte. No conclusive post-LEED work has been obtained with the Pt
surfaces as of yet. These results are extremely preliminary and further work
is now in progress to verify or disprove this new data.
Also during the past year various transition metal oxides with spinel
structures have been prepared in conjunction with a DOE supported project
involving 02 electroreduction catalysts for chlor-alkali cell and air-con-
suming battery applications. These oxides may also prove active as 0 2
 gene-
ration catalystG. Consequently two more promising spinets (N'CO 204 and
CO304 ) are being examined for 02 generation as part of this NASA project.
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RUTHENIUM OXIDE CATALYSTS F'OR THE OXYGEN EGECTRODr
W. O'Grady, C. Iwakura, s J. Huang, and Ernest Yeag r
Department of Chemistry, Case Western Reserve University
ClevLland, Ohio 44106
Abstract
The electrochemical properties of ruthenium oxide on Ti
and other substrates have been examined using linear sweep
voltammetry. Tke oxygen electrode kinetics have been
studied in alkaline solutions on RuO on Ti using princi-
pally the rotating disk technique. 62 reduction involves
the formation of peroxide in the solution phase. 02 gem"
eration occurs at low overpotentials and the kinetics are
characterized by a Tafel slope of 0.04OV/decade and a first
order dependence on OH concentration. Mechanisms are
proposed to explain the experimental results.
I. Xntroduction
Ruthenium oxide on a titanium substrate has found wide application
in the clog-alkali industry as an electrocatalyst with low overpotential
and long life for the anodic generation of C1 2 . Various workers have
reported that RuO on Ti (1) as well as Ru metal and metal blacks (2-4)
have low anodic 02 overpotential in acid solutions. The present study
has involved the examination of RuO on substrates such as T1 as a
catalyst for the 02 electrodes principally in alkaline solutions.
Bulk Ru02 had metallic like conductivity (5) as a result of the
overlapping partially filled e" bands with a Fermi energy close to the
top of the filled tjj states (6). Cyclic voltammetry, electronic con-
ductivity, and x-ray diffraction measurements, however, indicate
substantial differences between single crystal Ru02 and the film pro-
duced by thermal decomposition of RuC13 in air or 0 2 on substrates such
as Ti (1). The RuO surface films are most likely highly defect and
non-stoichiometric. x In contact with aqueous solutions, the RuO surface
film is expected to contain bound water as a result of proton penetra-
tion into the oxide lattice. Kuhn and Mortimer (7) have proposed that
the RuO films on Ti behave as semiconductors (probably n-type) and that
the semiconductor properties strongly influence the polarisation curves
for C1 2
 generation, with a substantial portion of the potential drop
across a space charge region within the RuOxfilm.
s
Present addresi!r. Department of Applied Chemistry, Faculty of
Engineering, Osaka University, Suits, Osaka, Japan.
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The electrochemical studies of the RuO catalyst reported in this
Paper have involved two types of measurements: 1) preliminary charac-
terization of the catalyst using linear slow sweep voltammetry without
special precautions to control purity and 2) anodic and cathodic polar-
Ization measurements, essentially steady state with the rotating disk
technique under much better controlled conditions, particularly with
respect to the elimination of possible impurities. These electrochemi-
cal measurement;, nave otcn complemented by X-ray photoelectron (ESCA)
studies of the RuOx catalyst iu:.th before and after electrochemical
treatment. The ESCA spectra yield information concerning the valency
state as well as elemental composition of the catalyst. Although the
electrochemical and ESCA studies of the RuOx catalyst system have not
yet been completed at the time of preparation of this paper, interest-
ing features are already evident from the available data and are herein
reported.
11. Experimental
1. Preparation of electrode surfaces
The RuO films have been formed on titanium by a thermal decompo-
sition meth) similar to that reported in the patent literature (8) for
the DSA anodes used in the chlor-alkali industry. For the preliminary
voltammetry measurements, flat Ti sheet (5 cm x 1 em x 0.1 cm) was used
for the substrate while 0.5 cm diameter Ti rod stock was used for the
preparation of the rotating disk electrodes (in both instances 99.952
Ti, supplied by Research Organics/Inorganics). After polishing the Ti
with emery and thorough cleaning, including degreasing by refluxing in
isoproponal vapor, the surface was coated with a solution of reagent
grade RUC13 (Fisher) in 20% HC1. In the earlier work, sufficient con-
centrated B202 was added to oxidize the ruthenium to Ru IV, but this
addition was found to have no observable effect on the final catalyst
and the H9O2 addition was not made for the remainder of the work.
In order to vary the catalyst loading on the electrode surface
while maintaining an essentially constant preparative procedure, vary-
ing amounts of the original solution (0.1M Ru) were diluted to the same
volume and this solution then applied to the substrate in six repetitive
coatings or alternatively the number of coating_ varied. After each
coating, the solution was dried at a moderate temperature (110°C in a
drying oven for 5 min) and then placed in a preheated furnace at 3500C
for 10 min. After the final coating, the tempe r cture of the furnace
was raised to 450 0C for 1 hour. The catalyst loadings examined in the
present work ranged from 10-9 to 10-5 moles of Ru per cm2.
The X-ray diffraction characteristics of this catalyst were
examined and found to be essentially the same as reported by Yizzini
et al. (21) for RuOx produced at 400-500°C. Line breadth indicates a
domain size of several hundred Angstroms. No change was detected in
the X-ray diffraction before and after use as an electrode.
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The disk electrodes were press fitted into a Teflon anunting which
attached to the shaft of the rotating disk electrode assembly. with
the flat sheet electrodes, the geometric area exposed to the solution
wan reduced to 1 cm x 1 cm on one side by using a vinyl copolymer resin
lacquerl
 to mask off the remainder of the electrode.
An attempt was also made to examine the 0 2 overpotential on ruth-
enium metal in alkaline solutions using both single crystal ruthenium
(supplied by Research Organ,le/Inorganic) and electrodfposited Ru In a Pt
substrate. The single crystal measurements were carried out both on
the basal plane (0001) and the general faces (kh10) uP the hetxagonrl
structures. using the masking lacquer to restrict the Surface of the
single crystal exposed to the electrolyte. The electrodeposited Ru
was electroplate- from a solution of ('Rf,d 2Ru(1120)Clr on to Pt wire at
a current dsansity of 70 ma/cm2
 for 10 raid using the procedure of
Oalizziole and Trasatti (9).
t.;:fortunately, si, tive dissolution of either type of s{y^ metal elec-
trodes begins at ti1.3 V vs. RRE" in the 4M KOH solutions with no
Indication of passivation in the slow sweep voitammetry curves at more
anodic potentials. On the basis of the color Imparted to the solution
near the electrode and the-2ourbaix diagram (10) 9 the dissolution
product appears to be Ru04 .
2. Electrochemical cells and procedures
The rotating disk experiment was carried out in an all Teflon cell
(11) consisting of a main compartment containing the working electrode
and two separate compartments for the reference and counter electrodes,
both of which were Pd-H in the form of Pd diaphragms supplied with H2
from the back side. The reference compartment was connected to the main
workir4s electrode compartment by a Teflon Luggin ca;)illary positioned
at 4' mm from the rotating disk electrode surface on the axis of rota-
tion> The electrolyte in the rain compartment was ;.sually saturated
with purified 02 gas (12).
The majurity of the measurements have been carried out with 4m KOH
prepared from reagent grade KOH (Baker. 0.2% carbonate) and triply dis-
tilled water (second stage from alkaline permanganate). For the pH
dependence studies, different ratios of 1M KOH and 0.5 M K 2SO4 were
used. For the rotating disk experiments. the solutions were pre-elec-
trolyzed in a separate Teflon cell between bright nickel electrodes
(7 cm2 each) at a current density of 1 ma/cm2 for a minimum of 24 hr
with agitation obtained using purified helium gas (12).
The measurements with the flat RuOx/Ti electrodes were carried out
in a f}yrex cell with a Teflon cap without pre-electrolysis, using a
1 Microshield Stop-Off Lacquer (Michigan Chrome and Chemical Co.)
2 Unless otherwise indicated, all electrode potentials are expressed
relative to a reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) in the same
solution.
^r
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bright platinum counter electrode and a glass Luggin capillary with
electrochemically oharged a-Pd-H as the reference. From tine to time,
the reference was checked against a calomel or Ng-Hg0 reference.
A Wenking potentioatst, a linear sweep generator and Houston x-y
recorder were used to carry out the electr;,chemical measurements. The
essentially steady state polarization date were obtained with very e.low
voltage sweeps (1 mV/sec) and in some instances also with point by point
measurements (e.g., 3 min per point) as n check. The IR drop correc-
tiors, needed at higher current densities, were determined using the
current interrupter technique with a high pressure hydrogen, mercury-
wetted relay to interrupt the current.
III. Results
1. Electrochemical area
The Zn2+ ion adsorption technique, developed by Kozava (13) has
been used to obtain an estimate of the ratio of true-to-apparent area
for the RuOx on Ti electrodes. This method is preferred to the usual
BET measurements since pores that may not necessarily be electrochemi-
cally accessible my contribute to the BET areas.
The Zn2+ adsorption method is based on the concept that the Zn2+
will ion exchange with H+ bound to surface 0', releasing H* into the
solution. The assumption is made that the surface coverage with Zn2+
is near or at saturation and that the r ea per Zn 2+ has a specific
value. Kozawa has demonstrated the validity of the method for battery
oxides such as MnO2 with the Zn2+ adsorption measured by the decrease
in Zn2+
 concentration in s ZnC1 2-NH4C1 solution and the area taken to
be 17 R2
 per adsorbed Zn2+,
In the present study, the Zn2+ ion adsorption vas measured on the
RuOx coated flat titanium electr­ts by placing them in a 0.5M NH4C1
solution containing 0.0051 Zn*2 at a ptt of 7.25. Ovornight van allowed
for equilibrium and an atioquote of the solution, then titrated with
EDTA using Erichrome Hl+ck T as the irr,^eEa.tor.
As a check on the question of vhether the Zn2+ coverage was close
to the saturation value of the adsorption isotherm, the adsorption was
checked in 0.002M ZnC1 2 and 0.010M ZnC12 with both solutions con'.ain-
ing 0.5M NH4C1 at pH of 7.25 and the electrodes at an open-circuit
potential of 0.21 to 0,22 V vs. SCE. The Zn2; adsorption was the same
within the reproducibility of the method (+ 10%).
Using an area of 20 R/Zn 2+ , the ratio of true-to-apparent surface
areas is typically 60-80 for a catalyst loading of I x 10-5 molos Ru/
cm2 of geometry area. Using krypton BET, Kuhn and Mortimer (7) found a
ratio of 240 for their RuOx or Ti electrodes. While the technique used
to prepare their electrodes is similar to that in the present work,
their catalyst loading is not specified. Since more concentrated Ru
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solutions (0. 1 .4) were used by Kuhn and Mortimer for coating their else-
trades. the thickness of the RuOx coatings on their electrodes may well
have been several fold greater.
2. Voltasrletry curves for RuO
'typical slow sweep voltaametry curves are shown in Figure 1 in
R2-satur4ted alkaline and acid solutions. Some minor features of the
curves in the voltage range 0.6 - 1,,,0 V are associated with the 02/H2O2
couple. The peak at h.1.3 V in the alkaline solution is only slightly
Irreversible at the sweep rate of 50 tet,?iec. This peak has also been
observed with RuOx on nickel, platinum; and gold substrates, and hence
Is not associated with the substrate. This peak is much suppressed or
almst absent for mixed oxide layers of Ru + Ti as well as Ru ♦ Ir and
Ru ♦ Pt, produced by thermal decomposition on a Ti substrate (see Fig. 2).
Thus the peak is associated with the RuOx.
At slow sweep rates (e.g., 10 mV/sec) this peak to essentially re-
versble with the anodic and cathodic peak potentials coinciding. The
peak current is directlyroportional to the sweep r2te over the range
examined (1 to 300 mV/see) and the charge under the peak (subtracting
the b%ckground) is iadepeadent of sweep rataver this range. The
estimated value for the charge 1%,5 x 10-3
 C/cmg (apparent area) repre-
sented a very small fraction of the total charge %IC/am required to
change the valency state of all the ruthenium in the coating by one
oxidation state. Consequently, this peak probably corresponds to a
change of the valency state of only surface Ru. For a true -to-apparent
Brea ratig 'f 50, the charge associated with this peak corresponds to
l,100uC/cm or true area, which is reasonable for a change of surface
ruthenium by one charge state.
On the basis of the voltammetry curves, it appears that the RuOx
can be reduced and reoxidized over a substantial range of potentials in
both acid and alkaline solution. The oxidation and reduction products
appear to involve a single phase in view of having the voltammetry
current density high over the utde potential range of the sweep rather
than having the charge ansociat,--ed with a single voltammetry peak, even
at very low sweep rates. After correction for the Faradaic currents
associated with 02 and small amount of R 2!) 2 produced in the electrolyte,
the shape of the voltammetry curves is essentially the same for sweep
rates from 1 to 0 mV/sec with the current density approximately pro-
portional to the sw4,ep rate. The corresponding current density for
uncoated Ti electrodes is a+ least ar order of magnitude less. The
total charge associated with the area under the voltammetry curves in
the cathodic or anodic sweeps between 0.1 and 1.4 V is approximately
0.1 C/zm2 of apparent area for the electrodes with 1 x 10-5 moles Ru/
cm? , or approximately one-tenth of that required to change the valency
state by one electron per Ru atom in the oxide coating.
Kozawa (14) has reported that porous bulk hydrated RuO2 can be
reduced rather reversibly over an extended voltage range when mixed
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with carbon in both alkaline and acid solutions. The reduction of the
porous anhydrous Ru02 vas far loan reversi l9le, but this difference aw
be associated with the 8 told larger port . area of the hydrated material.
The reduction of the oxide with the reactant and product in a single
oxide phase requires the introduction of protons into the ox ide lattice.
It the proton nobility within the oxide is low, the rate of the reduc-
tion no well as oxidation of the RuOx may be proportional to the surface
area.
The initial open -circuit voltage observed by Kozowa starting with
near stoichiometric RuO2 was ♦0.5 V and +0.8 V vs. ME for the anlyr-
droua and hydrated materials, respectively. Even considering the
question of the reversibility of these potential measurements, it
appears likely that the 02 evolution reaction on RuO on Ti occurs in a
potential range where at least the surface flu ions of the catalyst are
in a higher valency state than ♦4.
A large eathodir peak was observed in the voltammetry curvas for
the RuO on Ti electrodes in tie saturated KOH solutions in tht poten-
tial range 0 .6 to 0 .9 V when the anodic limit of the sweep was extended
beyond 1 .4 V (see Fig. 3). Saturation of the solution with 02 rather
than H 2 increased this peak. The potential range corresponds to that
expected for 02 reduction to 110 5. The asalonment of this prak to the
reduction of 02 to peroxide was confirmed by adding the "202 to the
solution and observing complementary cathodic and anodic peaks (see
Fin. 4). Thus in alkaline solutions, 02 reduction on RuO x/'1'i electrodes
Involves solution phase 1107 an an intrmediate.
3. MCA measurements
A few preliminary ESCA spectra have been obtained for the RuO /Ti
surfaces before and after electrochemical treatment at 1.45 V in 4A
KOH for up to 1 hr using a Varian ZEE-15 spectrometer with a modified
high intensity X-ray source. The instrumental line width van controlled
by the width of the Al K radiation used to produce the photoelectrons
and was 1 eV as measurod%y the width at half maximum of the Au 4f
lines. Complications have been encountered because of peak interfer-
encos and limited resolution. The interference -free Ru 3dy / 2 peak et a
binding energy of 280 eV for the RuO /Ti surface does not show any
appreciable shift Yellowing the electrochemical treatment at 1.45 V and
thus tho valency state of most of the IN in the oxide layer appears to
remaf 1,nchanged. Thin evidence must be interpreted with some caution,
hunt°r;G°, wince i^ is possible that the oxide was transformed to a high-
er;,;.y state during the polarization at 1.45 V but after loss of
r,ot-venial control, during the subse q uent rinsing and drying in air, was
v&,"aced back by the Ti metal to the valency state prevailing before the.
4" w trochemical treatment. Fu:°ther work is planned to check on this
possibility.
4. Polarization measurements with the rotating disk electrode
Fig. 5 Ind: ates the log current density vs potential data ob-
tained potenLiostatically for a RuO /Ti electrode with a very slow
sweep (1 mV/sec) in 02 saturated &'T OH at a rotation rate of 8800 rpm.
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The 4steresis evident in this type of plot is very pronounced at low
current densities because of the small currents associated with Intrin-
sic changes in the oxidation state of the catalyst even at such slow
sweep rates. The anoge branch for 02 generation is free or "tarsals
effects above 5 x 10- A/cm 2 (apparent area) and exhibits a Tafel slope
of 0.040 V/decade over at sast 3 decades after IR drop correction.
Heasurements in KOH-K2804 solutions of varying pH with crestont K + ion
concentration indicate a reactiop order of 1.0 with rer,pcct to OR- for
the 02
 generation reaction over the pH range 11 to 14 (mbe Fig. 6).
With the electrode stationary and control of the boundary layer by 02
bubble evolo l,lons, a limiting curre ►.t density has been observed in the
KOH-K 2804 electrolytes, which is directly proportional to the OH- ion
concentration f.^-3m pH 10 c,o 14, amountl. ,a to NO . 02 A/cm2 (apparent area)
at pH 11 .8. Above the limiting current atncity, the discharge ! .a from
water with a Tafel elope of " . 13 V/decade, indicating a change in
mechanism.
Unfortunetely the stoichiometric nweber cannot be obtained for the
02 generation reaction in the alkaline solutions because of the inter-
ference from the intrinsic electrochemistry of the RuO /Ti electrode
surface at low ,current densities near the reversible potential for the
4-electron reaction.
Th ,4 TyFel sloven are indep2ndent of the catalyst loading over the
ranger 10-0 to 10-5 mo)oe Ru/cm and the apparent exchange current den-
sitie3 are approximately proportional to the catalyst loading over this
range (see Fig. 7). Such a proportion is to be expected since the true-
tu-:,oparent area ratio is also approximately proportional to the catalyst
loading.
The current density passes through zero in the anodic sweep and in-
creases very substantially cathodically during the cathodic sweep at
approximately 0.90 V as a consequence of the 0 2 - .0y reaction. Tae
dependence of the 02 reduction current density on rotation rate (f) at
constant potential indicates that the 02 reduction is under combined
diffusion and kinetic control ( see Fig. 8). The linear relationship
between 1 /i vs. 111F indicates than the reduction is first order in the
diffusing reactant with the intercept corresponding to the current den-
sity with pure kinetic control and the slope only a function of the
diffusion coefficient and bulk concentration of the diffusing reactant,
according to the L" evich treatment ( 15). The slope changes with poten-
tial, however, according to Fig, 6.
This care be explained in terms of the following two reduction
processes:
klReactien 1:	 02 + H 2O t 2e-	 ' HO;, + HO- 	(1)
^a
Reaction 2:	 HOZ + H2O + 2e- -2' 3HO-	 (2)
N
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At potentials purl to and Bare cathodic than 0.80 V, the back reactions
for both processes are negligible cogpared to the forward reactions for
the conditions prevailing in the preiient experiments. Under these air-
euostances, assming first order kinetics in Of and KOZ for reactions
1 and 2, resyeettvely, the cathodic current density can be expressed as
2 * 1
!	 l	 .	 1	 . _i
=d
2 k 
_
2	 (3)
where
(1k )l • 1 CO., i (102 • 2 CM 02	 (4a,b)
with COf
 and CO = the bulk concentrations andith' &* an  2 the first order
potential-dependent rate constants. The quantities (i ) and (i ) are
the diffusion limiting current densities for the indep^nient redfic^ion
Of 02 and N01, respectively, and are related to the diffusion coeffi-
cients D and D	 and the Nernst diffusion layer thickness 6 by the
equation2B02
	
(id )` • 2 P00
2 
C02/6	 (5)
and
(!d)2 ' 2FDN0'2 COKO-/6
where F is the Faraday.
For the neasurements represented on Figs 8, the only bulk NO; pres-
ent is that produced by 02 reduction during the measurezents. Conse-
Z
uantly (i ) and (i ) should be very small compare & to (i )1 andik)1 , resJUtLvel y. k	 d@herefore, 
1	 «	 x	 (T)
Zid	 -7	 i + i( k)1
In the first factor on the right hand side of eq. ( 3), and
1	 1
i
- ^ 2
• ^7
	 i^ F	 2 
2 ♦
+ 1 
2	 (8)
71.7.2 71T
As the cathodic overpotential for 02 reduction increa!Ss, (i )2
will become larger because of the potential dependence of k2 whip
(I d)2is independent of potential. Therefore, consider the following
4^;1
(6)
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SWIM „X;: 	(1k)2 « (14 )2 . Eq. (8) becomes
1 li 1 + ) - 8r + 'T'.
	
(A)
d	 iil	 kl	 kl
There f iu the rotation rate and S is given by Newman (16) as
B . 2/2—W Av1/2C0 (0.621 g72131(1#0.298+ 	S-1/3 + 0.145 6
-213))	 (10)
2
where f is the rotation rate in rps, A is the electrode area, v is the
kinematic viscosity, and S is the Schmidt number (v/DO ). The overall
02 reduction current is thou entire ly controlled by 8llac aoa 1 with
combined kinetic and 02 diffusion control. This appears to b^ee the sit-
ation for the 0.80 V curve in Fig. 8. 	 a slope is 12 ma em'2 (rps)-1/2
as compared with a value of 11 .9 ma e^ ,(rps)-1/2 obtained from the
limiting current density vs. rotation rate data reported by Yeager
et 04. (17) for 02 reduction on pyrolytic graphite rotating disk elee-
troder in 4H KOH at 25°C under conditions where the reduction proceeds
quantftatively.to only the peroxide.
Case Ii:	 (102 » (1d)2 . For this eau& eq. (8) yields
1 21d1 + 2 kkl'2F+2ik1
	
(11)
Thus, as the potential becomes more cathodic, the slope should approach
1/2 of the value at less cathodic potentials where Case I is applicable.
Further, the intercept corresponds to only 1/2 of 1/(i )	 The slope
does Secrease as the potential becomes more cathodic A ha. 8 as pre-
dicted by eq. (11). The intercept 1/i has also approached 1/2 of the
value at 0.8 V. This is somewhat surprising since, if (i ) i bad the
usual exponential dependence on potential, the value ;oink have been
expected to be several orders of magnitude higher than the value at
0.8 V and hence the 1/1 intercept to have been effectively zero for
the plot in Fig. 8. This then implies that the 02 reduction has a
kinetic limiting current density and therefore that the reduction
proceeds through a multiple step mechanism, one of which is potential
Insensitive and becomes rate controlling at higher overpotentials.
A similar situation has been encountered for 02 reduction on carbon
and graphite.(12).
The change in slope in Fig. 5 con also be explained with a parallel
rather than series mechanism Involving the 4e reduction; !,.e.,
Reaction 1: 02 + H2O + 2e -	 I102 + 110•	(12)
Reaction 3: 02 + MoO + 4e- k3. 4Ho-	(13)
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Reaction 1 would need to be predominant at 0.8 V and Reaction 3 at 0.5 V.
Further to explain the failure of the 1/1 intercept to be far smaller at
0.5 V than at 0.8 V, it is again necessary to involve some relatively
potential insensitive step as becoming rate controlling for both Reac-
tions 1 and 3 rather than just Reaction 1.
Since the 02 reduction involves the formation of HOZ in sIxaline
solutions on the RuO /Ti electrode, the rotating ring-disk method is
needed to chttraeteriG the mechanism and kinetics. This technique will
be used for the on-going research on this system,
IV. Disc sion
Since the cathodic and anodic branches for the oxygen electrochem-
istry on RuO./Ti in alkaline solutions are distinctly different, the
results for Each will be discussed separately.
1. Cathodic branch
The parallel and series reaction schemer represented by eg0. (11-13)
can be considered as part of the overall scheme shown in Fig. 9 for al-
kaline solutions. The 1i.fference between the series and parallel mech-
anisms then is just a matter of the reversibility of the adsorption-
desorption of HOZ (•tep C). If this step is very irreversible, then the
parallel scheme is the more appropriate representation.
The 4e overall reducation of 02 may also proceed by a parallel
reaction which does not involve a peroxide species on the surface. In
view of the strength of the 0-0 interaction in 02, this seems rather
unlikely.
The assumption has been made in Fig, 9 that the 02 muot be first
adsorbed on the electrode prior to the first electron step but the
adsorption may be electrochemical; i_.e , simultaneous adsorption-
electron transfer:
02 + e 
_ ' 02(ads)
or
02 + HOH + e- —A H02(ads) + HO-
A separate 02 adsorption step, preceding the first electron transfer
step, however, provides a convenient potential insensitive step to ex-
plain the minor dependence of the intercept 1/i on potential in Fig. 8.
The possible reduction of 02 and H03 without adsorption at a position
equivalent to the outer Helmholtz plane has not been included in Fig. 9
on the basis that strong irteraction is required with the electrode
surface for the electron transfers to proceed at a resonable rate.
2. Anodic branch
Several of the reaction paths ror 02 generation tabulated by Dam-
Janovic (18) for acid solutions can have Tafel slopes corresponding to
dV/d In i . 2RT/3F or 0.040 V/decade when modified to a form suitable
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(15)
for alkaline solutions. All have the common feature that the rate con-
trolling step is a second electron rather than first electron transfer.
With Judicious choice of H 2O vs. OH- as the reactant in the first and
second electron transfer steps or proceeding proton transfer steps, it
is possible to have the kinetics also first order in OH-.
With electrode surfaces involving species with ionic character. the
authors prefer to write the mechanism in such a way as to indicate the
possibility of changes in the effective valency state of the catalyst
sites. A simple mechanism compatible with the observed Tafel slope and
reaction order is as follows:
k
to a: sZ + or q& (80H ) z + e- (fast)	 (16)
-a
Stop b:	 (SOH)Z ^" (BOH) L+l + a (slow)	 (17)
followed bI subsequent processor yielding ftnally 02 and regenerating
the site 8 Z , for example,
MID c:	 (BOH )Z+l or s — o-H--OH SZ 0 HOH
(SOH) Z•l OH"	 8 — O-H--Ofr	 SZ 0 HOH
The sites are probably Ru" but also would be higher valency state Ru
ions or Ti ions. There sites are undoubtedly hydrated although the
waters of hydration are not shown in the mechanism. With the Step b
rate controlling, negligible back reactions and the coverage of (SOH)Z
and (SOH ) 2+1 low. the current density is
i a 4F kk^ OON • e (lxp RT -	 (19)
-a
where E is the electrode potential against an arbitrary pH insensitive
reference electrode; ka, k , and kh are the rate constants fo- tepa a
and b at E a 0; and Bzz is Lfte transfer coefficient for Step b. For the
usual value of 62 a 1/2, the Tafel slope then is (2RT/3F) (2.30) or
0.040 V/decade with i first order in CO - It, Step b is followed by
the reaction indicated by Step c. then Vhe atoichiometric number should
be 2. Unfortunately the stoichiometric number is not known experi-
mentally.
:11 Step a, the site S is a Ru ion of the oxide lattice. Step a in-
volves the oxidation of the Ru to a higher vaaency state with partial
transfer of electron charge from the OH species to Ru forming a (RuOH)Z
complex. Such a process should require much less energy than the forwa-
tion of an OH free radical or a rather we%y adsorbed OH radical. Step
b involves the further oxidation to Ru0H ) 2
 . possibly followed by the
formation of (Ru0) before proceeding with Step c. The RuOx/Ti elec-
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trode surface eery have some of the saris features as the Ru(NH3)SORu-
(W13) 4ORu(NN 1 );` ion, reported by Earley and Razavi (19,20) to oxidize
OH- homo Raeously to form 0 2 . 'these species have the structure RU-0-
Hu-0-Ru7^. Earley and Hazavi have pointed out that Ru has a tendency
to form species of coordination number 7 and that there sire low lying
antibondin# we orbitals which can accept electron charge from OH-. Thus
the (P.uOH) intermediate (other species to the inner coordination
sphere not shown) seems reasonable.
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B.B. Conway, Chemistry Department, University of Ottawa:
Cculd professor Yeager coomeet further on the signi-
ficance of the broad region of the anodic/cathodic current-
potential profile for his RUOZ electrode over potentials
more cathodic than ca. O.9V1 beyond this, a small peak
appears in the anATe and cathodic curves which he attri-
buted to oxidation of Ru to higher states but most of the
charge is associated with the broad rtgion. Is the effect
associated with charging a highly porous electrode surface?
It is known that commercially prepared Ru02 USA electrodes
have very large areas.
R. Yeager, Department of Chemistry, Case Western Reserve
University:
The chars& under the voltammetry curve over the Tanga
O.iV to IAV for the RuOx/Ti electrode appears too large
to explain on just the basis of high surface area. For
example, for RuOx/Ti electrodes with a catalyst loading of
10's
 moles Ru/cmZ (apparent area) the charge from Integra-
tion of the voltammetrycurve over this voltage range is
0.1 C/cmZ (apparent area), while the ratio of true-to-
apparent area is typically 60 to g0 using the Zn2+ sdoorp-
tion method. If this charge were entirely associate) with
the surface, this would be equivalent to 'u1000 WC/cm
(true area), which is too high by almost an order of mag-
nitude. While some doubt may exist as to the accuracyy of
the absolute electrochemical area values from the Znf}
adsorptl*n measurements, it is doubtful it they are off by
a sufficient amount to explain iuch a discrepancy.
The total, charge under the voltammetry curve, however,
only amounts to one tenth of that required to change the
valency state of the Ru by one electron/Ru atom. We
propose that this charge occurs principally in the bulk of
the oxide and is accompanied by proton penetration from
the electrolyte into the oxide to compensate chars* with
no phase change in the,oxide.
The charge undur the small peak at 1.3V In the
voltammetry curves does seem reasonable for a change in
the valency state of just surface Ru.
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J,! ods, CfIRO. Division of Mineral Chemistryt
I was Interested to note that you explained the
voltammogram for Rao2 in terms of stoichiomatry charges.
We have found a fresh irridium electrode to behave is a
similar mamuer to other noble metals but voltammetric
current peaks grow on continuous cycling and give a charge
up to 60e/bare metal Bite. We have explained this bahvior
is talus of stoichiometry changes in an oxide species
[heed irreversibly on cycling.
L. Yeager, Chemistry Department, Case Western Reserve
University
We explain the peak in the voltanmetry curve in
alkaline solutions in terms of a change in the valency
state of the ruthenium at the surface but attribute the
charge under the remainder of the voltaumetry curves to a
change in the bulk valency state, as indicated in the
manuscript. The total charts is just too large (e.g..
0.1 coulombs/cm2 of apparent electrode area) to attribute
only to surface rutheniisn, taking into account the measured
area factor of 1430 for these electrodes.
The cyclic voltammetry curves are invariant over a
large numbwr of cycles, indicating no appreciable progres-
siva changes in the oxide layer with layers containing e.g..
10- 3 moles Ru/ca.' (apparent electrode area).
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THEORY OF CHARGE TRANSFER +2609
AT ELECTROCHEMICAL INTERFACES
R. K. Sen, E. Yeit(ler, and W. E. O'Grod)
Chemistry Department. Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio 14106
INTRODUCTION
The theory of charge transfer is central to a molecular level understanding of
electrode processes. Since the 1964 review of this ►opic by Marcus (1) in the Annual
Renew of Plq s(rul C'hernLrhy, considerable progress has been made in understanding
the mechanism of the elementary act of both electron and proton charge transfer.
Much of the theoretical effort in the last decade has beets made by the Levich,
Dogonadze, and Kuznetsov (LDK) and the Dockris-Conway schools. The
approaches followed by these two groups are quite different and, in fact, represent
two opposite poles, The former group has stressed the importance of solvent
polarization fluctuations, whereas the latter group, following a more traditional
approach, has emphasized the bond stretching contrive tttion to the activation
process. Several review articles have recently been published by both groups,
desci ibing their own points of view (2-•5). This review attempts to present an
overview. Principally, the work carr ied out subsequent to Marcus' (1) article is
reviewed.' Electrode processes on metals only are considered, although  these theories
are also applicable with minor modification to electrode processes on semi-
conductors (see e.g. Myaraiin & Pleskov (6) and Gerischcr (7)] and oxide-covered
electrodes (see e.g. Schultze & Vetter (8, 9)],
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Gurney (10) in 1931 suggested that heterogeneous electron transfer reactions can
be considered as tunneling of electrons between the electrode and a solution phase
species through a potential barrier at the ►netal-electrolyte interface, whose height
depends on the interaction between the reactant and the electrode surface, The
reaction considered by Gurney was the discharge of a proton at the interface. The
importance of taking into consideration the Franck-Condon principle in the electron
transfer accompanying this proton discharge had been pointed out by Fowler (I i) in
1934, Horiuti & Polanyi (12) dcvelnped a theory for the discharge step of the
hydrogen electrode reaction within th,7 `.arnework of the activated complex theory,
' An attempt has been made to incorporate the published rest-arch through the end or
1974.
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using the concepts already suggested by Ourney (10). The potential energy barrier
for the reaction in this model is generated by ?,So gradual stretching of the O-H
bond in 11,10* or 11 10. The hydrogen discharge step can then proceed by thermal
activation over the barrier or by proton tunneling. This approach to the calculation
of the activation barrier for the hydrogen discharge reaction has been further
developed in more recent years by Christov (13-13►, Salomon & Conway (161, and
Bockris and his coworkers 44). Based on the concepts of activated complex
theory, similar approaches for outer sphere electron transfer reactions have been
developed by Marcus, 7.wolinski & Eyring (17, 18) and also by Sacher & Laidler
(19,2q). These approaches treat the solution as a static dielectric and represent one
pole in the controversy concerning the theoretical aspects of charge transfer reaction.
The other pole emerged from a suggestion by Libby (21) in 1952 that for
homogeneous outer sphere electron transfer reactions, a considerable part of the
activation barrier arises from ncnequilibrium solvent polarization fluctuations.
Platzman & Franck (22) essentially used the same idea to describe homogeneous'
charge transfer reactions within the framework of radiationless transition theory.
These workers described the charge transfer processes in solution in terms of the
polaron concept, originally developed for polar crystals by Pckar (23) and extended
to polar solvents by Davydov (24). Using essentially the same model. Marcus (1,
25-28),1°lush (29-31), and the LDK group (32- 36) have made extensi ve quantitative
calculations for both the outer sphere homogeneous electron transfer process and the
corresponding reactions at metal electrodes. In their earlier papers, Marcus and
LDK assumed that the metal ion with its inner coordination sphere can be treated
as a conducting sphere v ith all the activation barrier associated with solvent
polarization fluctuation. Marcus (23-3) developed the model using a classical
statistical mechanical description of the solvent, whereas the LDK group developed
a quantum statistical mechanical description (32- 36). Various authors (i8. 19),
including Marcus (1, 281. painted out that the neglect or bond stretching con-
tributions from the inner sphere may be serious, and Marcus (28, 37) and Hush
(29-31) have taken this into account. The LDK group (3, 38), on the other hand.
has omitted the inner sphere contributions on the ground that the vibrational
modes of the inner sphere have ha) -41, and consequently these bonds require
multiple phonon interactions invol ving far too many phr ions to have it reasonable
probability of being excited. This reasoning, however, has been questioned by Dockris
and his co-workers (sec e.g. 5.17  ^`
Recently Schmidt (40. 41) 1 Schmickler & Vielstich (42, 43) have further
developed the solvent Ilucttaati,.:.; iodel, the former by presenting a more generalized
nonequilibcium statistical mechanical picture and the latter by considering more
specifically the effect of the inner coordination sphere.
OUTER SPHERE ELECTRON TRANSFER REACTIONS
The Marcus Treatment and Related Approaches
Marcus (l, 25-28. 37) use,; a general classical statistical mechanical approach with
the rate constant given by
I
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k - A:X.%p—(AG'/RT)
where ►►
 is the electron transmission coefficient in the activated state, % is the
collision number for Cite reackion. and AG* is Ilk: fee energy of activation. For the
homogeneous case Marcus takes % - 2.5 x 1011 M''see - 1 and fix the hetero-
seek-us cast Z- 10'cntsec-1 . The free energy of activation includes the
following contributing terms
AG* - AGM+AGOt +AGf +AG;	 2.
where AG; aid AGf are the reorganizational free energy contributions from the
outer and inner solvation sphere%, AGM, is the work term associated with bringing
the reacting ions together or to the electrode surface, and AG; corresponds to an
entropy term associated with nny change in the electronic multiplicities in the initial
and final states,
Marcus assume% the electron transfer process to be only moderately adiabatic---to
the extent that the transmission coefficient h is approximately unity but not so
strongly adiabatic that the activated) state has appreciable resonance stabilization.
Marcus uses nonequilibriunt dielectric polarization theory involving continuum
concepts to calculate AG;, The term AGf is expressed in terns of tlw vibrational
contributions of the inner se.,lvation sphere to the partition function of the activated
complex and the corresponding zero-point energies. The principal configurational
change, in the inner sphere are the changes in bond lengths from the inner sphere
solvent ntolecnles to the central ion, and thercfure AGt is approximately equal to the
difference rd the zero-point energy of lite breathing mode in the activated and
initial states, This difference can be estimated from the force constants for the
breathing mode of the inner sphere in the initial and final states, as has been clone
by Marcus (37) and Sulin (44), or from the potential energy functions for the initial
and final states (see c.g. 29, 43).
For electrode reactions invoking metal ,;, Marcus assumes that the electronic
energy levels of the metal contributing, to the reaction are confined to within tk7'
of the Fermi level. fie then considers the distribution of activated complexes
corresponding to radiationless electron transfer to or from various electronic energy
levels in the metal to be equivalent to a single activated complex corresponding to
the Fermi level, Contributions to AC.: arising from the action of the image forces
in the metal on the solvent polarization are also taken into account.
One of the more important outcome, of the Marcus treatment is the relationship
between the heterogeneous electron transfer rate constant k,j and the homogeneous
homonuclear electron exchange rate constant k„ When the electrostatic work
terms are low or corm.ctions are applied for them
( :3 ) — (' :3 ) - constant
	
3,
The Marcus treatment also i,►redicts a transfer coefficient of i t = 03 for heterogeneous
outer sphere electron transfer at relatively low and moderate overpotentials, with
deviations from this value at high overpotentials.
The various assumptions involved in the Marcus treatment impose significant
i-L-1
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limitations, The estimation of inner sphere contributions by Marcus in the classical
limit, considering only symmetric breathing modes, is probably a substantial
oversimplification. In recent years, however, efforts by several authors (43. 47) to
consider the inner sphere quanitim mechanically unfortunately have met with only
limited success. Particularly questionable is the separation of the reorganizational
contributions into inner and outer solvation sphere values, with one handled in
to ms of discrete vibrational states and the other with dielectric continuum theory.
Sucher & Laidler (19, 20) have avoided this rather arbitrary division of the inner-
outer solvation contributions by considering changes in the total solvation energy
as the radius of the inner coordination sphere changes, but this approach involves
continuum concepts.
The collision number in the Marcus treatment of both the homogeneous and
heterogeneous electron transfers has been estimated rather crudely. More refitted
estimates are available for the homogeneous case in the literature relating to second
order diffusion-controlled reactions (see e.g 48).
The assumption of negligible resonance stabilization in the activated state limits
the Marcus treatment to redox syswats in which the interaction between the
reacting ions and electrode is weak. In contrast, Hush (29) has assumed that the
resonance stabilization is sufficient for the transferred electron to become deloealized
and distributed between the reacting ions in the homogeneous case or between the
reacting ion and the electrode in the heterogeneous case. Hush then considers the
fraction of the electron charge transferred to or from the reacting ions or electrode.
The Marcus treatment is probably more appropriate for outer sphere electron
transfer electrode reactions in which the reacting central ion is separated from
the electrode surface by its own inaer coordination sphere as well as by a layer of
adsorbed solvent molecules on the electrode surface. In instances where the reacting
ion is specifically adsorbed, even with its inner coordination sphere intact, the
Hush approach may become more appropriate. UfOer such circumstances, however,
a bridge mechanism may need to N considered.
The Levlch, Do onadze, and Kuz ►tetsor (LDK) Approach
In their initial publications (32, 33, 35), Levich, Dogonadze, and Kuznctsov con-
sidcred the reacting ion with its inner coordination sphere as a frozen system, which
does not contrii,,i!e in any way to the activation process. The potential energy of the
electron in this frozen system, howcvc^. depends on the polarization of the solvent
near the ion. Since the molecules of the solvent are in continuous thermal movement.
the polarization Pof the .%olvent surrounding the ion fluctuates with time until a state
of polarization is reached where a radiationless electron transfer can take place
between the ion and electrode by tunneling. After the electron transfer, the
polarization of the solvent surrounding the ion is the same as the polarization
prior to the transfer and then decays as the system reverts to the equilibrium
polarization of the final state.
The electrode reduction current is written by LDK in the general form
f = e `
J
 C(x)n(e)p(e) IV(e, x) de dx
J ^^
"'11>
4.
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where C(x) is the concentration of reacting ions at a distance x from the electrode
surface, M(r) is the Fermi distribution function, and 144 is the electron density of
states in the metal. W(e, x) is the transition probability of the system to pass from
the initial to the final states. LDK assume that the electron transfer probability is
highest when the reacting ion is at a distance xo from the electrode surface. Tk,
integral over x can then be removed and equation 4 becomes
i .. eC(xo) r n(+.IP(cI W(c, xg) de	 S.
According to first order perturbation theory. the transition probability of the
system from the initial state t in the nth level to the final state f is
2>;	 r
Wi
	
	
f 0;. 11 0 &. dv 6(R,.—F.r.)	 6ii
where u is the perturbation operator, 6 is the Dirac delis+ function, and Of, and
ter. are wavefunctions of the final state in the level a and the initial state in the
lcvcl n+, with corresponding energies of Er„ and Ea„,. The Franck -Condon principle
is assumed to apply to this system. Further, by using the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation to separate the electronic and heavy particle wavefunctions and the
Condon approximation, which argues the gradual monotonicity of the electronic
matrix element, equation 6 can be written as
Wj, it ^. f O;.(q)O.(q)dRj 6(E.
—E1.)	 7.
where L is the electronic matrix element given as
L = 1JXi.(r.R)r7e„(r.R)dr, = 	7 .
where X is the electronic wavefunction, r is the electron coordinate, R is the inter-
reactant coordinate, 4b is the solvent wavcfonction, and y is the solvent normal
coordinate. The thermally averaged transition probability IV in equation S involves
a statistical averaging over all initial states and is given as
W = & P(r,.) Iv;	 8.
where p(e„) is the Gibbs distribution function.
The Hamiltonian of the heavy particle system needed to solve the solvent matrix
element in equation 7 is written by LDK as
.IW _ .)r.+c,a(q)	 9.
where if, is the solvent Hamiltonian and e, i(q) is the energy of the electronic
subsystem, which depends on the solvent coordinates. The LDK treatment considers
the solvent to be a dielectric continuum, in which thermal fluctuations produce a
set of standing polarization waves whose frequency spectrum can be approximated
by a single characteristic angular frequency a.)o. LDK take the value of wo to be
1011 rad/sec for water. corresponding to the Debye dielectric relaxation frequency.
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This model yields a Hamiltonian identical with the Landau-Pekar Hamiltonian
obtained for polarons in crystals
_	 i
huo (= d )	 10.2 - qk —17
where qk are the dimensionless normal coordinates of the solvent oscillator.
It is further assumed (2) that the change in energy of the electronic subsystem,
due to changes in the solvent coordinates, is a linear function of the displacement.
i.e.
o	 lot.!)	 u	 11.
rlyk y^ L of
where qh is the equilibrium solvent coordinate. From equations 10 and 11 the
complete Hamiltonian for the heavy particle subsystem can be obtained.
Using harmonic oscillator wavefunctions, the thermally averaged transition
probability is then solved with the help of Feyman calculus (50) to yield
W - A= L/M(z)cxp[—( 2kT >—z cosh (2kT)^	 12.
where /M is a Bessel functioi, of Mth order, and
M = yt::^)	 12a.1'1(00
"0 	l2b.z = }cosccht 2kT Ek[(q►),^—(gk ►f]2
where J, and J, are the equilibrium energies, and (q'), and (q,' ).f are the equilibrium
solvent coordinates of the initial and final states, respectively.
The general solution can be simplified for two limiting ca ,.es. In the high
temperature limit, Le. kT » lkuo, equation 12 re/Juces to
W = ^Pn 
1uxL: ex I (Jf---J,+E,)zI	 13.
E.	 p	 4E, kT
where E, is the solvent reorganization energy and is given by
tw)o )Yk. C(q')i—(ql)1]2	 l3a.
The physical process involved in the high temperature case is shown in Figure IA,
where the energy- solvent coordinate profile is schematically presented. Here, the
energy of the initial system changes due to solvent polarization fluctuations until the
solvent configuration attains the coordinate q*. At this point a radiationless electron
transfer occurs. Subsequently the polarization fluctuation decays to produce the final
state in the equilibrium configuration.
On the other hand, in the low temperature limit, i.e. kT « Ixuo, equation 12
reduces to
0 1
J'
Jt
Ji
U
J'
Jt
Ji
B
q0	 q' q;	 q
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W 
A=a)o[(J^_3imhwoffi Auk	 exp -^ exp -  	 14.
The physical process involved in this case is shown in Figure 18. This situation
>4
	
	
involves a quantum mechanical tunnel transition from lire initial state to the
equilibrium configuration of the final state.
Using the transition probability obtained for the high temperature limit in
equation 3 and integrating gives the exchange current densityi
 I
to .^N^=kTE. l' exp- UTIexpL 
LT e^	 I S.
,
where P is ate effective density of states, K•, is the reversible electrode potential,
and P is the transfer coefficient.
The description of the solvent polarization waves and the consideration of only a
single effective frequency wo in the early papers of the LDK group (33-36) are at
best only a coarse approximation. Even within this simplifies model, Schmickler &
Vielstich (42) have questioned the appropriateness of using a value for wo cor-
UI	 A
q; 41 q b q;	 4
Figure 1 Outer sphere electron transfer according to the LDK model. A: High temperature
behavior (Okoo « kT). B: Low temperature behavior (&)o » kT). Ordinate: energy of
electron; abscissa: generalized solvent polarization coordinate (2).
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responding to the Debye dielectric relaxation frequency and have pointed out that
wo probably changes appreciably in the vicinity of the ions.
Recently Dogonadze et al (3, 50-52) have made a sustained effort to refine the
solvent model and have now taken into account both local contributions (single
dipole performing oriemational vibrations at a limiting frequency too) and nonlocal
contributions (interactions ofpolarization at different points in space) to the potentialli
energy of the solvent. The latter effect is cc.esidered in terms of space correlation
functions of the dipole moments of solvent molecules. The Hamiltonian obtained
from this model accounts for dispersion effects in both frequency and momentum
space and has the general form	 i
lroi(k)  t
^a 2 t
	 —
a9k
where wj(k) is complex and has a spectrum of values depending on the corre ition
fusions. Vorotyntsev et al (53, 54) have solved for the transition probability for'
an electron transfer process, using the Hamiltonian given in equation 16. without
taking into consideration any contribution from the inner coordination sphere. Up
to the time of preparation of this review, no rigorous test of this modified solvent
model has bran published. Dogonadze and co-workers (52), however. have used it
to estimce the solvation energy of alkali metal cations with reasonable success.
The LG'K treatment does not include any contribution from the inner solvent
sphere. Scluoickler & Vielstich (42), Kestner et al (47), Hale (64), and Rockris et
al (5, 39) have recently pointed out the importance of taking such effects into
accoan t. This has been done in the Marcus treatment (1, 37). Dogonadze (3) and
Vorotyntsev et al (SS-57), however, still continue to advocate the view th t the
degrees of fre.Ylom for which Itw > k7' take part only in the transfer process in a
quantum mechanical seise (tunneling) and their effects are manifested in only the
pre-exponential factor, whereas degrees of freedom with ho) << kT take part in the
activation process Since most of the stretching frequencies in the inner solvent
sphere have !ra >> kT, they do not contribute to the activation process according
to these authors. Dogonadze & Kuznetsov (58) have considered the effect of inner
sphere degrees of freedom with lo) a kT and have shown that the transition
probability Kij- is decreased by a factor that depends on the frequencies and normal
coordinates of the inner coordination sphere modes.
Other Treatments
Three different groups, namely Schmickler & Vielstich (42, 43), Kestner, Logan &
Jortner (47), and Schmidt (40, 41, 46), have examined the theory of outer sphere
electron transfer reactions, using essentially the LDK model. Different formalisms
have been attempted and improvements in the original model have been made.
THE SCHMICKLERNIELSTICH APPROACH Schmickler & Vielstich (42, 43) have
examined the LDK model in some detail. Using the same model and an analogous
approach, they obtained expressions for the transition probability which were
identical with the original Levich-Dogonadze (33) expression for the high
16.
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temperature limit but different for the low temperature approximation. Schmidt 1591
investigated thisdiscrepancy and has shown that the Schmickler-Vielstich results (42)
are in error li cause they neglected to consider the quantum mechanical non-
commutivity of the sol vent system Hamiltonian for the initial and final states.
Although both Schmickler & Vielstich (42) and Levich & Dogonadze (32) started
from the same formal expression, the latter authors make subsequent use of the
Feyntnan calculus (49►, which recognizes this commutation problem.
Schmickler (43) also has tried to improve the original LDK model by incorporat-
ing inner coordination sphere contributions. The total heavy particle system
Hamiltonian in this case is written as
Jr ° 'Win +	 17.
where .*.., is the Hamiltonian without any inner sphere effects and is identical
with that used by Levich & Dogonadze (32). The Hamiltonian -#i„ for the inner
sphere is expressed as
th
2 02 
M, 2 118.
2nto As N + 2 
U)" 1,,
where the sum is taken over all normal modes it of the inner sphere; W, s.,, and
ta„ are frequencies, normal coordinates, and reduced masses of the normal modes.
Only symmetrical breathing modes are cotv,,idered in the final calculation.
First order perturbation theory is then used to calculate the transition probability
and subsequently the exchange current. No analytical solutions are obtained, but
computer calculations show that the influence of the inner coordination sphere
lowers the exchange current by a factor of two to three. Just how reliable this factor
may be, however, is open to question because this treatment also includes the non-
commutation error pointed out by Schmidt (59) in the Schmickler-Viclstich paper
(42).
THE KESTNER, LOGAN. AND JORTNER IKLJ) APPROACH The KLJ approach (47)
is more or less an extension of the LDK treatment. Aithough KU have limited
their calculations so far to homogeneous electron transfer. the salient features of
their approach can be projected to the heterogeneous reaction. They consider both
the initial and final states consisting of the reacting species and the solvent to be in
their ground electronic and vibronic Rates. The electron transfer process is then
visualized as the irreversible decay of the initial states into the manifold of the final
states. Such a model is valid only if the total width of each of the acceptor states
is large relative to their spacing. KLJ (47) show that such is the case in polar liquids.
Second order perturbation theory is used to calculate the transition probability.
The thermally averaged transition probability is then solved, using the generating
function method of Kubo & Toyozawa (60) and Engelman & Jortner (61) to yield
_ V2 2n 1/2
W	 h fi2D2) exp[(AE—Et)2/(2a2h2 )^	 19.
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where Ali is the difWrence in the energy of the initial and final states in
equilibrium configuration and
E. - J Elnij ioJ [(qj )► --((ji)I]'
where uq and ta) are the reduced mass and frequency of the Jill mode
of the system (q j ►► and ((Ij ), are the equilibrium coordinates of the Jth normal mode
in the initial and final states, and
D' _ }E)(2►nj+1)u►j[( i)r—(9i),r]	 21.
The term V in equation 19 is the electronic matrix element involving the initial
and final state electronic wavefunctions. This matrix element is separated out from
the vibrational overlap tern in the second order perturbation matrix element using
the Condon approximation. The expression for the transition probability in the high
temperature limit reduces to the equation obtained by LDK (35) as well as- by
Marcus (37). KLJ do take into account the frequency dispersion in the solvtsnt.
This formalism has so far dealt completely with the generalized nuclear coordinates
of various normal modes of the system. In principle therefore this approach should
take into account inner sphere effects as well. KLJ (47), however, show that this
approach is valid only when the vibrational quantum number of any normal mode'
is much greater than unity. This condition is met for the low frequency solvent
modes but not for the inner sphere modes. To take inner sphere effects into account,'
KI.J modified the approach slightly. The total potential energy of the system was
written as the sum of the inner sphere and the solvent contribution, with the latter
estimated using the LDK Hamiltonian. The inner sphere part was estimated con-
sidering only the symmetric breathing mode on the nearest solvent molecules in the
harmonic approximation.
The transition probability was then calculated using the methods already
described to yield a rather complicated result. At the temperatures involved in
I
most experiments, the KLJ results show that there is a significant temperature-
dependent contribution from the first coordination layer.
THE SCHMIDT APPROACti The use of perturbation theory by the LDK group
restricts the validity of their approach to the weak coupling cases. Furthermore. the
LDK and, for that matter, all the other formalisms have failed to develop a unified
formal treatment of electron transfer, which holds for the adiabatic and nonadiabatic
limits and all intermediate cases, In order to avoid these drawbacks, Schmidt (40,
41) has developed the theory of homogeneous and heterogeneous outer sphere
electron transfer reactions on the basis of Yammamoto 's (62) general expression for
the rate of a chemical reaction, obtained using linear response theory. It has been
shown that the rates of constants obtained by this formalism arc completely general;
and should be valid for any degree of coupling between the participating subsystems.'
The general expression for the rate of a chemical reaction in the Yammamoto (62)
approach is given as 
	
1
k = [ Vl(2 <N.>o <Nb>o)] J^ dr<IV(4)N(t)? 	 22.E
w
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where <N.)o and <Ns)p are equilibrium number concentrations of the reactants
A and 0 and the term within the brackets in the integrand indicates the
trace operation with respect to the equilibrium density operator; i.e.
( ..... ) - trace ;p( ..... )) 	 23.
where p is the density operator. Furthermore N in equation 22 is the occupation
number operator, given as
N - Zrala,
	
24.
where a, and a, arc the creation and annihilation operators for the reactant state.
The time derivative of the occupation number operator N is given by
lit - (lh)- ►[N. jr]	 25.
which is the well-known Heisenberg equation of motion, with Jr being the
Hamiltonian of the system. An inspection of equations 22-25 indicates that knowing
the complete Hamiltonian of the system would allow the calculation of the rate.
Schmidt (40, 41, 59) has shown that this general nonequilibrium statistical
mechanical approach yields the same results as obtained by Marcus (37) and the
LDK group (35) with their approaches when the approximations involved in these
treatments are incorporated in the linear response formulation.
Recently Schmidt (46) has used this approach to extend the LDK model for outer
sphere electron transfer reactions to include inner sphere vibronic degrees of
freedom. The description of the solvent is identical with that used in the later LDK
papers (50, 51), where the frequency dispersion of the solvent is taken into account.
The inner sphere vibronic terms are considered in the harmonic approximation,
and it is further assumed that there is no coupling between the inner sphere
vibrations and the neighboring solvent. The total wavefunction is then expressed
as the product of the wavefunctions of the electronic, inner sphere vibronic, and
solvent subsystems. Following the LDK approach (351, the total Hamiltonian of
the system is written as
.0,— 0.f if. + irw	 26.
where jPt is the contribution from electronic and nuclear motions, 4', is the solvent
Hamiltonian identical with the one shown in equation 16, and r)Pj t describes the
coupling between the solvent system and the tray ,ferring electron.
The rate expression calculated in this manner shows interesting e0ects of the inner
sphere vibronic terms. The nature of the effect depends on whether the vibrational
potential energy surfaces for the donor and acceptor species undergo severe displace-
ment, distortion, or both, and also on whether the fundamental frequencies of the
inner sphere normal modes are greater or less than 40'. Three cases can be
distinguished; namely
(a) In the high temperature limit (h(r) «4kT), if there is negligible displacement
of the inner sphere vibrational potential energy surfaces but strong distortion, the
inner sphere effect enters 'ibtough the pre-exponential part of the rate constant
expression.
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(h►
 In the low temperature limit (bui >> 4k 71 tha effect of the inner sphere vibronic
terms is negligible and only the solvent modes contribute in the rate constant
expression. in agreement with the claims of the LDK group (3).
(c) At both high and low temperature limits, if there is a strong displacement
and strong distortion in the vibrational potential energy surfaces, the inner sphere
effect manifests itself in both the pro-exponential and the exponential part of the rate
expression. This is a situation closer to the inner sphere type of electron transfer
reactions.
Schmidt (63) has examined the effect of damping on the rate by introducing a
damping factor as a parameter in the solvent Hamiltonian. Two types of damping
effects are considered. namely, state damping, arising from the interaction of the
reacting system in some arbitrary state with a number of loss or attenuating
systems, and damping due to the attenuation of the polarization energy modes of
the dielectric continuum. In either case, Schmidt (63) has shown that the damping
processes result in an effective increase in the activation energy of the process. it
should, however, be mentioned that the modified LDK solvent Hamiltonian
(equation 161 takes both frequency dispersion and damping effects into account
implicitly. The results obtained using that Hamiltonian should show the same
tendencies as observed by Schmidt (63).
In overall perspective, the approach used by Schmidt, although mathematically
cumbersome, appears to be more rigorous and valid over a considerably wider
range than the other existing approaches for the theory of charge transfer reactions.
Comparison of Theos^y and Experiment
Most comparisons of experiment with prediction for outer sphere electron transfer
electrode reactions have been carried out using the Marcus treatment. These
comparisons are somewhat compromised by uncertainties as to how the solvent
polarizability terms contributing to AGa are influenced by the double layer and the
electrode boundary itself its well as by a lack of reliable data for the force constants
associated with the inner sphere breathing mode and the change in bond distances
within the inner sphere. One such comparison is given in Table 1, in which theoretical
and experimental values of the free energies of activat ion as compiled by Hale (64)
are tabulated. He has evaluated the experimental values AG,*A p from the rate constants
using equation I with L = I x 10'crosac -1 . The theoretical values. AG,'h,o,, have
been calculated by Hale (64) using the Marcus theory, assuming that the work term
and multiplicity contributions AGw and AG,^ in :quation 2 are small and that the
electrostatic image-solvent polarization terms can be neglected because of the
shielding effects of the supporting electrolyte for ions in the outer Helmholtz plane.
The latter assumption is questionable and probably results in high estimated values
of AGS and hence AGci,,„, in Table 1.
Only those systems are included from the Hale compilation that should come
close to fulfilling the conditic-a-, of the Marcus treatment, i.e. proceed by outer
sphere electron transfer without strong interaction of the reacting species with the
electrode (no specific adsorption). The organic reductions have been restricted to
those for which the first electron transfer is believed to be rate controlling and specific
i
t
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adsorption does not occur. With aromatic systems, this limits the comparison to
neutral reductants in nonaqueous solvents such as dintethyl formamide 463. 66►, as
pointed out by Hale (64).
The agreement between AG;,.. and AG;,p in Table I is surprisingly good with the
exception of reductions for which there are doubts as to whether they proceed by an
outer sphere mechanism [e.g. Cr(I-IsO),' ] or for which spin conservation problems
may be involved [e.g. Co(H 20)b']. On the other hand, the values for the outer
sphere terms AG; listed in Table I are considerably larger and the inner sphere
A(rf values are considerably smaller than those calculated by Bockris (67) using
essentially the Marcus treatment. In any event, with neither of these compilations
can AGf or AG; be generally neglected. The LDK (2, 3) treatment will give
essentially the same value for AGI'N. for only couplet, whose inner sphere con-
tributions AG; in equation 2 are small. From Table 1, it appears that such may
be the case with aromatic species in which the bond lengths and force constants
undergo only small changes.
Many of the redox couples for which comparisons between theory and experiment
have been attempted in the literature (e.g. see 68) may involve one or more of the
following features which disqualify therm for comparison with the Marcus theory:
bridged charge transfer, strong interaction with the electrode, multiple electron
transfer with other than the first step rate controlling, and spin conservation
problems.
Various workers, including Marcus (1). Sutin (69), and Vlcck (70), have used
equation 3 to compare experimental data for heterogeneous and homogeneous
electron transfer reactions. The comparison is reasonably good for a number of outer
sphere electron transfer couples in the absence of specific adsorption of the reacting
species on oxide-free electrode surfaces.
Most theoretical treatments of outer sphere electron transfer electrode reactions
predict a potential-dependent transfer coefficient with a value of /I - 1/2 at low and
moderate overpntentials. A substantial number of couples have this value (see
Table 1). The evidence for a potcntiah dependent transfer coefficient, however, is far
less clear. The LDK group cite as evidence for such a potential-dependent /t the
work of Frumkin. Petrii & Nikolaeva-Fedorovich (71) on the Fe(CN) - /Fe(CN)6 -
couple, which indicates some deviation front behavior after double layer
corrections have been taken into account, Parsons & Passeron (72) have reported a
potential-dependent transfer cocfTcient fo: Cr(H 20)62 `/Cr(H 20)6 `, but Anson,
Rathjen & Frisbee (73) have criticized this work on the basis of the high pH of the
solutions used by Parsons & Passeron (72) and the need for unusually high precision
in the measurement of If. Anson et al (73) failed to find any such potential
dependence.
BRIDGE-ASSISTED ELECTRON TRANSFER REACTIONS
Homogeneous outer sphere electron transfer reactions are often catalyzed by the
presence of alkali metal cations in solutions (see e.g. 74). For example, the
Mn04 /Mn04' (75) and Fe(CN)6'/Fe(CN) 6 " systems (76) are catalyzed by alkali
I
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t	 metal cations with the rate increasing with increasing intrinsic cation radius. Such
catalytic effects are usually explained by assuming that the alkali metal cations
e reduce the coulombic repulsion lk".Iween the reactants (it. decrease the electrostatic
work terms in the Marcus approach) and/or that these cations *,^rve as a bridge for
ilia electron transfer and thus reduce the activation energy for the overall process.
Although no detailed attempt to calculate the effects of the work terms have been
carried out, it is commonly assumed (77) that they are usually sm ,jll and that the
primary catalytic effect is due to bridging. A third factor apparently neglected up
to this time, however, is that the cations changes the polarizability of the environ-
ment surrounding the reacting ions through both the cations' intrinsic polarixability
r	 and its field effects on the surrounding medium.
Similar catalytic effects of alkali metal cations a1Ko have been found for the
heterogeneous case. The Fe(CN)6 - /Fe(CN ►t" electrochemical reaction (78 -8 1) is
catalyzed by the alkali metal cations. with the exchange current density decreasing
in the order Cs* > K' > Na' > Li'. Bindra, Gerischer & Peter 180) have shown
rather conclusively that double layer effects involving work terms are not sufficient
to explain such an effect. Dogonadze, Ulstrup & Kharkats (82) have used the
bridging concept to explain the catalytic effect,
The majority orthe theoretical work on these bridge-assisted outer sphere electron
transfers has been done for both homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions by the
Levich-Dogonadze theoretical group at the Institute of Electrochemistry in Moscow
(77, 82-87). For the homogeneous reactions these workers consider two limiting
cases:
1. the push-pull mechanism, in which an ciectron is first transferred) from the
reacting ion A to the bridging species C and then from C to the other reacting
ion B. and
2. the pull-push mechanism, in which an electron is first transferred from the bridging
species C to the ion B. followed by the transfer of an electron from A to C.
Second order perturbation theory is then used to calculate the transition probability
of both mechanisms. The use of this approach implies that the intermediate states
considered in the two limiting mechanisms are virtual states with no need to include
energy conservation factors for the intermediate states. In a sense, the lifetime of the
intermediate state is so short that its energy is eery broadened by the uncertainty
principle.
If Using the LDK solvent polarization fluctuation approach for outer sphere electron
transfer, Volkenshtein et al (84) ha%c treated the quasiclassical, high temperature
limit (h(a «kT) for the homogeneous reaction. assuming that the initial, inter•
mediate, and final states each have their own potential energy surfaces which are
linear and noninteracting. Levich, Madumarov & Kharkats (85) have extended this
treatment by using parabolic noninteracting potential energy suviaces for the high
temperature limit. No inner sphere effects were taken into account. Dogonadze,
Ulstrup & Kharkats (77) have further extended this treatment to the case where thlb
intermediate state has a continuous distribution of electronic energy levels.
Dogonadze, Ulstrup & Kharkats (82) have treated heterogeneous bridge outer
x x
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sphere electron transfer using the push-pull and pull-push mechanisms. considering
the quasicontinuous distribution of electron energy states of the metal. The total
transition probability for electron transfer from the reacting ion through the bridge
to the metal is
Is' — F,1CI— WCJ]t, 46,) 	 27.
where It,ykj is the transition probability (or electron transfer from the reacting
ion via the bridge to a particular electronic energy level r,, in the metal, and Mej
is the Fermi distribution function. The heterogeocous rate consent, neglecting
double layer effects, is proportional to W For the push-pull mechanism, the transition
probability IYI (r.,) is in turn given as
ifgl[r ,) 	 28.
where f-a► and L,,, arc the electronic matrix elements obtained from second order
perturbation theory for the initial M final (A and intermediate (k) states of the
push-pull mechanism (i.e. electrons in the bridge). K(s,) is a slowly varying function
of c,; E4.(a;,) is the energy of the intersection point of the potential energy surfaces
between the initial and intermediate, or intermediate and final states, depending on
which is highest; and to is the equilibrium ground state energy of the initial state, An
analogous equation can be written for the pull-push mecimnisttt, The activation
energy CE,a(r,)—1,] and its potential dependence are evaluated in essentially the
same way as in the LDK app ►-,,xh with heterogeneous nonbridgud electron
transfer. The potential distribution across the interface relative to the positions of
the reacting ion and the bridge species, however, is of particular importance, Two
limiting cases are considered by Dogonadze, Ulstrup & Kharkats (82), as shown in
Figure 2. The question of whether the briklgcd species is hydrated must also be taken
into account,
,t
Ftyure 1 Potential distribution models for bridge-assisted electron transfer for two limiting
cases in the treatment or Dogonadre et at Mi.
r
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This theoretical treatment lead% to various types of current-voltage behavior
depending on the energy of the Fermi level of the metal relative to the intersection
point of the potential energy surfaces for the initial and intermediate states and
interm-Aate and final states. This in turn is a function of the overpotential. For
example. for the push-pull mechanism and the potential distributi, ►n shown in
' Figure 20. tine cathodic branch of file current -voltage curves shout I havc the normal
Tafel behavior with tf - 1/2 at relatively low overpotentials, bill shouht make a
transition at higher overpotentkds toau activationless region corresponding to # - 0.
Dogonadzc et al (82) cite the decrease in the experimentally observed transfer
coefficient for the reduction of the ferricyanide in the presence of alkali metal
cations at high overpotentials as evidence of such it transition. Uncertainties about
double layer corrections and the possibility of changes in potential distribution
across the interface make this evidence sontewfiat questionable. Recently Dogonadre,
Ulstrup & Kharkats (83) have extended this treatment to the case where Cite virtual
intermediate state also has a quasicominuous distribution of electronic energy
levels.
These treatments of bridged outer sphere electron transfer at metal electrodes
represent a major advance but suffer from oversimplifications which may not be
.►ppropriate for most experimental systems. The use of second order perturbation
theory to calculate It^^(a:,) involves the assumption that there are no strong inter-
actions between the electronic energy levels of the reacting ion, bridge species, and
the metal. This assumption is particularly questionable if the bridging species is
ipecifically adsorbed on the electrode, h urther, the models in Figure 2 used to
alculate the effects of the potential distribution at the interface onthe activation
rnergics are at best qualitative and in many instances may not even be than. In
addition, no account is taken of the effects or the bridging ion on the polarizability
of the environment surrounding the ion, as cited earlier. The increase in the rate
onstants for the ferroryanide oxidation encountered in going from Li' to C%*
fir; the cation may well be due principally to this effect, since the electrode is quite
anodic to Cite potential of zero charge (pzc) and a bridge mechanism therefore
;cents unlikely.
In a somewhat preliminary treatment, Schmidt (88) has considered the
homogeneous inner sphere bridge electron transfer reaction (without atom transfer)
ay assuming that a radiationless elect ron transf tr occurs within the bridge molecular
-ornplex. The bridged complex is assumed to be in equilibri um with the reactants,
ind the electron transfer alone is assumed to control the reaction rate, The rate for
;uch a process was then calculated using the linear response forntalis ►n developed
by Yammamoto (62) in a manner similar to that used by Schmidt for the homo-
;eneous (46) and heterogeneous (41) oRtter sphere electron transfer (without
)ridge). The exptsssions involved in the Schmidt treatment are quite complex, For
►urposcs of simplification in this preliminary treatment, Schmidt has assumed
to st rong interactions between the reacting ions and the bridge species --certainly
t doubtful assumption for inner sphere electron transfer, In principle, however,
his formalism can be extended to the strong interaction case, as pointed out by
ichmidt (88).
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PROTON TRANSFER ELECTRODE REACTION
The AeNrafed Complex Approach
Since the pioneering work of Horiud & Polanyi (12 ►, various authors (see e.g. 89.92)
have used the activated complex approach involving the stretching of the OH "
In 11 30'  to form a transition state of the form O —H —Metal. Of critical importance
is the model of the interface, particularly the position of the H 30' or H=O from
which the proton transfer occurs. Bockris & Matthews (93,94) have proposed the
model shown in Figure 3. The initial state of the system is a solvated H 30' ion
at the outer Helmholtz plane, One of the protons associated with the H 30' ion
then transfers u. one of the solvation waters [number 2 in Figure 3] situated at a
distance b,, estimated by Bockris At Matthews to be - 3.8 A. Further Grotthus-type
transfer of a proton to a water molecule immediately adjacent to the surface is not
considered because these authors believe that the strong negative charge of the
electrode surface preferentially orients the water molecules on the electrode surface
and therefore impedes further proton transfer co these molecules.
Bockris & Mauhews consider the electron to be transferred by tunneling is the
activated state because the barrier height is otherwise too high for classical transfer.
They then use the Morse curves for [H=0-H]' and H-M to construct the potenti,11
energy surface along the reaction coordinate (Figure 4). The vertical transition AEo
in Figure 4 corresponds to transferring an electron from the Fermi level of the
metal to the H 30' (number 2 in Figure 3) in its ground electronic state with no
change in the reaction coordinate, At the intersecrot: paint of the two Morse curves,
radiationless electron transfer from the moral to a vibrationally excited H30'
becomes possible. The various electronic en, rgy levels in the metal correspond to
the vertical translation or the Morse curve for the initial state (1­130' +e (metal)].
with a diflbrenf intersection point for each electronic energy level in the metal.
Bockris & Matthews (93) calculate the electron tunneling probability in the
Figure 3 Bockris-Matthews model (4) for the electrode interface in proton discharge from
N3O'.
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activated state by considering the number of electrons of the particular energy E inthe metal striking the sr " face per unit time, the probability of electron tunnelingAt this energy, and the probability of the electron colliding witha proton. Taking
intoaccount the Fermi distribution In the metal, they obtain for the discharge currentdensity for proton transfer over the barrier the equation
i (Cn 'o.) 3►i,4a►►►h^'okl' If f exP— [^t(Fo— E1/KT] dL
.I i-^cxp[(E—Ct)/K7'] 29.
where C►►
,o• is the surface concentration of HwO' located at the appropriatcposition relative to the electrode surface (position 2 in Figure 3), r►►
 is the elfe(,ti ,
 r,radius of the proton for electron capture, m, is the effective electron mass, .1,',
Cilective electron tunneling probability (averaged about thRr
	
s cne
	
Fermi level) , E t is the
	 Ienergy of the initial system [,, so * +C (metal)] with the electron
	
	 e Fermia ,thlevel, Eo is the ground state energy of the system with the cicctron on i the
 proton,
II
Distance From Electrode
F19ure 4 Potential energy surfaces in the Bock ris- Mat thews model for proton discharge (4),
,REpRODUCIBIL^ Or TIM
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and it is the transfer coefficient, The principal contribution to the discharge
current is from the tunneling of electrons at or near the Fermi level, with the
contribution dropping off rapidly as JE - &',,' becomes large compared to R7'. Under
such circumstances. equation 29 reduces to an Arrhenius form; Le,
t=lt'tt ,o•) x3", 4xn►h kT.(1-#)•cxp- RT
	
30.
where the energy of activation AE : is given by AE t = #AE, with AE corresponding
to the difk-rence in the energies of the initial and final states, and # is an averaged
value of the symmetry factor,
As an alternative to proton transmission over the barrier, various authors have
considered the possibility of proton tunneling through the barrier. As early as the
1930x, Topley & E.yrin,' (95) and Dawn & Ogden (96) attempted to evaluate the
relative rates of proton wed dcutron discharge; the former using a parabolic barrier
of 1.5A thickness and the latter a symmetrical Eckart barrier of the same effective
thickness. The question of proton tunneling has been more recently examined by
Conway (.7), Christov (13-15), and Bockris & Matthews (94), using various potential
energy barriers.
For proton discharge from H 3O`, the proton tunneling current density is (sec e.g.
94)
4un	 R,(C,,,o • ) 	 exp[-(c- ►.e)/k7']P(c)dc	 31.
where k, is a frequency factor, C tip , is the surface concentration of the proton, P.e
is the zero point energy level for the [H 20--H] * stretching, and P(c) is the probability
of proton tunneling at the energy level c. For the calculation of P(c), Bockris &
Matthews (94) use an asymmetric Eckart barrier of the form
Acxp(2nx/d) B cxp(2nx;d)W) _ ---------+ --	 32.14 exp(2nx/d)
	
cxp(2nx,Id)]-
where A = Ao+eq, R = 2E : - A +2[E ,*(Et -A)], and E _ = E^ +/teo q, with AO and
Eb corresponding to the energy of reaction and activation energy at an overpotential
of ►t = 0, and 2d corresponds to the effective Eckart barrier width. The asymmetric
Eckart barrier is a poor approximation to the actual potential energy surface and
some uncertainty exists as to the relation of the Eckart barrier width 2d to the real
proton transfer distance. Bockris & Matthews (94) have attempted to show that the
real barrier width for the proton transfer is approximately half the Eckart barrier
width (2d). The tunneling probability is quite sensitive to the barrier parameters,
particularly the thickness (dropping off exponentially with thickness), and hence it
is difficult to predict the extent to which the reaction proceeds by tunneling on
purely theoretical grounds,
On the basis of the isotopic separation factor S and its potential dependence on
Hg over a potential range for which /f is constant, Bockris & Matthews (94)
conclude that up to V%', of the observed current at low overpotcntiais is
associated with tunneling. From experimental data for S and its potential
dependence, Bockris. Srinivasan & Matthews (98) Have estimated these parameters
i
}
i
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} to have the approximate values of 2d = 4A, EJ n. I.OcV, and Ap = 0.3cV. This
value of 4 A for the Eckart barrier thickness appears reasonable for the model shown
in Figure 4 if the ratio of the real barrier width to the Eckart barrier width is • 1/2.
Conway (97) has also treated proton tunneling using an asymmetric Eckart
barrier, but in contrast to Boekris & Matthews, he assumed that the proton
transfer would take place from water molecules immediately adjacent to the surface
and therefore used a very thin barrier (2d = 0.5 A). With such thin barriers. the
tunneling probability for protons is high and the Conway treatment leads to a Tafel
slope of - , 0.25 V/decade at low overpolential and nonlinear Tafel behavior greater
than n = -0.5 V. Such behavior has generally not been observed.
Christov (13-15,107) has also investigated the question of proton tunneling using
various types of baericrs (symmetrical and asymmetrical Eckart and parabolic)
without developing it detailed physical model. For each, the effect of a linear potential
	
energy drop across the interface was considered. In each instance, with judicious
	
I,
choice of barrier parameters, Christov firms the tunneling model to fit the
experimental data, including the linear Tafel behavior, the temperature dependence
of the exchange current density, and the isotopic separation factor. On this basis,
Christov reaches a conclusion similar to that of Dockris et al concw-ning the
importance of proton tunneling in hydrogen discharge on Hg.
In contrast, Conway & Salomon (99) have concluded that proton tunneling is
not significant because the activation energy for proton transfer in methanol is
independent of tcmpetature down to -110°C. The anomalous temperature
dependence of the Tafel slopes observed in these studies has been attributed by
Conway & Mackinon (100) to double layer effects. At this time the importance of
proton tunneling in hydrogen discharge appears far from settled.
Conway & Salomon (91, 92) have developed a treatment involving an analysis of
the vibrational modes of the transition state and have concluded that the hydrogen-
tritium separation factor on Hg and possibly on Ni and Fe cathodes can be
	
adequately explained on the basis of slow proton discharge without involving
	 j
tunneling. Their treatment takes into account the symmetrical stretch mode in the
	
activated complex. They suggest several possible qualitative explanations for the
	 ^•
potential dependence of the separation factor on Hg. For the most part these
involve the interactions of the electric field across the interface with either the
vibrational modes of the activated complex or the solvent adjacent to it.
In considering electron and proton tunneling at electrodes, various authors have
used the Gamov equation which involves implicitly the WKB approximation.
Levich (2) has questioned the validity of this approach on the grounds that the
	
derivation of the Gamov equation invol ves the assumption that the spatial 	
idistribution of the potential field does not change during the course of the
transition. He points out that the energy levels of the initial and final states are
changing because of solvent polarization changes. Sen & Bockris(101) have examined
the tunneling times for electron and proton tunneling through a rectangular barrier
using the barrier height -width parameters of the Bockris -Matthews model of proton
transfer, and they concluded that the tunneling times are considerably shorter than
the 10' 13 sec involved with solvent polarization fluctuations. Consequently they
ii
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do not believe this error to be significant in the Soekris-Matthews treatment. It is
importiurt to note, however, that the tunneling times are sensitive to the barrier
parameters, and hence their conclusions should not be generalized.
In the &ockris-Mathews treatment of proton transfer, resonance interaction at
the top of the barrier was not included. Salomon, Enke & Conway (103) and Sen (104)
have attempted to take into account strong interaction in the activated state by
using the semiempirical bond energy bond order (HERO) method for calculating
potential energy surfaces. This approach was first proposed by Paar & Johnston (105)
to construct the potential energy (PE) profile along the reaction coordinate for the
gas phase 1,I+H 2 reaction. According to this approach, the total bond order of the
three-center bond involv ing the proton as it moves through reaction coordinate
space is assumed to be constant and equal to the initial value of tinily in the
prrreaction state. The Bockris-Sen treatment considers the model
H
Nl
O—
MI
H—Metal
H
where oi l
 +n2 = 1, The remainder of the treatment is similar to that for the gas
phase reaction 11+H 2 . Using the data of Parsons & Bockris (90) for the proton
solvation energy and WH bond energy, Bockris & Sell obtain a value of
15 kcal/mol for the height of the energy barrier. These workers consider the proton
transfer process to occur by proton tunneling. Using the asymmetrical Eckart
barrier in a manner analogous to Bockris & Matthews (94), they calculate the
potential dependence of the transfer cocf ..ent and the isotopic separation factor
ratio for hydrogen discharge on Hg. Using the BEBO value of 15kcal/mol for the
barrier height and 2d = 4.OA, they obtain values for the isotopic separation factor
and its potential dependence in reasonable agreement with experiment.
The Saloniun-Enke-Conway (SEC) treatment (103) of proton transfer using the
BEBO method differs from the Bockris-Sen treatment in that the reaction is
considered to proceed entirely by proton transfer over the barrier. SEC take the final
state following the slow proton transfer to be Hg-H* and then use the bond
energy of the I ig-H + as an adjustable parameter. Using. the experimental activation
energy on Hg, they find this band energy to be - 155kcal,hnol, a value that they
feel argues for Hg- .H ` rather than Fig-H as the final state of the slow step. Using
these values they calculate the ratio of the pre-exponential values for proton, and
deutrium discharge on Hg and find reasonable agreement with experiment.
These BEBO treatments have several shortcomings. In the construction of the
potential energy surface, various interactions other than those associated with
0--H —M have not been considered adequately or have been omitted altogether.
These other interactions include modifications in the other 0-H bonds of the
hydronium ion as the proton is withdrawn, electronic band interactions within the
metal surface, modifications of such attending the H-M bond formation, and
reorganization of the solvent interacting with the electrode surface and the
hydronium ion during the proton transfer.
s
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Marcus (106) has used the BEBO approach in his treatment of the kinetics of atom,
proton. and strong-overlap electron transfers in solution. He has taken into account
solvent effects including the addition or removal of solvent molecules to and from
reactants, vibrational changes in strongly interacting solvent molecules immediately
adjacent to the reacting species, and sol vent reorientation-polarization c1lects arising
from changes in the charge distribution in the reacting system. The solvent
polarization effects are treated as the equivalent of partial dielectric saturation, The
solvent free energy contribution from this source is a quadratic function of the
fluctuations in solvent polarization, just as the harmonic potential energy term for
vibrational coordinates is a quadratic function of fluctuations in these coordinates.
It appears attcacdve to extend these additional features of the Marcus BEBO
treatment to this proton transfer reactions at electrodes.
s	 The Nonegrllibriuut Solvent Polarization Mmiel
Dogonadze, K.uznctsov & Levich (107,100 have extended the theoretical formalism,
which they developed for outer sphere electron transfer, to proton transfer at
electrodes. For the discharge step, these authors state that activation by stretching
of the [1-1 2O-11]* and H-M bonds is sufficiently improbable to be neglected on the
basis that for these bonds dxo » kT. They treat the proton as well as the electron as
part of a fast subsystem with the solvent [wing the slow system. Their model assumes
that activation can arise only due to nonequiliSrium solvent polarization, in a manner
similar to that fo; their outer sphere electron transfer model. By using a double
adiabatic approximation; this approach separates the electron and proton wave-
funrtions from the solvent w .vefunctiom. and treats the electron and proton as a
quantum subsystem and the solvent is a classical subsystem.
The potential energy surface assumed for the discharge reaction is schematically
shown in Figure S, where R is the proton coordinate and q is the solvent coordinate
U 
i
! ^^	 nno^	 q
dactivated
R/
Figure S Potential energy surfaces for proton discharge according to the DKL model (2).
q; solvent coordinate, R; proton coordinate.
y
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indicating the state of polarization of the solvent. Due to solvent polarization
fluctuations. as the coordinate q changes values, the potential energy of the initial
state of the system changes and the system moves continuously along the energy
surface U(q. R„), preserving the constant value of R - Ro; i.e. the vibrations along
the bond [H 20-H]' remain unexcited. At q = q', the energy of the initial state
equals that of the final state and the system undergoes a quantum transition
involving proton tunneling from the ground vibrational state of H 30' to the ground
state of FI M. The solvent then relaxes to the equilibrium configuration around the
final 1-1 20+H- M state. The rate of the discharge reaction is written as
1 = e(Ctt,o •) f n(+%)p(r)W (#:) de.	 33.
where Cli o, is the surface concentration of protons, n(c) is the Fermi distribution,
p(t) is the electronic density of states, and W(r) is the thermally averaged transition
probability. IV(e) is related to the transition probability of the system passing from
the mth vibrational level of the initial state to the nth vibrational level of the final
state N1A.) by a relation of the form of equation 8. First order perturbation theory
is then used to calculate I r(e). Thus It;J (e) is given by the expression shown in
equation 6,
The UKL approach then uses the Born-Oppenheimer approximation to express
the wavefunctions of the initial and final states as a product of the electronic,
proton, and solvent wavehinction. The assumption implicit in such a separation of
the proton and solvent wavefunctions is that the proton subsystem is fast compared
to the solvent subsystem. DKL justifies this assumption on the ground that the
vibration frequencies of the proton attached to the hydronium ions in the initial
state and the hydrogen atom adsorbed on the metal surface in the final state are
orders of magnitude higher than the frequencies of the solvent orientational modes.
Using the Condon approximation twice, once for the electronic subsystem and once
for the proton subsystem, DK 1. expresses W i f (c) as
W11 (i) = lnL2En<%!„(R,9)7.(R,N)>2C0f.(N)Oi.(q))26(si„,--rf.) 	 34.
where i:2 is the electronic matrix element, the % and 0 quantities are the proton and
solvent wavefunctions, R and q are the proton and solvent coordinates, and the
subscripts fit and im represent the final state in the vibrational level n and the initial
state in the vibrational level m, respectively. Equation 34 is then solved using
harmonic oscillator wavefunctions. The solvent 1-lamiltonian used in this calculation
is identical with the one useu in the early LDK papers (35) for outer sphere electron
transfer reactions (see equation 10).
The current dens ity-overpotential relation obtained froth this approach shows
three distinct regions with dHcrent values of the transfer coefficient. At very low
overpotentials, the transfer corresponds to an activationless type (see Figure 6C)
with the transfer coefficient P - 1. At moderate overpotentials the system exhibits a
normal Tafel-type behavior with a transfer coefficient /I = 1/2 (Figure 6B). Finally
at very high overpotentials, the transfer coefficient becomes zero and the transition
is barrierless (Figure 6,4).
qj qj •q*	 q
q! q" qj	 q
U
U
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Comparisons between the predictions or this approach and the experimental
results are only possible if the reorgan t ation energy ire in the theory can be
estimated with any accuracy. Unfortunat,,y such is not the case. However, L.evich
has compared the current-voltage behavior predicted by this theory to experimental
results, assuming that the reorganization energy of the system is equal to 2eV. The
very low overvoltage region with a transfer coefficient of (t - 1 predicted by this
theory hay not been observed experimentally on Hg. This region is not readily
accessible for accurate measurements, however, because of the very low current
densities involved. Moderately good agreement is obtained in the normal Taiel
region. Krishtalik (109,110) has reported that at very high overpotentials the system
does pass into a barrierless region for Hg.
Within the framework of this approach, German to al 011 ► have investigated
the potential dependence of the isotopic separation factor. They have shown that
there are two contributions to the separation factor. The first is the difference in
zero point energies between the O-H' and O-D' bonds. This contribution,
I	 U 	 -
Figure 6 Potential energy surfaces for proton discharge according to the DKL treatment
(21 for low (A), intermediate (B), and high (C) overpotentials..
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however, does not depend on potential. The second factor arises from differonm
in the transmission coefficients for the proton/deutrium/tritium transfer. This
contribution depends on the distance of closest approach of the discharging
species to the electrode. German et al concluded that the proton and the deutrium
approach distances are different as well as potential dependent and this is what
causes the potential dependence of the separation factor. Although this approach
has not been developed to the extent where a quantitative comparison with
experimental results can be carried out, the shape of the separation factor-potential
curve obtained from this approach is analogous to the one experimentally observed.
In effect, the DKI, treatment considers activation to be achieved by the
accumulation of energy through phonon interactions in a solvent volume of
dimensions large compared to the solvated hydronium ion and with almost a
continuum of low frequency modes. The conventional activated complex theory
with or without tunneling considers the accumulation of the energy or activation
to occur in a single vibrational mode through multiple phonon interactions. The
DKL group claims that the hydronium ion with its small volume is just too "hard."
;n terms of potential energy, to be effective for such accumulation. The extent to
which either of these two views is valid remains to be established but it seems likely
that both types of contributions to the activation energy will prove to be important.
There is a need for an overall treatment of both contributions for the heterogeneous
proton transfer.
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Mechanisms of Electrochemical Reactions on Non-Metsllie Surfaces
Ernest Yeager
Department of Chemistry
Case Western Reserve twversity
Cleveland, Ohio 44106
Oxygen electrocatalysts has assumed now importance because of the
Involvement of the 0 electrode in various fuel cells and electrolyzer
systems For 0 ele 9troreduction to proceed at reasonable current
densities requiLs the adsorption of the 0 molecule or ion an the
electrode surface. Various models for the 2Interaction of such 0
species with surfaces and the corresponding pathways for the ele9tro-
reduction are considered. Generally peroxide mechanisms are predon-
inant in aqueous solutions on non-metallic as well as metal surfaces
but this leads to less favorable operating potentials for 0 cathodes.
A number of reasonably effective 0 electroreduction catalytts have
been identified for alkaline solutions but so far only high area
platinum appears to combine reasonable activity and stability in acid
electrolytes. Various electrocatalysts for which results have been
reported in the literature are summarized. The ele^trochemical behav-
ior of various carbons and graphites, lithisted NiO and various defect
metal oxides including RuO /Ti is considered in some detail relative
to 02 generation as well J reduction kinetics.
Key words: Carbon; electrocstelysis; nickel oxide; semiconductor
electrodes; oxide electrodes; oxygen electrochemistry.
1. Introduction
With the energy problems facing many nations, renewed 'interest has developed in
electrochemical energy conversion and storage, and among the various electrochemical
devices, particularly fuel cells and water electrolyzers. An important part of most
such devices is the oxygen electrode. Unfortunately it is one of the more troublesome
parts. The irreversibility of the oxygen electrode leads to excessive voltage losses and
restrictions on power densities of the cells. Furthermore, in an effort to achieve an
acceptable level of performance, it has been necessary to resort to expensive precious
metal oxygen electrocatalysts in very high area forms, which are difficult to maintain over
long operating times.
In light of the importance of 0 electrodes and problems associated with oxygen
elect rocatalys is, this lecture will fie directed principally to oxygen electrode reactions
on nonmetallic surfaces.
2. General features of oxygen electrode reactions
The pronounced irreversibility of the oxygen electrode reactions at moderate tempera-
tures has severely complicated mechanistic studies.	 a excDange current densities for the
oxygen electrode are very low--typically 10- 10 to 10-n A/cm on an effective catalytic
surface such as platinum. Consequently the current densities near the reversible potential
are generally too low to permit measurements under conditions where the kinetics are sensi-.
tive to the reverse as well as forward reactions. Further, the experiment&l.ly accessible
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portions of the cathodic and anodic branches of the polarization curves are sufficiently
separated in potential that the surface conditions differ very substantially. Therefore,
the oathodie and anodic processes under these conditions are probably not the reverse of
each other. To complicate the situation further, the oxygen electrode reactions may proceed
through a large number of pathways. This explains why the mechanisms for 0 generation and
reduction s • 1 still not fully understood even on platinum, the most extensilely used and
most studiol 0,4 	catalyst.
Dsfore discussing 0 electrocatalysts on specific non-metallic surfaces, some of the
general features of the Fossible electrode mechanisms will be considered. 0 reduction in
aqueous solutions requires a strong interaction. of O with the electrode surface for the
reaction to proceed at a reasonable rate. Three typis of models for such interaction have
been proposed 11,3531 . These are shown in figure 1, together with the co-rcaponding reaction
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Figure 1. Models for adsorbed 02 and corresponding reaction pathways for 02
electroreduction.
pathways for02 reduction. The Griffiths model (2) involves a lateral interaction of the a
orbitals of the 0 interacting with empty d 2 orbitals of a transition element, ion or metal
atom with back bonding from at least pr ,rtiafly filled d or d orbitals of the transition
element to the ea orbitals of the 02 . This type of indfactioPshould lead to a weakening
of the 0-0 bond with a corresponding lengthening of this bond. The Vaska complexes
[e.g., Ir ( G2 )C1 ( 00)(PPh3 ) 2 I appear to form such complexes with 0 [3 ,4). Theme compounds
are selective oxidation catalysts for cyclic olefins 151. The formation of a strong metal-
to-oxygen interaction results in a weakening of the 0-0 bond and an increment !,n the length
of this bond (6j. Sufficiently strong interaction of this type may lead to the dissociative
adsorption of 02 with probably simultaneous proton addition and valency change of the tran-
sition element in the manner represented by Pathway I in figure 1, followed by reduction of
the M(OH)2 to regenerate the catalyst. site. Sandstede et al.[7 ,8) have attempted to explain
oxygen repduction with square pyramidal CO(II), Fe(II) and Fe (III) complexes as wall as on
the thiospinels on the basis of such n bonding. Tseung, Hibbs and Tantram [9) have proposed
that 02 reduction on Li-doped NiO changes from a non-d3,seocintive to dissociative mechanism
4
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For reviews see ref. [1,351.
the end of this paper.
Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at
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above the feel point (200 eC for their %10-atom K Lt doped N10) in order to explain the
increment in catalytic activity in KOH hydrate swlts above the For, temperature.
It is indeed likely that 0 redu-tion does proceed by a dissociation adsorption
mechanism on some eleetrocatelydpts. Up to date, however, no unambiguous experimental
evidence appears to have been presented for 02
 reduction by such a mechanism on either
metallic or non-metallic catalyst surfaces in aqueous solutions at moderate temperatures.
With most transition metal catalysts, the most probably structure for 0 adsorption
is the Pauling model (10) in which sp orbitals of 0 interact with d 2 orbftsas of the
transition metal. The square pyramidal complexes of2Ye(II) and Co(I13; which have good
activity for 0 reduction in acid solutions, appear to involve such an end-on interaction
on the basis of ear and other evidence 1113. This adsorption of 0 is expected to be
accompanied by at least a partial and probably complete charge t4sfer to yield a super-
oxide and then peroxide state, as represented by Pathway II in figure 1. The adsorption of
the 02
 on the square pyramidal complexes of Fe(II) and Oo(II) may lead directly to the
superoxide state. With somewhat similar oxyhemoglobin complexes of iron, various workers
have proposed that 0 binding to the iron involves 02- or On states with Fe, in the III
valtnt state 112-1b)2 The r;^hange in valency state or the 'transition metal coupled with the
change in 02p oxidation state during formation of.the 0 2
 adduct corresponds in principal to
the redox eIectrocatalyst concept proposed by Heck et al. 115,16).
The further reduction of the 0 beyond the peroxide state requires rupture of the 0-0
bond. Such can occur in Pathway 1I9 through the formation of OI or RO •
 free radicals in
solution or the simultaneous reduction-bond cleavage (electrochemical desorption) to yield
H 0 or Oti". Neither of these processes are likely to be sufficiently fast at practical
4erating potentials for 0 cathodes but the electrochemical desorption is a better candi-
date. The free energies of formation of the 07 and 110• free radicals in solution are dust
too high to achieve sufficiently high concentrations for the subsequent homogeneous reac-
tions to proceed at rates Corresponding to reasonable current densities at acceptable elec-
trode potentials. Substantial evidence exists for Pathway IIA yielding solution phase
peroxide for various metallic and non-metallic electrode surfaces. With neon-metallic
electrodes such as carbon, graphite and lithiated NiO in aqueous alkaline solutions, signi-
ficant amounts of peroxide are found in solution and the potential under .)pen-circuit condi-
tions follows the Nernst equation predictions for the 0 2-NO2 couple (see e.g. ref. 17, 183.
Eventually the peroxide is further reduced at practical 0 2 cathodes. The formation of solu-
tion phase peroxide as an intermediate, however, is unfortunate since it leads to less
favorable operating potentials. With carbon electrodes in alkaline solutions, it is neces-
sary to incorporate a peroxide reduction or decomposition catalyst in the electrode to
prevent the buildup to high concentrations of the peroxide within the electrode structure.
One possibility is to utilize the spillover effect with the peroxide produced ut one site
migrating on the surface to an adjacent or nearby site where the peroxide elim i.r.A-ion step
occurs. This indeed may occur to sore extent with high area carbon electrodes containing
peroxide elimination catalysts such a.: Pt or Ag.
Under some circumstances it is possible that the superoxide species 0 ' may desorb to
yield the solution phase species. This ion is formed as a reasonably stabL entity during
0 reduction in sprotic solvents [see e.g., ref. 19-223 and probably in carbonate melts
[3i• The superoxide ion also has been proposed to be formed in aqueous solutions on Hg
(2+,251, amalgamated gold [261 and carbon paste [27] cathodes in the presence of surface
active agents. Under these circumstances. Divisek and Kastening [24,251 propose that the
surfactant molecules displace water molecules from the surface, impeding accesas of water
to the adsorbed 0 7 . and thereby inhibiting further reduction. Dub rovina and Nekrasov [261
have proposed the? the 02: radical may be stabilized through the formation of a complex
with the surfactant molecule. In the absence of adsorbed organic species, however, it does
not appear that an 0 - desorption mechanism contributes significantly to the observed
current. Rotating disk experiments have rather clearly demonstrated this for graphite [261
and also gold cathodes [29), as will be discussed for the former case later in this lecture.
Pathway III in figure 1 provides an alternate means for bringing about rupture of the
0-0 bond through the formation of an -0-0- bridge. Such a mechanism may come into play with
the proper surface apacing of transition metal atoms or ions in a metal, oxide or thio-
spinel or in a bimetal complex such as a macrocyclic. The formation of the bridge species
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requires proper spacing of the two majal species plus partially filled d or d orbitals
to participate in bonding with the sp orbitals of the oxygen. Macroaya to traKlition
metal complexes of th.t type M-0 -M been synthesised (e.g., see ref. 30, 31, 36, 37) and
appear to occur naturally in i;Li thrin.
For any of the bechanisms in figure 1, considerable questions exist as to the reversi-
bility of the 0 adsorption step at the rather high rates involved with practical 0 cath-
odes. For 02 ti bond to Ms will generally require the replacement of a water mo3ecule or
anion of the electrolyte--a situation which would normally be exisited to be unfavorable
to 022 unless the 0 adduct has a pronounced dipolar character (M 0-0 -) (32, 33). The
reveLibility of tlfe formation of such adducts in water and other solvent systems is strong-
ly dependent on the ligands and generally favored in the "picket fence" porphyrine in which
the large rather bulky organic groups create an environment more conducive to 0 uptake
(34). Porphyrins of this type are probably responsible for the relatively good ;erformance
of carbon cathodes as 0 electrodes in blood, but it is doubtAil whether they can be ren-
dered sufficiently stable for prolonged use in the strongly acid and alkaline solutions of
most rUwl calls above 100°C.
At steady stag any peroxide formed on the electrode surface must be subsequently
further reduced or.decomposed. Vhen the 0 reduction proceeds entirely through a peroxide
state on the electrode surface and/or in ile solution, the process is usually referred to
as "seres" wheross when 02 reduction proceeds simultaneously by a dissociation step with-
out a peroxide state as veil as through a peroxide state, the processes are described as
"parallel". Peroxide has been detected in the solution phase during 0 reduction on many
metallic and non-metallic electrodes (e. g., Pt, Au, Ag, Pb, Ni, NiO, c6on, graphite) in
various aqueous electrolytes at T < 100 0C. Consequently little doubt exists that the
peroxide mechanism is often functional. Some authors have proposed that reduction also
proceeds simultaneously through a dissociative adsorption jchanism as a parallel mechanism.
Unfortunately the evidence is for the most part ambiguous.
ON + OH_
-0.1
Fig. 2. Free energy relationships
for the reduction of
oxygen in basic solution
at 250C. Standard reduc-
tion potentials in volts
are indicated on lines
designating steps.
Potential for 02/0j
couple from ref. (251.
Multiply ordinates by 23
to obtain free energy in
kcal/mol.
1	 2	 3	 4
Reduction state
2Damjanovic, Censhaw and Bockris 139 1 have proposed that their rotating ring-disk data pro-
vide evidence for the parallel mechanism on Pt. Theis treatment of the kinetics does not
consider the peroxide desorption step. This would explain their results (40) without a
parallel mechanism.
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The question of whether 0 reduction can proceed by a parallel mechanism is more than
just academic. The free energy changes and corresponding standard electrode potentials
associated with the various 0 couples are shown in figures 2 and 3 for alkaline and acid
solutions. The standard electrode potential of the 0 - peroxide couple is far less anodic
than that for the tour-electron 0 reduction (by +0.43 and -0.53V in alkaline and acid solu-
tions, respectively). Further the 02-peroxide couple is usually much more reversible than
the other steps shown in figures 2 and 3 with the result that the potential is often con-
trolled predominantly by the 02 peroxide step.
In principle it should be possible for the potential of the 0 22-peroxide couple to
approach the reversible potential for the four-electron reduction Tiy depressing the peroxide
concentration to the equilibrium value for the reaction
2H02 Q 02
 + 20H
	
(1)
In practice this has not proved possible even with extremely effective peroxide decomposing
catalysts under open-circuit conditions because the equilibrium pero yide concentration is
extremely low (i.e., 10-15M HO - in 1M caustic). With high area cowbon elegtrodes on which
the 02-peroxide couple has a hffgh exchange current density [e.g., 10 A/cm (true area)1
in alkaline solutions, it has been possible to improve very substantially the performance
through the incorporation of very effective peroxide elimination catalysts (see e.g.,
ref. 41, 681.
?IS. 3. Free energy relationships
for the reduction of
oxygen in acid solution
at 250C. Standard reduc-
tion potentials in volts
are indicated on lines
designating steps.
Potential for 02/HO2
couple calculated from
data for 02/02 (ref. 25)
and pK - 4.88 for O-2-HO2
(ref. 38). (Multiply
ordinates by 23 to obtain
free energy in kcal/awl.)
OA
-1.0
-5.0
I3. 8ummoT of Materials Y.%Wned as 02 Electrocatalysts
Table I is a Mrtie-►} list of the various materials which have been examined as 0
reduction electrocatalysts. Many of the compounds listed in this table have substantial
electroeatelytic activity for 0 reduction in alkaline solutions but do not have sufficient
long-term stability. Only a fe8 have significant activity in the concentrated acid solu-
tions and only platinum in ultrahigh area form has combined sufficient activity and stabili-
ty. A few of theme systems will be considered in some detail.
Table 1. Compounds considered for 02 electroreduction catalysts in the literature.
Metal chelates
Tin Example Literature reference
N2S2 diacetyl-di(thiophenylbenzhydrazone)a
	
(DTJ 7,42,43
N204 bisaalicylaldehyde-o-phenylenediaminea
	 (Pfeiffer) .	 7,42,43
Ny tetraphenyl porphyrina Tp 7,42,43
phthalopyaninesa €p1 7,42-44,47
Sy bisdiphenyldtthioethylenea 42,43
polymeric versions of above 42,43
heroin 48
Order of activities:
for NO
	 Fe>Co>Cu>NitiMn
for N204 :	 Co>Mn>Fe>CU>Ni
for Co II:	 N204 > Ny > N2S 2
 > Ay a 84
for Fe II:	 Ny >> N202 > N2S2 > Oy ti Sy
Thiospinels
MeaMe2bS4 Meg - Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Za
Mdb _ Ti, V, Cr, Fe, Co, Ni
also sei gno- and telluro-spinels
activity:	 CO3 S4 > N1 3S4 > Fe3S4
Disulfides. diselenides. ditellurides
Co compounds active; for Cu, activity is highest
with disulfide
Oxides
Spinels
Spinels MeaMe2bO4:	 CO 304 , CO2NiO4 , CoAl204 active 52-55
Tungsten bronzes MxW0 3 57-60
Perovskites SrxCo03 active 9,56
Other oxides: NiO (lithiated) 9,18
Ru02 61
Au203 62
Metals
Pt and Pt family metals, alloysb
	65-68, 83-85
Au and Au alloys	 62,64
Ag	 29,40,63
Carbons
Ion implanted carbon
	 17,18,28,29,69,86
bCations; Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, 2n
The work on Pt is very extensive. For a review see references 75-78.
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4. 0  llectrocatalysis on Carbon and Graphite
On both carbons and graphites of low mineral content, the reduction of molecular 0
proceeds to hydrogen peroxide in alkaline solution alwat quantitatively at low peroxI;S
concentrations. Typical current-voltage curves obtained with the rotating disk technique are
shown in figure 4 for the edge and basal planes of stress -annealed pyrolytic graphite in
111 KOH. The hysteresis evident in these slow sweep curves (10 mV/sec) is caused by changes
240 -'
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Fig. 4.: Reduction of 02 on high
pressure annealed pyrolytic
graphite. -- edge orienta-
tion, --- cleavage orienta-
tion. Electrolyte: 1 M KOH,
pressure 02 : 0.97 atm,
temperature: 22 °C, electrode
area: 0.22 cm2 . Rotation
rates indicated on curves. in
rpm. Direction of sweep in-
dicated by arrows. X-ray,
rocking angle of graphiteN- 0.4°.
in the oxidation state 18f various groups present on the edge orientation. Isotopic experi-
ments [70) involving 0 and the rotating disk experiments [28) indicate the following
mechanism in NsOH and K011 solutions:
Step I.
	
S + 02 -►
 S - 02
	(2)
Step II. S - 02 + e- + S - 02	 (3)
Step III. S - 02 HOH S + 02H + OH
+	
-*	 (4)
S -02	 S+02
Step II is ordinarily rate controlling with a transfer coefficient of 0.50 but at high
current densities, the potential-insensitive Step I becomes controlling. Corroborating
evidence for such an 0 - adsorption step is to be found in the reversible chemisorption of
O on carbon from the gas phase, presumably without bond cleavage, as revealed by esr
siudes [71]. Step III is quite surprising and is definitely a surface reaction rather than
a second order solution-phase reaction between superoxide radicals (0 -• or HO -). The fact
that Step III is second order in the surface concentration of adsorbe2d0 - inacates that a
direct interaction between two adsorbed 0 ' is required for this step. & pile the kinetic
measurements have been carried out principally on various types of graphites, the results
for various carbons [17) are sufficiently similar to suggest the same mechanism.
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Of partViular note is that with single crystal graphite and stress-annealed pyrolytic
graphite. the 02
 reduction as well as peroxide oxidation reactions are very inhibited on
the basal plane with the exchange current at least three orders of magnitude less on the
basal plane than on the edge orientation. Imperfections in the basal plane set a lower
lilt to the checking of how far the exchange current is depressed an this plane.
This depression of the exchange current on the basal plane may be caubed by
1. anisotropic surface-semiconductor properties of the graphite
2. the lack of suitable functional groups or adsorption sites on the basal plane.
The carrier concentration in graphite is rather low near the Fermi level and hence some
significant fraction of the applied potential may fall across a space charge region for
the basal plane. To check on this, a.c. impedance measurements have been carried out on
this plane [72). The differential capacitance curves and corresponding voltammetry curves
are shown in figure 5 for both 1 N NaOH and 1 t1 H BOk . These curves are in strong contrast
to the corresponding curves for the edge orientation [73) which aho y much structure. The
capacitance on the basal plane is much lover than on the edge orientation or on typical
metals such as Hg or Au, suggesting that a significant potential drop occurs across a space
charge region within the graphite. The potential dependence of the capacitance, however,
is close to parabolic rather than the hyperbolic dependence expected for a semiconductor
electroig. This may to caused by the high carrier concentration in the graphite; i.e.:
4  x 10 carriers/cm (74)• Further, the capacitance curves give no indication of specific
adsorption, even in the presence o: relatively high concentrations of such anions as
iodide (72).
4.1
E 4.t
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Fig. 5. Capacity-potential and current-
potential curves for the basal
plane of stress-annealed pyro-
lytic graphite (A% e' 0.4°) in
1 N H2SO4 and 1 N NaOH solu-
tions  at 25°C and 1000 Hz
(sine wave): x 1 N H2SO4;
o 1 N NaOH. Scan rate for the
current-potential curves 0.1
V/sec, direction of sweep in-
dicated by arrows: A) 1 N
H2SO4; B) 1 N NaOH.
0
e.
To check further an the extent to which electrode reactigns an the b sal pl vne may be
Impeded by semiconductor effects= the behavior of the Fe(CN)6- FQ(CN) 4- redox 	 couple had
been examined an this surface (2612 The apparent exchange efirrent density is applomiately
1/3 of that on the edge (1.1 mh/cm on the basal plane as compared with 3.0 Moen on the
edge in 0.005 M K3Fe(CN)6 + 0.005 M K4Fe (CX) + 0.5 M K4 at pH = 3 and 26°C). This
difference maybe caused by a difference in he ratio of true to apparent surface area or
Ionic double layer effects (different point of zero charge) as well as semiconductor effect$
but is certainly far less than the two orders of magnitude difference in the exchange cur-
rent densities for the 02 reduction on the basal and edge planes.
The most likely explanation for the suppression of 0 reduction on the basal plane In
the lack of suitable adsorption sites for 0 ( ads), 0 - ( ale) and 02H-( ads) during the red!^--
tion. This raises the question as to what jarticular adsorption sites or functional groups
are involved in the 02 reduction on the edge surface. A large number of functional groups
have been proposed to exist on carbon surfaces [79, 801 and some of these should persist on
graphite as well as carbon at the potentials for 0 reduction in alkaline solutions. Even
so, it is far from clear which, if any, provide thl adsorption sites involved in the 02
reduction.
Garton and Weiss [81) some years ago proposed that quinone groups are involved in the
following ways
02	
0	 \	 e.
02
0
	
	
0	 0
H'+ee^. I ~ ♦ H1
(5)
0
The 0 first adds to the olefinic bond associated with the quinone group to form the hydro-
peroxpide or molecular oxide. Electron transfer then occurs to form 0 
- ( ads) and subsequent-
Xy splits off as HO - after a further electron transfer. Steps I and 2II of this mechanism
are comp4table with the kinetics but step III is not. The peroxide formation step is second
order in 02 (ads) and hence appears to involve interaction between two 02 (ads) with simul-
taneous electron transfer either directly or through the carbon substrate. The nature of
this interac'ion is not clear, A similar second order step involving 02-( ads) also appearsto be involved in 02 reduction on gold [29, 631.
5. 02 Electrode Reactions on Nickel Oxide
Oxygen reduction at room temperatures proceeds through a peroxide mechanism on lithiated
NiO in alkaline solutions [9, 18, 82 1. In 02-saturated alkslln.: solutions of HO - ; the
open-circuit potential of anhydrous NiO produced by various methods corresponds io the
thermodynamic value for the 02 - HO - couple ulth the proper dependence on H0 2- activity
[18).
The MO most extensively studied in the author's laboratory [18, 821 is mosaic crystal-
line anhydrous Ni0 ([100 1 orientation) produced by hydrothermal growth on isomorphic MgO
from the NiBr - H 0 vapor phase at ti600°C, using the method of Cech and Alessandrini [88).
The mosaic cr;stali are then doped with 0 . 1 - 1.05 Li by high temperature infusion
(1450-15500C). This material i:i a p-type semiconductor and hence processes such as 0
reduction would be expected to be inhibited. Examination of redox couples such as ferri-
ferrocyanide with the rotating disk technique do indicate such cathodic inhibition in acid
solutions with the anode branch under combined kinetic and diffusion control [87). Differ-
211
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ential capacitance aeasurements in acid solutions indicate that most of the electrode po-
tential change occurs across the space charge region within the NiO ( Li) at electrode poten-
tials cathodic to 0.8V vs. standard hydrogen electrode (SHE)188 1. In alkaline solution*,
however, the ferri-ferrocyanide couple is no longer cathodically inhibited and both the
cathodic and anodic branches are essentially diffusion controlled even at high rotation rates
(87). The flat band potential shifts in alkaline solutions from a positive to quite nega-
tive value relative to the reversible potential of this couple with the result that the
potential changes occur principally across the Helmholtz layer. The reversible potential
for the 02
 peroxide couple, however, is more negative and therefore 0 reduction even in
alkaline solutions is btill quite inhibited [82). The oxidation of Ha - to 0 proceeds
more readily but is still much less reversible than on carbon or graphite. Similar results
have been observed on lithiated polycrystalline N10 produced by high temperature oxidation
of nickel metal in air or 02 [18].
0i8 techniques have been used to demonstrate that the 0 liberated during the oxidation
of HO - to 02 at controlled potential a: NIO in alkaline solutions originates only from the
HO2' f82 1. Taus the 0-0 bond does not appear to be broken during the oxidation process,
su presumably also during the reverse reduction of 02 to 11027.
So far in this lecture, we have only considered the reduction of 0 . Nickel oxide is
of some interest from the standpoint of the anodic generation of 0 , h^vever, uinee nickel
electrodes are used in water electrolysis in caustic and these ele^trodes develop anodic
oxide layers under suzh conditions.
0 generation has been examined on mosaic NiO(Li) in acid solutions using 0 18 labelling
techniques (90). The dissolution of Ni0 in concentrated acid solutions is extraordinarily
slow and is under pure kinetic control. After correction for lattice 0' entering the solu-
tion through dissolution, a substantial fraction of th-a anodically generated 02 has been
found to originate from lattice oxygen (10% at 1.8V vs: SHE). The proposed mechanism is
the falling of p-carriers into surface 0 or OH traps. The subsequent formatirn of 02 is
then coupled to the NiO dissolution process and may proceed as follows:
Step I: 2 02	+ 2p+ 20 (6)
Step II: 2 0 + 2H+	-► 2 OH (7)
Step III: OH + OH	 + H2O + 1/2 02 (8)
Step IV: 2Ni2+ 	 *lattice 2Ni2+ (9)
2NiO + 2H+ + 2p+ -► 	 2Ni2+ + H2O + 1/2 02 (10)
Steps I and II may be a single step or separate steps as shown. Step III undoubtedly in-
volves several component steps. The overall process is independent of the steps. The
standard free energy change for the overall process relative to the reaction 2H + + 2e + H2
can be calculated from the stangtrd free energies of formation as listed 'oy Pourbaix [91);
NiO, AGO
 _ -57. . 3 kcal/mole; Ni , AGOf = -11.53 kcal /mole; H 0, AGO _ -56.5 ' sal/mole. The
calculeed relative standard free enef^gy change for the overall reaction is +23.1 kcal/mole
corresponding to a standard electrode potential of +0.5V.
Alternatively the 02 formation from lattice oxide may involve two p carriers falling
into a 0 - surface state; i.e.,
Step I:	 02 + 2p+ 	  0	 (11)
Step II:	 0	 -► 1/2 02	(12)
Step III: Ni 2+ 	 -► Ni 2+	 (13)
	
lattice	 aq
Nio lattice + 2p+	-► Ni2+ + 1/2 02	(14)
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where Steps I and II we multiple step processes. For the overall process, AO O a ♦39.8
kcal/mole and V • 0.87V.
The potentials for both of these overall reactions 10Ond 14 are cathodic to that for
the discharge of 0 from water. Since the activity of Ni is far less then the unit
value, the equiliblium potentials may be considerably lestRanodic than the standard values.
This may be the explanation for the observation that at potentials even as small as +0.7V
vs. SHE anodic currents were observed for Ni0 (0 .26 atom % Li) in 1 N acid solutions. In
the absence of such an anodic process a cathodic cyrent is expected to attend the dissolu-
ti of the Ni0 due to the reduction of lattice Ni (resulting from the Li doping) to
Ni+
 [90).
The voltammetry curve for the (100) interface of the mosaic crystals indicates t,
peaks (fig. 6) in both acid and alkali se solutions, one at 0.95V vs. SHE (Peek I) and a
second at 1.4V (Peak II). Both have a pH dependence of -60 mV/decade over the pH range 0-14.
At slow sweep rates ( 1 60 mV/sec), the anodic and cathodic sweep peak potentials coincide,
Indicating reversibility.
F_ __
Yohe et a?. (82) have compared the voltammetry results with the thermodynamic data
compiled byEurbaix+;91j anMonclv`f ,,F4 that peaks I and II probably correspond to the oxi-
dation of Ni to Ni and Ni to L! , respectively, coupled with the removal of protons
from adjacent oxygen ions. These reactions appear to occur only at the electrode surface
since the total charge under both peaks corresponds to Ips than a monolayer (65x) of the
charge for the (100) plane, assuming one electron per Ni ion for each peak, and an ideal-
ized ( 100)24urface orientation with no surface roughness. The difficulty of converting all
surface Ni ions to a higher valency state is not surprising since complete conversion
would probably involve very large surface excess charge. It is even possible that both
peaks correspond to the Ni II - Ni III conversion with the marked difference in potential
due either to different surface sites with differing charge compensation by surface 0 7 and
OH ions or to induced heterogeneity arising from a large increment in the free energy of
oxidation for Ni II ions adjacent to an Ni III surface ion.
Another interesting feature is the extraordinarily slow rate of dissolution of the
mosaic NiO (Li) in acid electrolytes and the pronounced potential dependence of the solution
rate. At room temperatures t^e dissolution rate in acid solutions (e.g., 6 N, H2SO4 ) is
typically a few Aicrograms /cm -hr or less, making it possible to make use of this oxide
as an electrode over very extended periods of time even in strong acids. To facilitate
dissolution rate studies, the dissolution kinetics have been studied in the author's
laboratory at temperatures dust below the boiling points of the electrol ytes. The dissolu-
tion rate is entirely under kinetic control (90). In H SO solutions the dissolution rate
passes through a maximum as the potential is made increasingly anodic ( fig. 7), in accord
with the predictions of Engell [92) and Vermilyeea [93) when the dissolution is controlled
by the transfer of ions across the oxide-electrolyte interface. The maxifnum should corres-
pond to a shift from control of the dissolution kinetics by the potential energy barrier
for cation transfer to control by that for anion transfer across the interface. The theory
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predicts Tafel linearity on either side of the maximum. It is not possible, however, to
identify the specific ionic species being transferred over the potential energy barriers
from the observed Tafel slopes, which yield a n (a A transfer coefficient, n - charge of
species).
6. 02
 Electrocatalysis on other Oxides
The anodic generation of 0 has been examined on a number of defect metal oxides, prepared
by thermally decomposing a met;2 salt ( usually the chloride) with titanium as the substrate.
Potential-current curves obtained by O'Grady and Iwakura in the author's laboratory are
shown in figure 8 fop a fep of these oxides (94). The current-voltage curves at lower cur-
rent densities ( <10 A/cm ) are strongly influenced by the intrinsic changes in valency
state of the oxide even though the data were acquired with decreasing current with three
minutes at each data point. Since the current densities are apparent values, area differ-
ences may have influenced the relative positions of the curves. Of particular importance
is the low Tafei slope N0.04V/decade ) for several of the defect oxides (e.g., RuOx, IrOx).
The behavior of the corresponding pure metals as 0 anodes is distinctly different from
that of the defect metal oxides in figure 8 even though ?the metals are oxide coated at the
potentials where 0 generation occurs. Ruthenium metal is not stable as an 02 anode in
4 M KOH. Active d?ssolution begins already at ti1.3V vs. RHE.
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The RuOx catalyst appears to be similar to that used for the dimensionally stable
anodes for C12 generation (97). This oxide has been investigated in some detail in the
author ' s laboratory (61). The 02 generation reaction on RuO /Ti is first order in OH- over
the pH range 11 to 14. Unfortunately the stoichiometric numfer cannot be obtained because
of interference from the intrinsic oxidation -reduction reactions of the RuO2
 at low current
densities near the reversible potential for the 4-electron reaction.
O'Grady et al. (61) hage found that 3 the Tel slopes are independent of the catalyst
loading over the ranges 10 to 10 -5
 moles Ru/cm and the apparent exchange current densities
are approximately proportional to the catalyst loading over this range. Such a proportion is
to be expected since the true-to-apparent area ratio is also approximately proportional to
the catalyst loading. The Ti only acts as a substrate and does not have any direct 8effect
on 'thg activity of the RuO per unit true area. For RuO coverage greater than 10 moles
	
Ru/cm , ESCA did not
.
 indicate
	
x
ny Ti in the RuOx. 
Several of the reaction paths for 0 generation tabulated by Damjanovic (76) for acid
solutions can have Tafel slopes corresponding to dV /d In i e 2RT/3F or 0.040 V/decade when
modified to a form suitable for alkaline solutions. All have the common feature that the
rate controlli,:sg step is a second electron rather than first electron transfer. With Judi-
cious choice of H 0 vs. OH- as the reactant in the first and second electron transfer steps
or proceeding pro?on transfer steps, it is possible to have the kinetics also first order
in OH-.
With electrode ' surfaces involving species with ionic character, O'Grady etal. (61)
prefer to write the mechanism in such a way-as to indicate the possibility ofchanges in
the effective valency state of the catalyst sites. A simple mechanism compatible with . the
observed Tafel slope and reaction order is as follows:
3 The next four paragraphs are quoted from reference 61 with only minor change._-:
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step I: as + OH	 (80H)s + e (fast)sk	 (15)
-a
step II: (SOH) , 	 (SOH)z+l + e (slow)	 (16)
followed by subsequent processes yielding finally 02 and regenerating the site S+si for
example,
Step III: (SOH)t+1 OH S - O-H--OH- as 0 HOH
(8010"1+ OH i 8 - O-H--OH Sz + O + HOH
	
(17)
The sites are probably Ru 4+ but also could be higher valency state Ru tens. These sites
are probably hydrated although the waters of hydration are not shown in the mechanism.
In 'Stop I the site Ss
 has been proposed by O'Grady et al. to be a Ru ion of the oxide
lattice. step I involves the oxidation of the Ru to a higher valency 1tate with partial
transfer of electron charge from the OH species to Ru forming a (RuOH) complex. Such a
process should require much less energy than the formation of an OH free radical or a rather	 •
weakly adsorbed OH radical. Step II involves the further oxidation to (RuOH) z+ , possibly
followed by the formation of (RuO) z before proceeding with Step III. The RuO electrode
surface may have some of the same features as the Ru(NH ) ORu-(NH a ) 40Ru(a ) 5x7+ Idn, re-
ported by Earley and Razavi 195 961 to oxidize OH- homi9ggneously to form  2. These species
have the structure Ru-O ,MRu-O-Rul+ . Earley and Razavi have pointed out that Ru has a tend-
ency to form species of coordination number 7 and that there are low-lying antibonding AN
orbitaln which can accept electron charge from OH -. Thus the (RuOH) z intermediate (other
species in the innai coordination sphere not shown) seems reasonable."
From the applied standpoint, RuO does appear attractive for use as an 0 anode elee-
trocatalyst. While the exchange curr nts per unit true area are comparable t9 Pt in alka-
line solutions, the much lover Tafel slope results in significantly lower overpotential at
high current densities.
02 reduction on RuO in alkaline and acid solutions appears to involve a peroxide
mechanism (61) although ft is possible that "parallel" mechanisms are involved. Pronounced
hysteresis and a lack of stability of the oxide have interfered with kinetic studies with
the rotating disk technique.
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a1	 Oxygen Electroaatalysts for Life
^	 Support Systems
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INTRODUCTORY BACKGROUND
In water el.e!strolysers, ohmic losses and
electrode polarisation result in substantial loss
of efficiency in the use of electrical energy to
produce 02 and H2. Even in modern water oleo-
trolyrers operating below 200 C, the cell termi-
nal voltages at reasonable current densities
0 100 mA/cm2 ) usually exceed the reversible
(thermodynamic) va2ues2 by 25 to 50 percent. To
achieve acceptable operating efficiencies, It is
necessary to restrict the current densities to
relatively low values with corresponding inore-
ments in the weight, volume, and cost of the
electrolyzer.
Some voltage losses, however, are usually
desirable within water eieatrolycers. The en-
tropy change, AS, for the production of H2 and
02 from water is negative, and, hence, the elec-
trolysis of water under reversible conditions is
endothermic. The ohmic and electrode polariza-
tion losses can provide this TAS heat as well as
the additional heat to offset heat losses to the
surroundings wlt;h cells operating above ambient
temperatures.
For a water electrolysis cell operating at
a cell terminal voltage of E, the ' heat generated
within the cell, per mole of 02 produced is
Q• 4F(E - Erev ) + T&S - 4FE + 'M1	 (1)
where F is the Faraday, Erev is the reversible
2 The reversible cell voltage for water
electrolysis depends on the electrolyte, pressure,
and temperature. For cells for which the mole-
fraction of water is )0.' and the 02 and H2 pres-
sures are each — 1 atm, the reversible voltage is
1.23 v at 25 C and 1 . 17 v at 100 C.. For a pres-
srrized eloctrolyzer with 50 percent ( by weight)
XCH and 02 and H2 pressures of 25 atm, the re-
versible voltage is 1.03 v at 264 C (2).3
Underlined numbers in parentheses de'sig-
nate References at end of paper.
cell potential, and dH and AS are the enthalpy
and entropy changes for the reaction
N20( h	 2H2 + 02	 (2)
The thermon*utral potential, ETN , is de-
fined as the value of E in equation (3) such the
R - 0. Therefore,
% - -MV( 4F)	 (3)
The Beat lose from the cell can be reduced to a
value low compared to AH, and, therefore, the
thermoneutral potential represents a reasonable
target voltage in reducing various types of
voltage losses. For water electrolyses cells
with pure liquid, water at 25 C fed into the cell
and H2 and 02
 exiting at this same temperature
after passing through suitable heat exchangers,
the thermoneutrai potential is 1.48 v= for 100 C
the value is 1.45 v.
While several of the advanced electrolyzer
represented in Fig. 1 have cell voltages close t
to the thermoneutral potential at low current
densities, all exceed this value by appreeiatie
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Fig. 1 Cell-operating performances of various
advanced eleetrolyzers (1)
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fig. 2 Anodic polarisation curves obtained gal-
vanostatioaily with degreasing current density
(3 min./point) in 411 M at 22 C. Curve A.
high area Ft. Curve H. RuOx coated T1 electrode
(Ru loading 10-5 moler/om2). Dashed lines IR
drop corrected
amounts at the higher current densities which are
attractive in most instances for compact electro-
Users. Thus, even considering the thermoneutral
potential, it is attractive to find ways for
further reducing voltage losses at high current
densities.
1'HMMIT STATUS OF 02 Si.ECTROCATALYSTS FOR WATER
In most water electrolyzers, polarization
at the 02 anode is the largest source of voltage
loss. This polarization arises because of the
Irreversibility of the electrochemical reactions
involved in the formation of 02 from oxygen of
water. Three approaobas are available for reduc-
ing the electrode polarization at high; current.
densities; ( a) electrode surfaces with high in-
trinsic electroeatalytie activity for the O2
keneraVon reaction; (b) ultra-high area electro-
catalysts; and (e) joperation at elevated ,,u=pera-
tures. A11 three approaches have been applied.
Nickel has been most extensively used as the 02
anode surface in water oleotrol " zero using con-
centrated NaOH or KOH as the electrolyte. Under
operating conditions, a high area oxide film
forms on the anode. The overpotentials at rea-
sonable current densities, 4 however, are still
high • Ce.g. , 0.4 v at 100 mA/cm2 at 80 C (&)I un-
less the cells are operated at temperatures above
175 C. This requires pressurization and further-
more can lead to electrode stability problems.
^ 4 All current densities are per unit ap-
parent area unless otherwise indicated.
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For life support systems for space, high
area platinum is presently used for the anode
0eatrooataiyst. This surface has relatively
high overpotential at moderate current densities'
even at normal temperature * ( 0.3 v at 100 mA/em2
at 22 C — see Fig. 2), but the overpotentiai is
still higher than desired and platinum cost can
be a problem for some water electroiyzer appliea-
tions.
CRITERIA FOR 02	 voR WATER BLECTROLYZENs
The present research represents an effort
to find 00 anode catalysts superior to high area
Ft. In evaluating catalysts, four criteria must
be considered;
Eleatrocataiytic Aotivitx
Over a signifleant 'range of current densi-
ties, most electrode processes, including the oxy-
gen electrode, follow the Tafel equation; i.e.
E - Erov - B( log i - log ip )	 (4)
where %? is the overpotential, i is the apparent
current density, and B is a temperature-dependent
constant. The exchange current density, i o , In
usually used as a criteria of catalyst activity.
Since i is many orders of magnitude greater than
io for all presently known 02 oleo troeatalysts,
It is also important that the slope constant, B,
be as low as possible. For the high area Pt
electrode represented in Fig. 2, io is ­-2 x 10-5
A/em2 while the Tafel slope B is —0.10 v/decade.
Electronic Conductivity
It is necessary that the catalyst phase have
reasonable electronic conductivity. With Pt
electrodes, the catalyst phase is an oxide layer
of several monolayers formed in situ. Present
Indications (3) ore that electron transfer through
this film occurs by tunneling and is sufficiently
Clow to contribute substantially to the oxygen
overpotential. With catalyst layers or particles
of the order of 10'4 cm, the resistivity must be'
less than 103 ohm-cm.
Stability
This requires that the catalyst have very
low solubility in the electrolyte„ not undergo
undesirable changes in valency state, and not be
very susceptible to trace poisons. High area
catalysts are usually involved, and these must
not undergo sintering or Oswald ripening under the
cell operating conditions.
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catalyst Cost
For most life-support applications, the
catalyst cost is likely to be a seconda.,y consid-
eration provided the catalyst cost does not exceed
some reasonable value such as $2.10 per watt of
power consumed. X►en heavily loaded Pt electrodes
are still well below this figure at reasonable
current densities. The situation is Quite dif-
ferent for commercial water electroi;zers, for
whioh catalyst costs in excess of $0.05 per watt
are probably prohibitive.
. The present knowledge of 02 anodic eiectro-
catalysis does not provide a strong basis for de-
ciding whioh catalyst systems are best candidates
for screening. Despite extensive studies of 02
generation mostly on Pt, the reaction mechanism
Is still not well established. The 02 anode is
suffiolentiy irreversible that the back reaction
In negligible even at low current densities.
This has made it difficult to establish the mecha-
nism for 02 generation, since only steps up to the
rate-controlling one (usually the first electron
transfer) can be examined. Measurements near the
reversible potentials are impractical because of
competing reactions intrinsic to the eleetrodi
surface and.impurity currents. The extensive
kinetic studies of 02 reduction have not proved
very helpfui.in understanding the anodic process
because the-reduotion occurs at appreciable rates
only at potentials very cathodic (by at least
0.5 v) to those for 02 generation. The surface
conditions prevailing at these potentials are not
the same, and, therefore, the kinetics and even
the pathways can be expected to be different for
the anodic and cathodic processes. To complicate
the situation further, a large number of pathways
are possible for 02 generation and reduction.
02 ELECTROCATALXSIS ON DEFECT METAL OXIDES
Transition metal oxides head the list of
promising oxygen anode catalysts since . the transi-
tion metal ions are expected to interact with
various intermediates in the 02 anodic reaction
and . many have good electronic conductivity and
good stability, particularly in alkaline electro-
lytes. Rather than forming these oxides anodi-
cally in situ on the metal electrodes, the oxides
have been formed ex situ in the present study by
thermal decomposition of transition metal salts
on a suitable substrate, such as titanitun. Oxides
so fo»ned have a highly defective structure and
high internal pore surface area. Several such
oxides have been found to be attractive.
Potential current curves are shown in Fig.
3 for several transition metal oxides on a Ti
s
Pig. 3 Polarization curves of various metal
oxides on Ti substrate electrodes in 02"
saturated V KOH obtained by pseudo-steady-state
galvanostatic method (3 min./point). 11easured
after polarized with increasing current up to
10-1 A/om2. T - 22 C
Reaction Coordinate
Fig. R Effect of stability of adsorbed state B
on the .energy barriers for the process A—B-+C.
For the 02 anode, see equations (11) and (12)
for possible intermediates.
support electrode. The curves at lower current
densities (< 10-5 A/cm2 )'are strongly influenced
by intrinsic changes in vaienoy state of the
oxide even though the data were acquired with de-
creasing current with 3 min, at each data point.
Since the current densities are apparent values,
area differences may have influenced the relative
positions of the curves.
Kinetic studies of 02 generation have usu-
ally indicated the first electron transfer step
to be rate controlling. If the stab lity of an
adsorbed intermediate (e.g., the OR radical)
ti
}	 4
formed in this step can be increased, then the
rate control may shift to a later step, such as
the second electron transfer. 5
 With 02 generation
on Pt, the situation appears to correspond to
Curve I in Fig. 4. With defect oxides such as
ruthenium and iridium oxides, the situation ap-
pears to oor,vspond to Curve II. The principal
evidence for such is the Tafei slope of 0.04 to
0.05 v/decade exhibited by these oxides in alka-
line solutions, as compared with 0.1 to 0.24 v/
decade found with Pt.
The behavior of the corresponding pare met-
als as 02 anodes is distinctly different from
that of the defect metal oxides in Fig. 3 even
though the metals are oxide coated at the poten-
tials where 02 generation occurs. Ruthenium
metal is not stable as an 02 anode in 4 L1 KOH;
active dissolution begins at —1.3 v versus RIM.
RUTHENIUM OXIDE AS AN O2
 ANODE CATALYST
Of special interest is ruthenium oxide,
produced by the thermal decomposition of ruthenium
salts on a titanium support. This catalyst com-
bines high electronic conductivity with low oxy-
gen overpotential at high current densities even
at room temperature (4). Further it has good
stability in high area form in caustic solutions.
The exchange current density is comparable to
that of platinum, but the Tafel slope is donsid-
erably lower (0.04 v per decade of current den-
sity) than with platinum (Fig. 2), resulting in
lower overpotentials at practical current
densities.
Experime
Oxygen generation on defective RuO x has
been studied in some detail (4). The preparation
of this oxide involves the thermal decomposition
of RuC13 on an appropriate metal substrate in a
manner similar to that described in the patent
literature (5.) for-the dimensionally stable'
anodes (DSA) used in the chloralkaii industry.
Titanium metal was used for the substrate (99.95
percent Ti supplied by Research Organic-Inorganic).
After polishing the Ti with emery and thorough
cleaning, including degreasing by refluxing in
isoproponal vapor, the surface was coated with a
solution of reagent grade RuC13 (Fisher) in 20
percent MCI.
In order to vary the catalyst loading on
the electrode surface while maintaining an essen-
tially constant preparative procedure, varying
5 A specific mechanism is proposed later
In the discussion of the results for RuOx.
amounts of the original solution (O.Z.1 Ru) were
diluted to the same volume, and this solution
then applied to the substrate in six repetitive
coatings or alternatively the number of coatings
varied. After each coating, the solution was
dried at a moderate temperature (110 C in a dry-
ing oven for 5 lain.) and then placed in a pre-
heated furnace at 350 C for 10 min. After the
final coating, the temperature of the furnace
was raised to 450 0 for 1 hr. The vataiyst load-
ings examined in the present work ranged from
10-9 to 10- 5 moles of Ru per cm2. Other substrate
Materials have also been examined= namely gold,
tantalum, piatinum,.and nickel. The substrate
has no direct effect on the oleotrocataiytio
activity, expressed per unit true area of the
Ru0x for catalyst loadings of 30-7 to 10-5
 moles
of RuOx per cm of geometric area. Titanium is
prefer.Ted to Au, Tag Pt, or Ni as a substrate be-
cause the RuOx forms a more uniform and adherent
layer on Ti.
Tito majority of the measurements have been
carried out with 4M KOH prepared from reagent
grade KOH (Baker, 0.2 percent carbonate) and triply
distilled water (second stage from alkaline per-
manganate). Pbr the pH dependence studies, dif-
ferent ratios of lit KOH and 0.518 K2304 were used.
For the rotating dish experiments, the solutions
were pre-electrolyzed in a separate Teflon cell
between bright nickel electrodes (7 cm2 each) at
a current density of 1 ma/cm2
 for a minimum of
24 hr with agitation obtained using purified
helium gas (6).
02 reduction as well as generation were
studied on the Ru0x/Ti electrodes using the ro-
tating disk electrode technique. The rotating
disk experiments were carried out in an ail-Teflon
cell (3) consisting of a main compartment contain-
ing the wonting electrode and two separate com-
partments for the reference and counter electrodes,
both of which were Pd-H in the form of Pd dia-
phragms supplied with H2 from the back side. The
reference compartment was connected to the main
working electrode compartment by a Teflon Luggin
capillary positioned at 4 nun from the rotating
disk electrode surface on the axis of rotation.
The electrolyte in the main compartment was usu-
ally saturated with purified 02 gas (6).
A Wenking potentiostat, a linear sweep
Generator, and Houston x-y recorder were u.ed to
carry out the electrochemical measurements. The
essentially steady-state polarization data were
obtained with very slow voltage sweeps (1 my/sec)
and in some instances also with point by point
measurements (e.g., 3 min. per point) as a check.
The IR drop corrections, needed at higher current
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Fig. 5 Cyaiia voltammogram for RuOx on T1 sub-
strate in N2 saturated 4 M. KOK (solid curve) and
2 21 RC1% (dashed curve). Sweep rates 50 Inv/
sea; catalyst loadings 1 x 30-5 males Ru/cm2;
temperature .-. 22 0
densities, were determined using the current in-
terrupter technique with s high pressure hydrogen,
mercury-wetted relay to interrupt the current.
Results
Electrochemical Area. The Zn2*'ion adsorp-
tion technique, developed by Kozawa (8) has been
used to obtain an estimate of the ratio of true-
to-apparent area for the RuOx on T1 electrodes.
This method is preferred to the usual BET measure-
ments, since pores that may not necessarily be
electrochemically accessible may contribute to
the BET areas.
The Zn24- dsorption method is based on the
concept that the Zn2 will ion exchange with H+
bound to surface Or, releasing a into the solu-
tion. The assumption is made that the surface
coverage with Zn22 is near or at saturation and
that the area per Zn2+
 has a specifio value.
Kozawa has demonstrated the validity of the
method for battery oxides such as Mn02 with the
Zn2+ adsorption measured by the decrease in Zn2+
concentration in a ZnC12-NH4C1 solution and the
areA taken to be 17 A2 per adsorbed ?n2{:
In the present study, the Zn2+ ion adsorp-
tt-ri was measured on the RuOx coated flat titanium
electrodes by placing them in a 0-5,K NH4C1 solu-
tion containing 0.005M Zn+2 at a pH of 7.25.
Overnight was allowed for equilibrium and an
alloquote of the solution then titrated with EDTA
using E'riehrome Black T as the indicator.
Using an area of 20 J/Zn2± this method
yields a ratio of true-to-apparent surface area
of typically 60 to 80 for a catalyst loading of
1 x 20-5 moles Ru/cm2 of geometric area. Studies
POTENTIAL IVV&RNE)
Fig. 6 Effect of anodic sweep limit on the
cyclic voltsmmograms of Ru oxide on T1 eieotrode
In 4L K011 (N2 saturated). Sweep rates 10 mv/
sea; temperatures-22 C
of the adsorption isotherms for Zn2+
 on dispersed
RuOx (without potential control) indicate that
the Zn2+ adsorption is not at saturation usher
We aforementioned conditions (S). Therefore,
the true-to-apparent surface area fttio measured
by the Zn2+ adsorption method can only be viewed
as lower limiting values.
Using krypton BET, Kuhn and I4ortimer (10)
found a ratio of 240 for their RuOx on Ti elec-
trodes, While the technique used to prepare
their electrodes is similar to that in the present
work, Uhe►ir catalyst loading is not specified.
Since more concentrated Ru solutions (0.4!) were
used by Kuhn and Mortimer for ooating their elec-
trodes, the thickness of the RuOx`coatings on
their electrodes may tirell have been several fold
greater.
VoltammetM Curves for Ru0x. Typical slow
sweep voltammetry curves are :shown in Fig. 5 in
N27saturated alkaline and acid solutions. Some
minor features of the curves in the voltage range
0.6 to 1.0 v are associated with the 02/H2O2
couple. The peak at-1.3 v in the alkaline
solution is only slightly irreversible at the
sweep rate of 50 my/seo. At slower sweep rates
(e.g., 10 my/seo), this peak is essentially re-
versible with the anodic and cathodic peak poten-
tials coinciding.
This peak, however, has not been observed
for RuOx on nickel or platinum or for the uncoated
titanium. Thus, the peak appears to involve the
Interaction of the Ru0X with the Ti substrate or
TiOy. This peak is much suppressed or almost ab-
sent for mixed oxide layers of Ru + Ti as well as
Ru + Ir and Ru + Pt, produced by thermal decompo-
6
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Big. 7 Stfeot of hydrogen peiVxide on the cyclic
voitynmograms of Ru oxide on T1 electrode in 414
KOH (H2 saturated). Sweep rate: 50 my/sec;
temperatures-22 0
sition on a Ti substrate.
On the basis of the voitemmetry curves,
the RuOx can be reduced and reoxidized over a
substantial range of potentials in both acid and
alkaline solution. The oxidation and reduction
products appear to involve a single phase in view
of having the voltammetry current density high
over the wide'po4tential range of the sweep rather
than having the charge associated with a single
voltammetry peak, even at very low sweep rates.
The total charge associated with the area under
the voltammetry curves in the cathodic or anodic
sweeps between 0.1 and 1.4 v is approximately
0.1 C/om2 of apparent area for the electrodes.
with 1 x 1075
 moles RtVcm2, or approximately one-
tenth of that required to change the valency
state by one electron per Ru atom in the oxide
coating.
Kozawa (li) has reported that porous bulk
hydrated RuO2 can be reduced rather reversibly
over an extended voltage range when mixed with
carbon in both alkaline and acid solutions. The
initial open-circuit voltage observed by Kozawa
starting with near stoiehiometrio RuO2 was + 0.5
v and + 0.8 v versus MM for the anhydrous and
hydrated materials, respectively. Even consider-
ng the question of the reversibility of these
potential measurements, it appears likely that
the 02 evolution reaction on RuOX on T1 occurs in
a potential range where at least the surface Ru
Ions of the catalyst are in a higher valency
state than + 4.
A large cathodic peak was observed in the
voltammetry curves for the RuOx on Ti electrodes
1n.N2 saturated KOH solutions in the potential
bL.
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Fig. 8 Current-potential data for FtuOx on Ti.
Data obtained with sweep rate of 2mv/5e0 with
rotating disk technique. Electrolyte: 414 KOH
(O saturated); catalyst loadirng; 
—2 x 10-5
RJem2
 (apparent area); rotation rate: 8800
rpm; temp.:-22 C. Solid curves anodic current;
dashed curve: cathodic current
range 0.6 to 0.9 v when the anrdio limit of the
sweep was extended beyond 1.4 v (Fig. 6). satu-
ration of the solution with 02 rather than x2 in-
creased this peak. The potential range corre-
sponds to that expected to 02 reduction to H02.
The assignment of this peak to the reduction of
02 to peroxide was confirmed by adding the 11202
to the solution and observing complementary
cathodic and anodic peaks (Fig. 7). Thus, in
alkaline solutions, 02 reduction on RuOX/T1 elec-
trodes involves solution phase HOZ as an inter-
mediate.
ESCA and X-ray Diffraction Neasurements.
An effort has been made to examine the relation-
ship of catalytic activity to the crystal struc-
ture, surface structure, and sample preparation
temperatures. X-ray diffraction studies of this
material indicate a rutile-type of structure simi-
lar to that of single crystal RuO2. The x-ray,
results also indicate that the catalytically
active material, which is prepared at 450 C, is
not a well-orystallized sample. The x-ray lines
are displaced from those of Ru02
 as well as being
m,noh broader. As the temperature of the sample
preparation is increased to 650 C, the lines be-
come narrower and shift toward those of well-
crystallized Ru02 , indicating either an increased
ordering in the crystals o r a growth in crystal-
lite size. A further interesting result from the
x-ray data for samples prepared at 650 C is a
decrease in the intensity of the lines due to the
7
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Fig. 9 pH dependence of current density at 0.65V
vs SHE. in KOH - X2304 solutions with K+ - 1 L4;
temperature: —22 C. Stationary electrode
titanium metal substrate with a simultaneous in-
crease in the intensity of the lines due to TIO2.
ZSCA has been used to determine the compo-
sition of the catalyst surface. The surface of
the catalyst was found to contain ruthenium in
the four valent stateand oxygen in the form of
bound water, hydroxyl and 02` . Some residual
chloride was also found. In the samples prepared
at low temperatures (e.g., 450 C), there appear
to be two forms of chloride while at the higher
temperature, only one form.
As the aforementioned changes occur, the
catalytic activity falls off. Several explana-
tions are possible including: (a) the catalytic
activity may be critically depen3ent on surface
defects and the concentration of such surface de-
fects is greatly reduced upon recrystallization;
(b) the growth of large crystals results in a
large loss in surface area; and (c) the growth of
a non-conducting T102 layer between the metal sub-
strate and the RuOx layer may lead to ohmic losses
and an apparent loss of catalytic activity.
Polarization Measurements. Fig. 8 indicates
the log current density versus potential data ob-
tained potentiostatieally for a RuO./Ti electrode
with a very slow sweep (1 my/sec) in 02 saturated
4M KOH at a rotation rate of 8800 rpm. The
hysteresis  evident in this type of plot is very
pronounced at low current densities because of
the small currents associated with intrinsic
8
Fig. 20 Exchange current densities for 02
 gen-
eration on catalyst loading for RuOx/Ti elec-
trodes= temperature: 
—22 0; electrolyte 4 m Kom
changes in the oxidation state of the catalyst
even at such slow sweep rates.
The anodic branch for 02 generation is free
of hysteresis effects above 5 x to 3 A/c.4M2
 (ap-
parent area) and exhibits a Tafel, slope of 0.040
v/decade over three decades after IR drop correc-
tion. Measurements in KOH-K2SO4
 solutions of
varying pH with constant K+ Ion concentration
Indicate a reaction order of 1.0 with respect to
OH- for the 0 ,generation reaction over the pH
range it to It (Fig. 9). With the electrode sta-
tionary and control of the boundary layer by 02
bubble evolution, an anodic 21wtting current
dexisi ty has been observed in the KO1'-X2304 elec-
trolytes, which is directly proportional to the
OH- ion concentration from pH 10 to 14, amounting
to ►0.02 A/cm2 (apparent area) at pH 11.8. Above
the limiting current density, the discharge is
from water with a Tafel slope of ►0.13 v/decade,
Indicating a change in mechanism.
Unfortunately, the stoiehiometrie number
cannot be obtained for the 02 generation reaction
In the alkaline solutions because of the inter-
ference from the intrinsic electrochemistry of
the RuOx/Ti electrode surface at low current den-
sities near the reversible potential for the
four-electron reaction.
The Tafel slopes are independent of the
catalyst loading over the ranges 10-8 to 10-5
moles RiVcm2 , and the apparent exchange current
densities are approximately proportional to the
catalyst loading over this range (Fig. 10). Such
4I
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Pig. 12 Simplified representation of series and
parallel mechanism involving peroxide
a proportion is to be expected since the true-to-
apparent area ratio is also approximately propor-
tional to the catalyst loading.
The current density passes through zero
In the anodic sweep and increases very substan-
tially oathodicaliy during the cathodic sweep at
approximately 0.90 v as a consequence of the 02
- H02 reaction. The dependence of the 02 reduc-
tion current density on rotation rate (f) at
constant potential indicates that the 02 reduc-
tion is under combined dif fusion and kinetic
control ( Pig. 11).
The rotating disk data can be explained
(4) on the basis of the following two reduction
processes:
&teaeti.on It
k
02 ♦ H2O + 2e- 1 a H02 + HO`	 (5)
Reaction 2;
k^
H0- + H2O + 2e	 3HO-
	
(6)
The possibility cannot be ruled out that
some of the 02 may also be reduced by a direct
four-electron reduction process:
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Pig. 11 Dependence of current density on rotation
rate for 02 reduction on the Ru0 /Ti electrode.
Electrolytes 4KON2 (02-saturated)t catalyst
loading: 1 x id- moles Ru/em2t temperature
22 C. (Open and solid circles correspond to two
different experiments)
proceeding in parallel with ' reactions ( 1) and (2).
Further measurements with the rotating ring-disk
technique are needed to check this point.
DISCUSSION OF 02
 REDUCTION AND GENERATION KINETICS
ON RuOx/Ti
Since the cathodic and anodic branches for
the oxygen electrochemistry on Ru0x/Ti in alkaline
solutions are distinctly different, the results
for each will be discussed separately.
Cathodic Branch
The parallel and series reaction schemes
represented by equations ( 5) through ( 7) can be
considered as part of the overall scheme shown
In Fig. 12 for alkaline solutions. The difference
bet,jeen the series and parallel raeehanisms then
Is just a matter of the reversibility of the ad-
sorption-desorption of HO? ( step C). If this
step is very irreversible, then the parallel
scheme is the more ' appropriate representation.
The 4e- overall reduction of 0 2 may also
proceed by a parallel reaction which does not in-
volve a peroxide species on the surface. In view
of the strength of the 0-0 interaction in 02.
this seems rather unlikely.
The assumption has been ma':i in Fig. 12
that the 02 must be first adsorbed on the electrode
prior to the first electron step but the adsorp-
tion may be electrochemical; i.e.. simultaneous
adsorption-electron transfer;
02 + e a 02(ads)	 (8)
or
02 + HO1( + e -31 1102( ads) + HO- (9)
A separate 02 adsorption step, preceding the first
Reaction 3;
	
electron transfer step, however. provides a con-
k 3	 venient potential insensitive step to explain
02 ♦ 2H20 + 4e	 3HO-	 ( 7)	 the small dependence or the intercept 1/i on po-
tential in Fig. li. The possible reduction of 02
9
4t
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and HOZ without adsorption at a position equiva-
lent to the outer Helmholtz plane has not been
included in Fig. 12 on the basis that strong in-
teraction is required with the electrode surface
for the electron transfers to proceed at a
reasonable rate.
Anodic Branch
Several of the reaction paths for 02 gen-
eration tabulated by DWanovic (12) for acid
solutions can have Tafel slopes corresponding to
dV/d in i - 2 RT/3F or 0.040 v/deoade when modi-
fied to a form suitable for alkaline solutions.
All have the common feature that the rate con-
trolling step is•a second electron rather than .
first eleotron transfer. With judicious choice
of H2O versus OH- as the reactant in the first
and second electron transfer steps or proceeding
proton transfer steps, it is possible to have the
kinetics also first order in 01r.
With eleotrode surfaces involving species
with ionic character, the authors prefer to write
the mechanism in such a way as to indicate the
possibility of changes in the effective valenoy
stato of the catalyst sites. A simple mechanism
compatible with the observed Tafei slope and re-
action order is as follows:
ateR a;
S z
 + Or	 (soH)" + e- (fast)	 (10)
k-a
Step b s
	
(soft) z kb ( SiH) z+1 + e- (slow)	 (11)
followed by subsoquent processes yielding finally
02 and regenerating the site 8'f2 ; for example,
Step c:
(SOX) Z+l 	Or • S—O-H--Off 	 SIC	 0	 HdH
(5^.^)z+l
	 Oir	 S—O-H--oir	 Sz	 0	 KOK
(12)
The sites are probably Ru4t but also could be
higher valency state Ru ions or Ti ions. These
sites are undoubtedly hydrated, although the
waters of hydration are not shown in the mecha-
nism. With the Step b rate controlling, negli-
gible back reactions and the coverage of (SOH)z
and (^a011 )z+l low, the current density is
i - 4F - kokb C0ir • exp (24' 	--	 (13)
-a
10
where 8 is the electrode potential against an ar-
bitrary pH insensitive reference eleotrode= ka,
k-a, and kb
 are the rate constants for Steps a
and b at L - 0; and 02 is the transfer coefficient
for Step b. For the usual value oi, 02 - 1/2, the
Tafel slope then is (2RT/3F) (2.30) or 0.040 v/
decade with i first order in 001r. If Step b is
followed by the reaction indicated by Step e,
then the stoichiometrio number should be 2. Un-
fortunately, the stoichiometrie number Is not
known experimentally.
In Step a, the site 8 is a Ru ion of the
oxide lattice. Step a involves the oxidation of
the Ru to a higher vaienoy state with partial .
transfer of eiectro» charge from the ON species
to Ru forming a (RuOH) s eomplox. Such a process
should require'much less energy than the formation
of an OR free radical or a rather weakly adsorbed
OR radical. Step b involves the further oxida-
tion to (RuOH) s+1, possibly followed by the forma-
tion of (Ru0) z before proceeding with Step e. The
RuOx/Ti electrode surface may have some of the
same features as the Ru(NH3)50Ru-(NH3)4ORu(NH3)7+
Ion, reported by Earley and Razavi (1Z 14) to 5
oxidize OH' homogeneously to form 02. These spe-
cies nave the structure Ru-O-Ru-O-Ra t Earley
and Razavi have pointed out that Ru has a ten-
denoy to form species of coordination number 7
and that there are low lying antibonding %*
orbitals which can accept electron charge from
OH- . Thus, the (RuOI1) z Intermediate . (other spe-
cies in the inner coordination sphere not shown)
seems reasonable.
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Electrode surface
i
studies by Leed-Auger*
W. E. O'ar . M. Y. C. Woo. P. L. Hagenit. and E. Yeagor
elorrrisiy A-po"""Woob Cray Wetsr iter W thiaeariry. Clew bond. tlhb 44106
(It eetiretd 19 tlt:re►lecr 1974)
The role the electronic and Seoniciric structures of the metal surface play in
electrochemical surface reactions remains as yet an unknown factor. In order to investigate
these surface contributions to electrochemical reactions, a low-energy-clectroat diffraction
(LEED) and an Auger electron spectrometer (AES) have been combined with an
electrochemical thin-layer cell (,rLE). The surface to be studied electrochemically is first
characterized by LEED-AES and then transferred into a second chamber where it
becomes part or the electrochemical thin-layer cell. Electrochemical reactions are then run
on this surface. The sample may then be transferred back to the LEED-AES chamber for
further characterization. Data on Pt (111) will be presented.
PALS numbers: 82.45.-I-z, 82.65.My. 82.65.Jv
INTRODUCTION
The hydrogen electre ►ele reaction and floc adsorption of ivy.
elrc ►Iten eat platinum are the anosl extensively studied clec.
Irtwheadcal reaclirnts. a -1 Tile pathways and corresiHmding
rate , constants for the overall ciecirc ►tle reaction are fairly well
e stahlishe d.' e r St►rprishigly, lite understandhog of ghee bonding
or floc adsorbed hydrogen is still incomplete and conirover-
siai?-" Tile sneerer of list , multiple hydrogen-adsorplion peaks
ol ►u•ncel iu Ibn •a.r sa•c•cp vohamuteiry" ou tooth Ixdycry:^ talibu•
and single•-crystal surraves still awaits explanation. Up to five
ix •tiks have lover oloserved in aeid electrolytes. The factors
wloiels have been prolxm?cl to -eccounl for the tnulliple peaks
iuclsidechemically stiffennl adsorption sites on a particular
e n stallographic surfam orientation, it distribution or different
crystal-surface orientations even with a given single-crystal
orientation, induced heterogeneity associated with tite per-
lurbali000 of adjacent sites by lite adsorbed hydrogen itself.
and the adstirl)lion of aulons which create further surface
hclerogencily by blocking sonic sites and perturbing adjacent
sites. The situation is further complicalc"cl by the fact that in
acid sedulions lite I ►edcntial of zero charge (1 17C) eO for I II falls
wifltin the hydrogen adsorption-desorption region. Thus the
adstorption-dcstoption of anions can closely lie coupled to the
hydrogen adsorption-desorption process.
Single-crystal shuliIs of hydrogen adsorption oil sbould
make it Ixossible to resolve at least a part of the question of
intrinsic heterogeneity associated with different crystal forces
versus sites or different adsorption energies net a given crys-
tallographic plane. Such studies have Ix-ell atlr•nspted and
have generally shown only changes or relative Ixeok heights
In Ilse woltantme•try curves. 11 - 12 Great uncertainty exists,
however. whether unique crystallographic planes were
achieved in obs ess studies 1►c casts'. of the high prtsbabilily that
the• surfaces resineelumc) after introduclion . inito the cleetro-
chetnica l +•ao^'ironenc•nl. In virtoarlly:oll instances. clectroche-
ntists stodyilig single-crystal platinnrn have found it necessary
to cycle fill* Ixdenlia) of then ele•clrmle to quite I ►igh anodic
ix ►tenlials in order to osidize and desorb variotis bnpnriliss
initially present ono lhesurfaee • . e '= '1'loistreahn ►•od IeaulxloIlse
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formation anti reduction of oil Oxide film oft lire plat-
inum and lhere•force tits probable rustnrcturing al ►cnt return
to the ix►lcntial regime of hydrogen adsorption.
The presenet work represents tile furl in design oil
 for the study of hydrogeno adse ►rplion ore sbogle-crystal
platinum of kn(otwa surface structure free of "impurities.•.
I.E.E.1) and Auger spcoaretscospy are used to establish list-
structure and congoc ►sition of the singie-erysial snrfave, and
lion-layer electrochemical leeloosiques are used to elecirn.
chemically c •haracle•rim the surface. The phllusophy' is that
If one starts with to "Irtdy clean" aurfave it is nut ne vessary to
cycle the ele,; trc►ele brio Indential re gle ►ess where restnichoring
will occur liefore examining floe- electrc ►chen ► ical aclsorp-
lion-desorplinte of hydrogen, Further, during the- transfer
from the Ul IV environment of the • I.LED-Auger system to
the cleclr ►cheenical rio irrnntcnt, lice sample must be pro.
lecled from oxygen and other aclsorbilig sl ►c c•ies. TO this e•ncl
a special transfer system has Weis developed.
This palter describes the design of the L1 i D-Anger a lee.
trochetnicai systeret, preliminary results obtained "eith it, and
complementary expe•rbucuts with eo ►nvcntinital cleclro.
Chemical ?rchnique•s.
EXPERIMENTAL
Tli a LEED-Auger ele stns hcmic al system used in this work
is shown selu •nsatically in Fig. 1(a), it is comitosed of two
all-meta) U11V (10-4 1'a) systems, orse'hosesing the I.I.ED-
Auger-eft-etrcn-six •eirnnseter (A I 4) and llte se•emid housing
live electrochemical lhin-layer cell and other sample prepa-
ration melhcxis. The twos are c pmpletely isolated
by an all-Instal bakeabie valve through which the sa mplc is
transferred.
The Isis standard Varian retardhig field ana-
lyzer. The sounple holder is a modified Varian manipulator
which allows the sautple to be removed for transfer to tile-
second chamber while retaining the feat+ues of cooling cite
sample lo] 00 K and heating it to 1 .100 K.
in the second rhansl ►e•r Is a liduiel•nitrol;en-cex ►led ntanip-
ulator which allt ►ws the maple tie 	 rcmoveol for transfer and
Copyright a,; 1977 by the American Vacuum Society
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Also Imsiticuls the satltple for argon-ion sputtering or for use 	 the present eriee•rhne+ils was 0.14\r
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In list- thin layer cell. 'I'hc transfer of the sample from file 	 ultra-pure acid (Baker Ultrex IhSU, t ) at ►tl pyrol yzed water
Id:f p -AFS rh:unbcr Ice the elcclroclivi sical chamber and 	 after the melhad or Coiiway. l3 After deaeralilig ausd prc-
back is acconl0ished by a sprint; clip holeler ►tloulatetl oil 	 electrolyzing for 24 Is 	 mi all-glass vessel file electrolyte is
wanO which is manipulated Inagoelivally from outside of the 	 intracluced into file (bill-layer cell by an all- ('eflon•I;la+s sys=
vacnturl system.	 tent. 'I'hc jnirratneter syringe is filled with eleorolytc, file
Details of the electrolyte lojection and thin layer cell syslenl	 lhrve-wa% val► •e is swilelled• and several ntierolill-rs e -1 •. ►luliout
:teeshe ►eru a hrmalira lh in I^ig. I(hl. 'I'hrelertr ►►111 ► • used in	 are placed on till- Imlladitsns ecalnter- nderenct• eh•c tr► Kll-.Till
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01b	 Vu	 is
POTENTIAL ;v)':srr ►a.
p illudium e6ire11k. is 1114.11 lNIN1ght 111 ► throlleg1111N' gad- valve
inlu c'llnitict wilh till- millpie Grrmielg the 111111-layer ct •11. Ili--
lior- Ill- e11'-1n►lyle is brought i1110 cuulacl with Ilk- single-
r,'r?'Rill 4-11Y•IM1111'. 1111 . We -11'-tr/1111'0 are tY 141111't'1 e'e1 10 IIM
114114'IIIi1Nli11 Wide a 50141 rl'%I %ltlr
 MOMS Ilk-111 111141 Ilk' a1 ►11lit'd
1w1I-n11a1 adjlnt-d 111 a v alue II Ilse double-layer region 400
late versus reversible 11ydrogets clectrt ►de (Intl:). This pre-
vents any 114nsible excursion of live plalinlml elec'tro11le Intel
•n oxidizing Imteittial rt-gion and hence possible rest roicturiag
of the ek-ciretle surface.
The choler of Ilia thin-layer technique for Iheu' experi.
metals is dictated by several factors. The first is the small
vtdilnle of ele-lrolyle which is Introduced into floe cell aim
hence the vacuum system—only a6ml 10-1 fill. The sc'coud
is the cxnnccnlration elf Ini11friiies whicli may 111' tolerated. For
most impurities to form a monolayer on the surface ap-
proximately 10- 9
 molt-/60 are required. if the 10- 0
 nudes
originate f rrnn the solution lit the cell (10- 11
 nil), the concen-
tralion of list- Impurity which earl lie tolerated is of the order
of 10'1 onolar (31), which is a high impurity concentration.
Ilencr the thin-layer cell is far less susceptible to impurity
er►nlamination than Ilse normal cloarmhemical ex1 ►c•rilncnl.
The use of the thin - layer cell in conjunction with I.CI U-
Auger wac first suggested 1 ►y 11ul ►bard. 1I ills version of llte
technique has elite severe drawback. -,end that is the necessity
of a capillary comicc•ting the cntside reference electrode to
the cell inside the vacuum. This problem has loom overcome
in the present experiments by combining the counter and
reference el ectrodes as a single paltadielnl- hydmg<•n-alloy
eke mle. l'1 It slouuld lx' invited that this Ovetr(ode surface must
Ile as clean as the electrode surface Irving steadied. Therefore
the surface of tlae counter-reference clec'trodc is :also cleaned
by argon-ion sputtering and then maintained in a hydrogen
atmosphere prior to its use.
The experimental procedure used is as followsi
1. The platinum samples are introdaoced into lite sample
preparation chamber.
2. Thesystem is evacuated and baked until the pressure after
cooling is in the 10'1
 Pa region.
3. The sample is argon-ion sputtered.
4. The sample is transfered to the LET'M-AB chamber and
the Auger spectrum is recorded. If it is clean, the sample
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is annealed at 9M" G. file- Auger is climb- 'd for cli-anthoess
anti the LEE'D pattern observed. If it is licit clean, it is
respultered.
5. The sample is thmi retrorned to the preparation chamber
and pnsitioned in the thin-layer cell,
6. The preparations chamber is brought to atmospheric
presstere %vilh purified argon.
7. The electrochemical characterization of the sample is
carried ono,
8. The preparation c'hamix •r is then re-evacuated and the
sample rettorned lit tile- first chandwr for further cha
ferizalion I ►y Lrl-*,1) and Auger.
RESULTS
The its(- of cyclic voltammetry U) characterize platinum
surfaces is nosy well doc•nsncnled" and a typical scan is shown
in Fig. 2 using it coeiventinnal c'h'c'trcMhrmical evil with six'cial
precautions to minimize impurities, Prior to the present time'
however, vollaimnngrams of this quality have generally lint
been obtaii'ied for hydrogen adsorption on i►t losing IbiiJayer
techniques (see e. g ' , Ilef.16). h ► Fig. 3 is shown a typical cyclic
volta ►mmogram olitalned on I ll in 0.1 N I I!SO.o using the I d- I I
counter-reference clectro11le in a thin-layer cell. All of the
features in butte the hydrogen adsorption -desorption region
and the oxhle forination-reduction region are reproduced.
Mile this verification of the technique it flow becomes pos-
sible to utilize the thin-layer cell in meaningful shodies of
hydrogen electrochemistry in combination with 1XED and
Auger.
In the initial exile-rinnents a Pt (I11) surface was cleaned
completely of carl►tts and the lypicad Auger six-c'trum and the
LEER pattern forcleau platinum were obtained. I lelwever,
when Ibis sample was pluct-d he the thin-layer cell, dif f iculties
were encounlerml In funning a stable ele'c'trolyte film beta-cen
the two ciectrodc% and hence nn remonable cyclic vollain-
inograms were obtained lit thew initial experiments. Willi
very clean polycrystalline platitnnn surfaces Roc'kris and
^.almnl7 found thin films of eleetrolyle broke up into
beads,
A second sal of ex1►c'rinu'n1s were rim c111 1'1 (I 1 i ), which
was eleallvil as previously elf "se'ril11-il. Then a carlimi layer a•as
deli) erase -ly delursile'd un the surface by irfadiati ng 1114' CO.
KA
ENERGY (eV)
I' R:. 4. Anger opolinnn iow Iwrlially ck•a t-d ill (111). •
coverced Pt surface with rimtrons at a temperature of
<150"C:. l " It has been sit / tectncl flint this type of carlxm layer
Is quite uniform oil the surface- l" The Auger specir un is
shrown fn Fig. 4. The anlourit of carlxm on this surface has
ix'c n estimated to ire 03 of a Innno ►layer, following the niellext
of Chang. I's This monpie was then plamd fn the thin-layer cell
and the cyclic voloalnmagram was nlltaine d for the Imlenliai
region +0.4 -+0.0 .10 V (11111;), as shown fn Fig. 5.
The anodic lxak corresiwnuls to the near reversible oxida-
tion of the 112 produced lit electrolyte during floc cathodic
sweep. Surprisingly, there is no evidence of either weakly or
strongly bound hydrogen. peaks I and li e mgio-ctively, in Figs.
2 and 3. note- that the current density scale is greatly expanded
over that lit Figs. 2 and 3.
Severci possibilities exist to explain the behavior of hy-
drogen acisflrption fit ca ge; the sites for hydrogen ad-
sorptinit could lie completely (rliwketl by floc varilnn but this
r	 -	
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see us unliltl'ly %film Ille• va rlleNl is Isellm-ol too he lsrewoot
well lit-how IINMlellayer nitamillls. Ilse
	 lotmildlity Is 11
11!'ri11ri1{Iti1Ml 011 flit' 1 •ll-44"1111C 111rIN 'lllrl'rlf tile' l ot MIFIN(T Post
flint the llydrig ell call Im lessig r admor1F 'i'il^i lios►sillilil?' e11111M
he pled oNit at this time. Ilowever. the 11= r/,itlatitM q^rla
to Ix. t+s."tmlially reversible, which is lu Ile- exisecled t„ l':,1^,
ad all carlNNl eK graphi le.21/
Ilia Imlillcation is that hydrtlgen s6m not ekVrciclivink'all
ods/rrb list (111) its 11111101111111114 Ilois remains t
Ile verified Indcertainly Ions major implical ions for llle ele'c
inwherllislry of Ilydnigrll till I ll. Ilerlla.'tt•k allel SrNlltrrjai21 hav
found that hydrogl'n elf X-5 IMt adsorbate I II (111) front flit- gn
phase.
The question may be asked how I Is can Ise oxidise-d:Marl
reve•rsihly to I Itfolio fat Pit (111) If tho .m.
 is tea evidelsce of all
preciable allimalls of atisorlx'cl llydrol rte • 11 tile vollamnlelr,
curve. Workers concerned will: bydagen overvollage n1
plalhmm4fs-" have already postulated that Isle n dmorlsed fly
drogen inviolved lit 112 formation step is at a very IoW
coverage in order to explain the kinelim The observation o'
near reversible IIg oxkl;ilinn anti fonnatioll oil I ll (I11.
despite file aixcenee of 11)dreigen M.-A)rption Ix.lks is eollsisten,
witll this view.
An estimate of the double-layer capacity of thin Pt (I 11;
surface. partially covered with earti on, call Ix •
 made front flit
change fit current allendblg the shift form aimilie to ca-
thndic sweep.'llle value oblahied is 12, /cnO, which aplx-ors
to loc a (14111e reasonable value.
Efforts are kl progrc :c." to) examine floe I li (111) and tether
orientations of platinum free (if Impurities.
''1'lu • ;lutlurrt Are- ph•awvl lot acklNlwlvllgr else- +nihrif t04 Ihis. ►t •tt •arth11) Ibl
OAR. NASA Amnv% asset IIM • 1)ianitral Silunnitt ^k (it►p:.Ilse- haa •r thr/algh
• (ellt4w till ill lit our fit lilt- Also hnrtt(M.U:Xt
TIN • alllhe01s e•sprt •ullultlks lotCok-fa) lefttltlrs seal t tllital (:art title- fete gra11h
Ilial ht•ip4 •tl w•ilit tilt- lalrtham . elf 4'11slillnl4•Ill.
1 1►. j. 1'ellei. F:lcehrlrhrnl& •nl la►rrflct (Aradrnlic P. Nt•*l• 1'11rk i!Ni/1,
look. N. Fn niWso. Ath •torcel In Flrci►orhernistryanti Electrachemiral Ere.
ghrrr►ing. Vat  (Wilry. New 1'401k, 1901).
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'The adsorption of hydrogen on the platinum elec-
trode has been the subject of extensive investigation
[see. e.g., Ref. (1-10)]. Many questions persist, how-
ever, as to the true nature of the multiple hydrogen
adsorption peaks observed in linear sweep voltam-
metry studies of single crystal as well u polycrystal-
line platinum. Up to five peaks have been observed
(10) in ultrapure dilute sulfuric acid electrolytes.
Factors which have been proposed to account for these
multiple peaks include different adsorption sites on a
given crystallographic plane, a distribution of surface
crystallographic orientations even with a given single
crystal macro-orientation, induced heterogeneity as-
sociated with the perturbing of adjacent sites by the
adsorbed hydrogen itself, and the adsorption of anions
which create further surface heterogeneity by block-
ing some sites and perturbing adjacent sites. The situ-
ation is further complicated by the fact that in acid
solutions the point of zero charge (pzc) for Pt falls
within the hydrogen adsorption-desorption region.
Thug
 the adsorption-desorption of anions can closely
couple to the hydrogen adsorption-desorption process.
In considering the role of oxyanions Conway and his
co-workers (10) have examined both their own linear
sweep voltammetry data and that of others and con-
clude that anion adsorption changes the relative heights
of the hydrogen adsorption peaks but has relatively
little effect on the peak potentials, and hence, adsorp-
tion energies. On this basis they conclude that the
anions principally affect the distribution of adsorbed
hydrogen on the surface but do not disturb significantly
the adsorption energy for a particular type of site. In
examining the dependence of hydrogen adsorption on
Pt on the electrolyte, however, we differ with this
conclusion and find that ionic adsorption substantially
shifts the potentials 'in addition to the relative heights
of the peaks. These effects appear well beyond what
can be explained on the basis of simple blocking of
hydrogen adsorption sites.
The purpose of this note is to present experimental
data to substantiate this view. Despite the relatively
large amount of data on ion adsorption effects, we have
found it necessary to obtain additional data to more
clearly establish the trends. Much of the data in this
literature has been obtained by adding various ionic
components to sulfuric acid solutions. The HSO4-
and/or SO4 ° ions, however, are moderately strongly
adsorbed on Pt in the hydrogen adsorption region as
the present work indicates, and this complicates studies
of the adsorption of other ions in this electrolyte. The
present study shows that HC1O4 and HF are better
reference electrolytes for anion studies;. The measure-
ments have also been extended to alkaline solutions.
• Electrochemical Society Active Member.
Key words , hydrogen adsorption, platinum, electrosorption,
voltammetry, hydrogen electrode.
Relatively little data have been reported for hydrogen
adsorption on Pt in alkaline solutions and even then
much of this has been obtained by charging techniques
(8, 9) which do not show up well the fine structure In
this potential region.
Experimental
Conventional techniques were used to record the
linear sweep voltammograms. For all work herein re-
ported the sweep rate wars 100 mV/sec and the volt-
ammugrams recordod after several cyclic sweeps. The
measurements were made in an all-Teflon cell, consist-
ing of a main we rking electrode compartment and
two separate compartments for the reference and coun-
terelectrodes. The working electrode was a 0.5 cm disk
of reference grade Pt (99.999% pure) mounted in
Teflon. The reference and counterelectrodes were
p-Pd-H using Pd foils charged continuously with puri-
fied Hz from the back side. O: was removed from the
solution by bubbling purified helium through the cell
prior to measurements. The cell was mounted in a
Nz-atmosphere box to prevent COz and dust contami-
nation of the electrolyte in the filling of the cell and
to eliminate any possible diffusion of O Z into the cell.
The working electrode surface was first polished with
alumina to a mirror finish, washed with distilled water,
degreased with spectro grade isopropanol, cleaned with
1:1 volume ratio HxSOt-HNO3 (reagent grade),
rinsed with triply distilled water followed by pyro-
lyzed water, further cleaned with ultrasound in a
solution of the same composition as the electrolyte to
be used, and then either introduced into the cell or
stored in pyrolyzed water. All of these operations were
carried out in carefully cleaned Teflon vessels. This
procedure was repeated for each new electrolyte.
The acid solutions were prepared with ultrapure
acids (Ultrex H2SO4 from J. T. Baker, ultrapure 49%
HF and 85% H3PO4 from Apache Chemicals, ultrapure
70% HC1O4 from Ventren Alfa Products) and pyro-
lyzed water. The latter was prepared according to the
procedure described by Conway et al. (11). The 112SO4r
HC1O4, and H3PO4 solutions were prepared in cleaned
glassware and used withous further chemical treat-
ment. All IiF solutions weir prepared in Teflon bottles.
The, HF solution was first made up as 10M and sub-jected at this concentration to activated charcoal puri-
fication, principally to remove trace chloride. Omission
of the activated charcoal purification had no signiflcarit
effect on the results. The solution was then diluted
down to desired concentration with pyrolyzed water.
Solutions of OAM NaOH were also prepared in Teflon
bottles and subjected to the activaf A charcoal purifi-
cation. A 50% stock solution of Nat,.1 was first formu-
lated from special low carbonate NaOH pellets (J. T.
Baker) with triply distilled water. This solution was
allowed to stand over several weeks and the solution
IP
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decanted many times to remove precipitated Na2C0s.
The carbonate solubility in 50% NaOH is -10- 4M and
the carbonate corEvvatration in the 0.1M NaOH should
be -5 X 10--IM.
Before each measurement, the Anal solution was pre-
electrolysed at a potential of 1.5V between two auxili-
ary Pt electrodes (4 X 3 X 0.01 cm) within the Teflon
cell for at least 24 hr for acid solutions and 45 hr for
am NsOH solutions.
Results
Figures 1 and 2 indicate the voltammetry curves for
0-IM HF and 0•IM HC104
 as well as the effect of adding
successively increasing amounts of H2SO4
 to these
electrolytes. Only the hydrogen region Is shown for
purposes of clarity, but the sweep in the anodic direc-
tion was continued out to 1 .4V vs. EVE. The curves for
the HF and HC1O4 solutions reserable each other
closely. The addition of H=SO4 to either of these elec-
trolytes has a substantial effect on the hydrogen ad-
sorption region with respect to the position se well as
relative height of the strongly P+!* led hydrogen peak
IV (HA4, using the notation of	 et al. i 10)1.
The addition of up to O.1M Iii' .t! .950^, how-
ever, has virtually no effect w, e, :,vc ;agar adsorp-
tion. This implies that undissoc iatsed OF as well as F-
are not adsorbed to any significant extent with the
presence of SO42-. Figure 3 compares the curves for
0.02M 112304 and 0. 14M HF, both of which have essen-
tially the same pH. The shift In potential and incre-
ment in height of peak IV Is similar to that noted by
Frumkin et al. (8) although FIg. 3 shows clearly four
peaks for the HISO 4 solution while the earlier Soviet
work indicated only two. This figure Indicates that the
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Fig. 1. Voltommograrns for Pt in 03M HF with various concen-
trations of H2504 added. --- 03M HF, -- •- 03M HF + 5 X
10 3`M HAO4, --- O.iM NF + S X 10- 4M !H2$04, -'-- 03M
HF + 5 X 10- 3M 1,12SO4, ... 03M HF -I. 5 X 10-2M H2SO4.
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Fie. 2. Voltommogrann for Ft In UM HCIO4
 with rorious con•
controtions of I12SO4 added. -- O.iM HCIO& --- O.IM HC104
+ 5 X 10-4M H2SO4, --- WM IIC104 ♦ 5 X 10-3M H2SO4,
.. 0-IM HC104 + 5 X 10- 2M 112SO4•
principal differences between the HF and H2SO4 solu-
tion are not due to VII
In voltammetry studies, of the hydrogen peaks in
H2SO4 solutions reported in the literature. peaks I, III,
and IV have usually been observed in the anodic sweep
but only peaks I and IV have Shown up in the cathodic
sweep. Various explanations have been proposed to
explain peak III in the anodic sweep, and particularly
why peak III is missing in the cathodic sweep (7, 10,
12-14). In the present work the counterpart of the
anodic peak III is evident in the cathodic sweeps in
OAM HF (Fig. 1) and O.IM HC104 (Fig. 2) although
not in the H2SO4 solutions (Fig. 3 and 6) or 0.033M
H3PO4, (Fig. 4) which rather closely resembles H2SO4.
The lack of peak III in the cathodic sweep in the H2SO4
s: s^ H3PO4 solutions is probably due principally to the
strong overlap of the other more predominant peaks.
Figures b and 6 Indicate the effects of HCI additions
to O.iM HF and O.SM H2SO4. Peak IV in both the HF
and H2SO4 is shifted substantially in the cathodic di-
rection. The shift amounts to ~120 mV with 10-2M
HCl In the O.1M HF solution. This shift is quite linear
with the log concentration of H2SO4 c ^ HCI added to
the 1,17 or HC104 solutions as shown in Fig. 7. Such
linearity may arise because of the logarithmic nature
of the anion adsorption isotherm.
Cations have much less effect on the hydrogen ad-
sorption on Pt in acid solutions. The addition of chlo-
ride-free ( C2Hs ) 4NF to the HF solution shifts peak
I in the anodic direction and peak IV in the cathodic
direction (see Fig, 8), whereas the addition of CS2SO4
to Ei_SO4 only slightly shifts the weak hydrogen ad-
sorption peak I in the anodic direction (Fig. 9). The
addition of either 5 X 10- SM Na2SO4 or 5 X 10-3M
U2SO4 to 0.05M H2SO4 has a negligible effect as is
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Fig, 1. Voitommogrena for Ft In 0.02M H2SO4 and 04M HF.
Cer" 1, 0.02M H2SO4 and car" 2, C14M HF.
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Fig. 4. Voltommogrom for Pt in 0.033M H3PO4
also the case with the addition of 5 X 10-4M Ba (C104)2
or 5 X 10- 4M Sr(C104 ) 2
 to the OAM HC104.
The hydrogen adsorption region is quite different in
alkaline solutions (see Fig. 10 and 11). Only two peaks(A and B) are clearly observed. Peak C corresponds to
I
POTENTIAL M vs RHE
Fig. L Voltommograms for Pt b MAI HF with rarhwr concen-
trations of NCI added. -- 0.11A HF, •- 0.1M HF + 10-6M
HCI, -•- O.IM HF + 10-41A HCI, --- 0.1M HF + 10-14
HCI,... 0.1M HF + 10-sM HCI.
the anodic oxidation of solution phase H: produced
during the cathodic sweep. In contrast to the acid
media, the positions and heights of both peaks A and B
are substantially influenced by the addition of Ba (OH) s
or Ca (OH) 2. The addition of Cl-, F-, C104-, PO4-s,
SO4- $, or SiO3-s up to 10-3M had no detectable affect
and 10-3M Br- had only a slightly perceptible effect.
The pzc in the alkaline solutions even in the presence
of these various anions is probably still quite anodic
to the hydrogen adsorption region, and thus specific
adsorption of these anions is small in this region. With
a strongly specifically adsorbed anion such as I- in
alkaline solution the effects on the hydrogen adsorption
peaks are pronounced (see Fig. 12). Tracking of the
peak shifts in position vs. height changes, however, is
rather difficult with the data in Fig. 11
Discussion
It is difficult to explain all of the anion and cation
effects in acid and alkaline solutions on the basis of
a single model for the interaction of the ions with the
hydrogen adsorption. The situation is complicated by a
lack of a clear understanding of the extent to which
various structural features of the electrode surface are
responsible for the several hydrogen peaks, i.e., the
importance of intrinsic vs. induced heterogeneity (see
e.g., Ref. (10) ]. The addition of various cations and
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Fa. f. The shift of strongly bound hydrogen Peak Potential as
a function of the concentration of added anions. Curve 1, O.1M
HF + MOO curve 2, 0.01M NC10 4
 + H2SO4; curve 3, O.1M
HF ♦ MCI; curve 4, O.SM Hg$04 + MCI.
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Fly. 6. Voltommogroms for'Ft in &IM N 2$04 with various con-
contrations of MCI added. --0.541 MsSO4, -• 0.5M 1,125O4
+ 10-aM MCI, -•- O.SM NAN -I. 10-4M MCI, --- 0.5M
HAN ♦ 10-SM HCI, ... O.SM H2SO4 + 10-2M MCI.
anions to electrolytes such as HF and HC10 4
 can bring
about changes in the structure of the hydrogen adsorp-
tion region in the voltammetry curves in a number of
ways:
1. Blocking of site# by anion adsorption and coupling
of hydrogen adsorption and anion desorption.—Specific
adsorption of ions, particularly anions, can block sites
on which hydrogen otherwise would be adsorbed. For
hydrogen to adsorb on these sites requires the desorp-
tion of anions with the result that hydrogen adsorption
and aniondesorption are coupled. Such coupling can be
expressed through the following equation
VH + + Xad- (x–o.) .I- (yaH '+' Qm)e– - 11111-P –Oa) + X-+
This effect can lead to a shift in the peak potential as
well as peak area. Strong anion adsorption makes it
more difficult to adsorb hydrogen and hence a shift to
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Fig, S. Voltommograms for It in 0.1M HF with (C2H3)4N+
cations added. Curve 1. 0.11M HF and curve 2, O.01M HF + 5 X
10-OM (C2Ha)4NF.
more cathodic potentials should occur 'for the particu-
lar peak(s) involved with such coupling.
Evidence for this effect is to be found In Fig. 13, in
which the ratio of the charge associated with the strong
4
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Fig. 11. Voltommogram for Pt in'! 1M NoOH with Co s+ cations
added. Curve 1, 0.1M NON and carve 2, 0.1M NoOH + S X
10-3M Co(OH)s.
hydrogen adsorption peak to the total charge for hy-
drogen adsorption is shown to Increase linearly with
the log of the concentration of sulfate added to the
0.1M HC104 and HP electrolytes. The specific adsorption
of the SO4 -2 should follow a Temkin isotherm over
this concentration region, and hence the amount of
specifically adsorbed sulfate is expected to be a linear
function of the log of the concentration of this ion in
solution. The linearity in Fig. 13 implies that the
charge ratio is linearly dependent on the amount of
specifically adsorbed SO4-2, In principle, the coupling
mechanism proposed above should lead to a linear
depend,mce of the charge Qtv under the strong peak IV
on log Ca04-2 and not the charge ratio Qtv/Q. It is
difficult, however, to ensure that the ratio of true-to-
apparent electrode area is constant betwe^:n measure-
ments and hence it has been preferable. to plot Qtv/Q.
Since the Qtv/Q is rathersmall compared to unity, a
near linear relation Is still observed in Fig. 13.
2. Modiftcatibn in the hydrogen adsorption energiesfor sites adjacent to adsorbed anions.—The adsorption
energies for hydrogen on sites adjacent to ad.orbed
anions are expected to be modified. This effect can
occur through changes in the surface electronic struc-
ture as well as local changes within the compact double
layer, particularly the water dipoles immediately ad-jacent to the electrode. Such electronic interactions
of the anions with hydrogen adsorbed on adjacent sites
are similar to those considered by Conway et al. (10)
in regard to induced heterogeneity. The authors believe
this effect to be small except for strongly adsorbed
ions such as iodide where very substantial electronic
interactions occur between metal surface , . ,rbitals and
those of the iodide.
3. Changes in the potential distribution across the
interface,For ionic double layer effects to have a
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! Valtammepoms for k in 0.05M H2$04 with C$ + Cations
added. Curve 1, 0.05M N2SO4 and curve 2, 0.05M H2SO4 + S X
10-SM C111604.
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Fig. 10. Voltommogron!', for Pt in 03M NoOH with got+
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large influence on hydrogen adsorption requires that
the Had
 have substantial positive or negative charge.
Double layer effect may produce minor shifts in the
peak potentials such as observed with some cations in
alkaline solutions, but it is doubtful if the M-H dipoles
are sufficiently strong to explain the large shifts in the
peak potentials observed with anion adsorptions in acid
electrolytes.
4. Surface restructuring.—During the sweep of the
potential into the anodic film formation region, the ions
adsorbed on the metal and the anodic film possibly
can influence
 the surface restructuring which occurs
during the oxidation and subsequent reduction of the
platinum surface. Thus the microstructure and dis-
tribution of lattice sites prevailing in the hydrogen
adsorption region are probably dependent on the elec-
trolyte composition. This effect can result in changes
In the relative peak heights, but should not result in
significant shifts in the peak potentials.
Of these -various mechanisms for accounting for
anion and cation effects, the authors belie ve that the
coupling of the ionic adsorption to the hydrogen ad-
sorption (mechanism 1) is predominant for anion ad-
sorption effects in acid media and tha + changes in the
double layer-potential distributions :mechanism 3) is
predominant for the cation adsorption effects on alka-
line solutions.
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RECENT ADVANCES Ili WE UND E RSTANNNC OF ELECTROCKMI.YSIS AND
ITS MI.ATION TO SURFACE C!!ci' ESTRY
Ernest Yeager
Case Laboratecies for Electrochemical Studies and Tito
Chemistry Department, Case Western Reserve University
Cleveland, Ohto 44106
I. IUTRODUCTIOh
Electroaorptign playa a key role in electrocatalysis. Little In-
formation is availablo. however. concerning the chemical nature of the
interactions of tits adsorbed species with the electrode and even leas
about the adsorption sites. This situation has been detrimental to the
development of elect rocatalysis as a science. There is :, general lack
of good molecular level techniques for examining the chenical structure
of electrochemical interfaces, analogous to the various spectroscopic
techniques which have had such an impact on bull phase chemistry. In
&lost instances electrochemical techniques p •:ovIde a sensitive tool for
the detection of electrosorption but lack tl;! needed'nolecular level
specificity. Even the charges on electrosorbed cpecies cannot be doter-
mined electrochemically beeauaa of tLe difficuity of resolving what
fraction of the externally provided charge is transferred to the ad-
sorbed species rather than just residing on the mutal surface, cotnpen-
sating the charge of the electrosorbed species and the renatstder of the
Ionic double layer+'(see e.g., ref. 1-•5).
The most pro:nijing cxperi,-r,ntal approach for obtaining such molec-
ular level information in in situ optical spectroscopy. Ultraviolet-
visible reflectance spectroscop;; aid ellipsometric s:pectrosoopy
are sensitive. to the surface electronic properties. Although a number
of electrochemists have r.ade use of these techniques to study clectro-
sorption over the past decade, to date these sreasurements have provided
little further understanding of the electronic s!eatures of adsorption.
Much of the needed inforation is contained in the. ultraviolet-vi ible
reflectance and ellipsoteetrLc data but interpretation is a major prob-
lem -- not testricted to electrochemical interfaces.
Vibrational data for adsorbed species would also be very helpful.
In situ infrared studies have been carried out (8,9) but have not
yielded reach information. Solvent absorption is a serious problem. Tit
situ Raman (11,12) and particularly resonant P.ainan (13), where nppli-
cable, appear more promising for adsorbed organic species since sol-
vents such as water are not a problem.
It Is unfortunate that the elegant surface physics techniques
such as LE ED, UPS, XPS and Auger cannot be applied in situ to electro-
chemical studies. 1.ven so, efforts are in progress to use these tech-
niques in electrochemical studies with special procedures for minimir-
149
ing structural chaovau during the transfer between the el.ectrochenLrtal
agd hii;Ik vacuum onviconventu.
no role of adsorbed species and :surface layers in electrocataly-
ais will be reviewed for several electrode system-:
II. VE
 II1lDROCEN ELF CTRODB
In recent years. some genecal insights have been achieved into the
relationship of hydrogen electrode kinetics to hydrogen adsorption.
For a given nerhantsrk the exchange current density is related to the
standard free energy of adsorption of the particular typeoi' adsorbed
hydrogen upon which the kinetics depend. This dependence is repre-
sented by the familiar volcano shaped curves (14-16). shuarn irk Fig. It
according to Parsons (iii). for the following rare controlling steps:
1. Discharge:	 it30+ + c- -* If20+11 ad 	 (a)
II. Recombination:	 21t lid. ► 112 	 (b)
III. Ion-plus atom:	 If30+ + it ad + e- •► lip 1. 112	(c)
where reaction I may bq followed by -ither 11 or 121. Reaction IIL
may proceed with (11-11) ad as an internardlate; i.e.,
1130+ + Had -► H 2O + (H-ii)+(c')ad
(II-)I) +d'F e- -k' 112	 (c9t)
The flat portion of the curves corresponds to the Tcmian region of the
adsorption isotltetrn. In constructing, the volcano curvas the tranufer
coefficient relating the standard froe energy of activation (t(;°)'1' to
the standard free energy change W has been ta'ren to he 112; i.e..
a - A(QC") - 0.5. This tray be open to question for roactivas 11 and
III. Arguments can be prat forth (17), based on Boid'st model of non-
activated adsorption of type C hydrogen (40), that (1:G') approaches
AG* for Reaction 11 on v ome metals. Further it is , likely that the
activated state for this reaction involves the direct Interaction o€
both hydrogens with the :surface rather than an end-on irsteracti,on of a
H-11 .intermediate. Consequently, the transfer coefficient a for
Reaction III may also approach unity rather than 112. Udder such cir-
cumstances, the volcano curves take on the fora (17) indicated in Fig.
2, using a cotabinatiot ► of Preiter's data (18) and Ludwig;'s data (17)
('extended to 3i„l 1tC1) as a few calibration points.
The experimentally observed behavior of hydrogen overporential on
various metals correlates reasonably well with Fig. 2. Metals such a;:
Hg, T1. 2n, Cd and Pb which adsorb hydrogen weakly (positive values of
W) have low values for the apparent exchange current density, Tafel
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slopes of -•2Y.T/k and Reaction I as rate controlling. lfetals such as
pt and the Yt family with AG' values close to 0 have high apparent
exchange current densities and kinetics which indicate that Reaction II
follows Reaction 2 and In rate controlling. Metals such as Mo. Tit and
li which strongly adsorb hydrogen nEain have low exchange current den.-
sities and kinetics which indicate Reaction III follows teactlon I and
is rate controlling.
An Important implication of the volcano curves is that it in'un-
likely a catalyst will be found with an exchange current density higher
than that for Pt a.ince this ttetal has AG' close to 0. The naia thrust
of applied research on hydrogen elect rocatalysts should be the finding
of catalysts with higher exchange currents per un[t cost and resintattice
to poisoning and to loss of area when used in high area forma.
Various authors have e;:amired the discharge step I theoretically,
taking into account the possibility of proton tunnelling (for a review,
see ref. 20). Dockria and Mattho.s (21) have proposed the model in
Pig. 3. The vertical transition 1 1-0
 corresponds to the transfer of an
electron from the fermi level of the notai to the It 9 1* Ion with no
change In the reaction coordinate. pudiationless electron trant;Eor
(tunnelling) occurs at the intc:rsecti,on of the two Morse curve fro:a
the tlatal to the vibrationally excited 1130}. The various electron
energy levels In the metal correspond to translation vertically of the
Morse curv y for the Initial stata. The principal levela contributing
to the discharge current are those, within kT of tho Furni level.
,,
Several electroclipmists have considered proton tunnelling throu h
the barrier rather than over the barrier. Bockris of n1. (21 6 22) using
a symetrical Eckart batrIer have concluded that proton tunnelling Is
important to hydrogen dischatgc on IIg and compatfbl.e with linear Tnfel
behavior. Chrir-tov (23-25) reac`ta3 a similar conclusion using vycr-•►et-
rical and asyc:aetrical Eckhart and parat,alic barrier,;.. Conway (26)
treated protr,n tunnelling, nssu:7in; the protort to originate frora a
water voleeule irne.iiately adjacent to thv surface with it very thin
barrier (0.5). This tiodel results in high tunnelling probability but
high Tnfel slopes at low overpotentlals and noa-linear T.&-' bchavior
at higb:-r overpotentinls (- ,t► > 0.5V), which Is contrary to the exp:tr;l--
nentzA data for lig. Conway and SAlomon (27) have concluded that pro-
ton tunnelling Is not important for proton discharge even at tempera-
tures down to --1.10'C in methanol. ('rhe activation energy Is e::nan-
tially independent of temperatute.)
'Levich (28) has questioned the validity of, using the Gamov tuu-
fiell ing equation for proton dischar a because of complications asso-
ciated with solvent: polarization fluctuations. Bockris and Sen (31)
have rebutted this argument by .attempting to shout that the proton
tt►mnellinr, occurs in a time considerably le!;s than the 10 -13s and
hence short compared to the solvi^nt relaxation tiirt_s.
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The Sockris-:tatttruwgt model iu Fig. 3 dues not to„e auto necaunt
resonance Interactions at the intersection of the Itor.tt curvets.
Salomon, Y.nko and Conway ( 30) and Sockriss and Svn ( 31) hnvu applied
the se.of-ctapirical bond-energy bond-order czethod (DEBU) to calculate
the potential energy surf ace. tockrls and Sen arrive sit a value of 15
kcal/vole for the height of the barrier for Itg, which seems reasonable.
Uogonadze. Kusnetsuv and Levich (32.33) have treated Eeaction I
using a quantum statisticr, l nechatvtcal approach which is an extension
of their earlier outer spl'tare electron treatment. Me proton as well
as electron transfer are r,saurtad to be fist subsysteru :with the sol-
vent a slow systen. .Their treatment iu interesting; but unfortunately
does not include the contribution to activation associated with
stratchirg of the H-03 2
 and It-N bonds. The recent quat►tum ctattstical
utechaniral treatment of Kharkats nod Ulatrup (34) takes into account
not only the bulk solvent polarization contributions but itluo diverete
modes around the reiction centers Which they considered to be a soY-
va.ted Ne1044' ion. Thas;t nuthor,^ slic;t that anharrtualcity can accotiot for
the extended Tafel linearity observed over pore titan 1V on c.00lu such
as Its.
Hydrogen electroda kinutics are of special interent: on Ft b:hcause
of its high catalytte activity. Various workers (35-57) haver found a
2afel slope for the catthoalic branch of-R'1'/2F and high exciving;e current
densities (e,i;.. ?10- 2Ajec,t2). Two expl.anationi; have been advanced for
this behavior. fichuldin.er
 (35) and Dockr,is et al. (Yj) have u,ted n
racttanism involvIn„ F:eacttorrs; I and II (ct;[icharg;x followed by arolate
rcco,abinatton) Withrx., cCton II rate controllitiy,. Itrstter (38) 11as
proposed pare diffusion control involvin3 d1ssolved 112 . On the bawls
of ultrasonic (36) val rotating; des,: rirti; (39,19) rwa,;urcertrtttn, Yeager
et A. have proposed th:et the c.at.hudic process is contrullod by cota-
bloEed H2 dJ.ffu;ion :cnj reccv:^,tn^stion Unatle.,;. Torsions 04) and
hrichtnlik (41) have o.`.fvred theoretical argtm;totttt; for desorpticn by
}:erection 11 as rate coatrollia3.
The itnodic vNitlation of 112 rxbibi.ts first order dependences on fix
concentration (47) and Giost workers coos;ldcr the dissoclati.ve nJ:.orp-
tion of It;? (tba rvver.;z of Rcactiost 11) as %ate - cootrol.11r, (t;t±v
42-45) . }lone a.-atn, however. the bii;h excltan„u current etc nasty ookes
it difficult to eaamItie the kinetics vsWtout transport of . dk secolved It
to t%u electrode :surface being; tbu predonin2nt control, }even with the
rotating dirk electrode technique (19.42,46), particularly with Inc
electrodes which have relatively pith area and hence hir'll itctivlt;y as
a result of repeated cyclirsg to anodic potentials: prior to the Hl
ox1dation rteasurerients.
1% problem associated with Its^ fortaatiou with the kinet:i.cs con-
trolled by Reaction IX is that. the-R'r/ZF slope is to be expected with
low 11(ads) cove;7age (35). On the other hstod, varintis elect.roctwiAcai
tionsurenents including; impedance (e.g. 47), linear t:weep vo;.ltammetry
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( two o.g.. 40-51) and cb:+ rding curves (e.C.c 57.S3) indicate ttc;+t tot+ ► 1
11(ad) cover -ire fs already clot,a to unity at the rovorc+iblc potential.
7111s problou can be te.%olved by asuu ;otng th.ct tiro typer. of !!(t+dsi) are
Involved In the overall, Aectrodu process anu tb a t tho odsorbud hydro
rou involved in I;eaction 11 Is at lo.. coverag . as nu, ; ;osted by
5chuldhiitr (35.43). 91t y or.Lnleaco of severa l types of adsorb ed hydro-
ran on t't appears faLrly evident frog the various elcactrochcraical
peanurenenta of adsorbed hydro;;i;n dust cited. Pius thu 112 formation
i+ay be represented as follo•.tst
h3(A4. + 0 •►
 It 	 (d)
ltA ►
 it It ► __Itj	 (o)
It 	 M It j ► It 	 (f)
where It  and 11 1
 may or ray not ha the same; ntep:r d and a are rstren-
tiall.y revsrslble; and o.iu or mart! of the forr.+s of 11(ad) rtro at h1glo
cover.iga but the cites av'+iL ..,le for Il i
 and If ` type adsorption are tit
low coverage. Considering co^t`atnad hinetic attd dLffuston control with
i,ang,tuir behavior for 11 and 1ithe. current-potential Lehavlor for the
anodic as well as cathothe br.,Ac'hen l.r.. descrth;-d by the equation
ln(i/(1 e>;^r2i, )) a ••M + Inx	 (1)
where
o	 a	 ct
Id Is tl;. t:ncdic ctiffu:;.+.on lin tln^; cutzene , cn 1t: •y i,,r It'
. 
true+,;port,
i is tI:e v-%ch ,i;tgo currc+nt c+ ciir.ity for F.«acttun f, it In Wr-, ovc:rpotun-
tial affil tl;i o l l, -r syr+hols I o. , ,, their u:;u:;J. r .aninl;. 'this cqu,tr.ior+
ha y been tc:ctc•u for I'r. by LudNig et al. (17,19) using the rotating;
diei.. tett:r.i.ct ue f+nd fits the e-tut quite wel l. (o<•(t I'ir. 16). Tho values
of t. c; :'.c,:tact for 1't in 6 • l"! I?Ci for a 1t 2 pre-;sure of 1 atrs at 25'C
ar+ 9,, - ;: >: 10° 31t!cn •'• for i't r.nt ruu„henad by cycling to anodic-
4.1e. (pli t:tio a remains op •r„ ns to what type aff act. orhrzd hydroi;ea ir;
tnvolv,-11
 in tlu! deeorption rt , !tctlon f. It in milikely that It i atut 111
correk,p c-iO to way of tha, hJdro,;etn peal:t: ob"Arved by linear ul ':vcp Vol,
ta ...try ,md ot.her electre,clr:.1 c:+1 techniques oa Pt. 	 it
will bt: h 1p fut to under;;r-otid this various f,•+ctors; contributing to up
to five hydrogen peals o+nervec' in the volt; ;u;^try curves. Variol;:;
explanation r. have been pzopos :.! ;Including different velsorntion :;l Les
on a riven :in T.e crystal : urtr:ce, a dist;ibuti^jn of crystallographic
curfacc: , in:iucod haterugtuwity c.csocinted with hydrogen rdsorpt'Lr:n
Itself (50) :and anion r+clsorp`_toa which ;Induces heteropertei,ty by Wrack-
ing sites to varying cTe rctt ,> and perturbing adjacent aites (51) . ThF+
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pronounced dependence of the hydim,gat electrosorption con the type nod
conceptration of mina ("g. 5) iudicateN tint hydrogen adnorption-
desoeption are coupled to union dcaorptiou-adaorptloa (51).
In an attempt to resolve Odd problecq various elvetroeSnints
have exawlned hydragdn electrosorption an single crysul 1't. 1411 (5'r)
axanined the low Index pl.inru (100), (110) and (1.11) and fount tho
saaa,t two majoi pea's on theso three orfuntation3 although the relative
bulghto depended on the r rystal orientation. 1hr WSW crystal Pt
electrode3 t;tudiced by W17.1 probably did not expoate a 	 crystallo-
Ernphic tturfatce. Tee: d"tr. Wtlon of cyst;tllogrupltic awf.ece yrl;e:i;< s
dapendr. an
 the overall orientation wil tho extent to which the sctrface
has been cycled to anodic potrntia1c;. 11111 arr• ivod at clue cone:lu3ion
that the strongly ad:,urbttd hydrogen punk 1Y (rig. 5) co;: responite to
the 1011 planet and the weakly acluorbe,d poa1. T to the (110) plauc•.
P.ath^tr analoroun rc:ult ,: have been reported by Brun-1 ca t al. (56) for
the (100) and (111) 1't ,x:r,Acas. Mt,sv workers, used ele-crrun iAcro-
pcopy, to tie;Labllch that t1w :surfaces wvre facet-free- Kinur, iLta rust
Stone°.hark (57) hive vzx.7%!nod hydrogen aditorption un dLt;peri:ed L't 113 a
function of crystallite A" acnd find a dcpcn'uneu 0"ch th , :y j.ntorpwr
as further ev,ldence that 0v uceltiple p',tl:; result fru:r tli[f,:reent :,cea
face crystullo,,raphte structure::.
In contrast, F.a[;ut;a:y et al. (55) and co.e;.ny et al. ( 3 U) have con-
cludes fro4 their :;I_nglc, cryettal Pt studi, a that Lh:eru 1h J Gttl.0 diS
famwe in site hy'drol — n ,^.AmUtion on the (tt;0) 014) read (L11) pl;:;u".
Cc-na, y et al. (5111) a t trij,nLe the trult iple 	 princApal ly tv Lm',u ad
hetereje -eity ar! wa tr.u,a cull=lvc: lur,wanIt eleetionEu inter-
nctic o
The. hre,l+r:,ility ir, t•il;h in 111 of the• aingl-e crystal t;tu,lic, s: jw;k
dice that th, :mrf u pre+vittllr.v dur1n., the: vl.ectrnch, , ucieal sac;ruur. ,
-t.ant,. c?ao	 trot c. , : rc'sl ones to a :;i,n^,le cry:rt,ll p t.a,re,	 l.'vvn If th ., 't
cry";tnl.	 only on-^ plas! pc:cdoraLtewtt 1 , -fort, ine eIcr.tru;;urpLi-nr,
taowurorontc, tb"u authors punt+rally cycled thelc: elvctrudre to :rnodle
potentials in th , anudia film r"fon to oxidise or dcsurb int^.rCc"Sn
a ,_trizwo cc„ etwi,loatnt:; an0 tlrie; procedures i ; likely to cau.:e rv., ,Lroctut-
lug.
P..scc+ntly veveral gaups have attan p ted to elevlr(t tacleni,geves wte elt
p:rt:rLt tl,,s lntro,,uctl.on of a sirnf,le, cry-r^tl tn,r laca of pr(,do,eLnantly
one plane and free of irpuri.Lius 111to ter elasc•tt Ch--, erLcnI eeev,Lvoliment
with a rdnimn po:; AhllLty of rc,st"m y ur:ng nand co; 'r;tp
 o,n t Lon. These
1nal.udj A. HAbntd at th , WLver;cQ cif 1 t1i{crr•Ot w G u la Hurbnra
(58,59), J. A. Juebstl P" k'n;:t. A L J': fr',G), •,o;;. at LIn:Le:rd Technology
(6Q) and thN author'!i Fro?',+ ;cr Case • ` >tc!rn l;csr;e.rve 'Univc!rc;lly (fil).
Ens,; i;raup has ttutrlu t Ltit t,ttctttion to the (104), (:110) aced (1.11)
planes of PC and first ea:t'aebRAws ihret ths^, surface is prc•cla, the ntly
on- plane, usln^, 1nw e.n , srgy electrou difGraction (1ZED) atud freo of
surfaces AWurltiv, dorm to it few percent of . a monolayer uninl; Aui;er
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electrtri► spectroscopy.
The results obtained by koss (0) and in the author's labot.atory
by O'Grady et al. (63) will be presented in separate papers in kitiq
t,ytiPo3iutn. The ksy teaturea of the techniques used by O'Grady et al.
are vacuum tran,fer; thtit-layar clectrocheaical cell techniques to
avoid contarsluatlon; and introduction of the Pt ringle crystal uurfctcas
Into the electrolyte at controlled potentials in the hydrogen adsorp-
tion tegLon. Tn the cyclic volta -mmetry sittt.lies of hydrogen electro-
sorption, the potential ranSe is restticted to 40.05 to 0.40V vs. l:lil
to reduce any possible restructuring. The vottar-.utry curves on the
single crystal l't surfaces r;atraet with repeated cycling, sta tin; W.1th
the vctry firut sweep. If the volta;;e w%tep is extended nto the• nsiodic
film formation region to >1.4V vs, RHn, the hydrogen adeorptioa region
changes nignificantly with nvw peaks appearing or very minor peal'-ft
becomin,, major peaks, depending, on the ot:iginul. surface. Tltis 3. prob-
ably the result of restructuring although tite pus.ibility exints that
oxygen hats been irreverelb:ly adiorbed into sites within the surface
layer.
On the (10D) PC surface, Hubbard et al. (59), liosa (62) .sad our
group (W find one prodomi:tant p_ak (Fir. (1) cozrNsponditt;; to the
,strongly ad3orbed hydrozcta paa% nn polycrystallirne Pt in icld nolutions.
Thv 1 EED pattern for the T't (100) indicates it 5 x 20 ovorlayer i.w h
(511,64). This surface probably reverts to (l •rl) in costtract with the
clectualytu. On the (111) :surface. our group fi;ttts only a rtit:nr p„nk
corresponding to tteakly adc:orLA hydrogen while Ross and Hubbard et al.
'report a t,ajor pr.ak. Th rI source: of this discrepancy i.. riot fully clet,tr
but rt-ty he caused by tiv^ cyr.lin;; of the electrode to anodic potc•iitial,..
in the case of Ross' work and passibl.y also Hubbard et al. AItt-mat.ivcly
our (:111) Pt vx:rfnce rtay have sore of tha sites blocked by an iriptir.i.ty
but on the otl;er hand Au;,or doe; riot indicate any such isapurity. Tit
any event, the presence of only one major peal; on the (100) Pt currauo
provides strong evlec!mc-r. thdt the principal pt.-As on polycryst I'll le
PC corrospond to d.iffmont cry;:tallogr phic planes.
A number of theorists ire presently involved in calculatiii the:
relative bond eurrrics for hydrogen anct gthur species on various sites
on vatsl surfaces, using extend.u.d Huc'K!l r;olecular orbital theory,
MkO, and Xot scattering. Tne:e types of calculation can cont-rIbttte
Substantially to the understanding of electrocheziical interface,,;..
Labatt and Hubbard (65) have used extended lltici:el hole velar orbital
theory to predict the most stable t:ites for various species i,ncludinl;
1120. OH-', H, the halide.: and Pt on (111) Pt. The host stable nites
for these species are sho;wit in Fig. 7. Accordin to theLr calculations,
the preferred sites for hydrogen adsorption on tit± (111) surface are in
the plane between three adjocent 11 t. VIAle substantial questions exist
sit; to the validity of various assumptions in sucltcalculations, none-
thel(ss, they present an important step in the development of a
theoretical, basis for clectrocatalyit:. (For a review, see (126.127.))
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Ill. Thai OUGEN ELUCrronr
Tile oxygen electrode reactions ate le at; we1L understood than for
the hydrogen electrode. The pronounced irreversibility of the oxygen
electrode reactions at moderate tempi:ratures has severely complicated
wecl►anistic studiea. Th e,- e xchart ;a current densities for the oxygen
electrode are very loa -- typically 10-10
 to 10-11
 R/cm2 an an effect-
ive catalytic surface such as platlnw,► it roust tohperdturo. Cuuse-
quently the current densities nNar the reversible potential are Cotner-
ally too low to permit reasuremants uneeer conditions where the+ kinetics
are r ,rrsitivo to tile reverse as well as .forward reactions. Further,
the experimentally accessible portions of Use cathodic and anodic
br:enches of the polari •r.ation curves are sufficiently separated in po-
tential that the surface conditions differ very substantlally, There-
fore, the cathodic and anodic processoa ;finder these condit.orts are
probably not the reversct of each other. To ro;nplicare the situation
further, the oxygen electrode reaction": nay proceed through it large
number, of pathways. This e::plain3 way the me^ehxnismu of 0;p generation
and reduction arc still not fully understood even on platinum, Lira
most extensively used Etnd host studied Op clectro-reduction catalyst.
Before discus ang 62 elect rocatalysis on specific tton-raPtrrllic
surfaces, some of tha general features or the possible• electrode mech-
anis:7s will be consldsred. 0 2 reduction in aqueous solutions requires
a strong interaction of 0` with the electrode sarftece i'or the reaction
to procc ed at a reasaonal b le rate. Threu types: of models for such in ter-
action ltava4 been pro;,YoL; d (60,67). These and the rorrosoponding likely
reaction patLwaysa for of reduction are t}tona in Fig. R. The Cr.iffiths
r.ndel a lat4a•al, interaction of tlict r•-orbitals of the 07 inter-
acting with empty t1;:2 orbitals of a trairAtIon elcrnant, inq or metal
atom with back buttIinr from at least partIntly filled co x or d yy^,^ orbi-
tatls of the tratt.tition c1(., , nt to th if •t orbitals of thee 02 . 1'hls•.
type of inter.ctl.ort should lea(l to a web}:enitq" cif the 0-10 bond t;i.th it
correspond: '? lr • n?tirtninZ' of this bond. Tito 9aska comgilcexus
7r(bz)C1(CU,' (P ';T)2) appi, ;,r to feria such c;.rtplexes with 02 (71,72).
Theset co tpour •ds ar' Velcective oxidation catalysta for cyclic olefins
(73). The formation of a strong metal-to-oxygen interac.;tion results:
in a wea'keninit tf th- 0-0 bond and a,n increment In, the 7.ength of this
bond (74). Sufficiently strung interaction of thiq type sway lead to
t}ui dissociative adsorption of 0 2. with probably simultaneous proton
add tioa and valency citan^,e of this transition elerent in tho manner
represented !,y Pathway T in Fig. 1, followed by reduct •i.ois of tha mcoil)2
to regenerate the cntetl.yst site. Sandstede et al. (75,76) have zit-
tenpted to explain oxygen reduction with square pyramidal CO(11),
Fe(11) and Fe(IIX) complexes its wall as on the thiospinels on thre basifr
of such tr bondini;. Tseua , Hibbs and Tantratn (77) have proposed that
07 reduction on IA--doped MO change.. from a Mora-dissoaiat:lve to disso-
ciative ctechanista shove the Pt l point (200% for their -30-at0111 ? Li-
doped N10) in order to explain the Incrcment in catalytic activity in
YOU hydrate melts: above: the ?.eel temperature.
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With east transition Metal catalysts, the host probable structure
for 02 adsorption in the Paulin, nodal (69) in thtch s;) 2 orbital►r of
02 interact with dl" cr+fitals of the tramittlon retal. The squaro
pyrawidal complexes of Fe (II) and Cu(II), which have good activity for
0., reduction in acid solutions, appear to involve such an end-on inter-
action on the basis of ear, and other evidence (78). This adsorption of
02
 is expected to be am mpanted by at leant it partial charge transfer
to yield a superoxide and then peroxtde skate, as represented by Path-
way II in Fig. 7. The ad •acrption of the 02 on the square pyramidal
complexes of Fe(H) and Co(I') may lead directly to the saperuaide
state. Kith somewhat similar oxyhemoglobin complexes of iron. various
workers have proposed that 02
 binding to the iron invol y -= 01- or 02"
states with Fe in the 111-vateut state (79 ,-81). The cbmige in v;ilonc.y
state of the transition metal coupled with that change tit 02 Oxidation
stare during formation of tite 02 adduct corresponds in principal to the
redox elactrocatalyst concept proposed by K ec% ct al. (82,83).
The further reduction of the 02 beyond the pat-oxide ;state requires
rupture of the 0-0 hand. Such can occur in Pathway IiB throue,11 t-he
formation Of 0- or 110 • free radicals in solution or th q simultaneous
reduction-hand cleavage (electrochemical desorption) to yield 11 20 or
oil- . Neither of these processes are likely to be sufficiently fast at
practical operating Potential!.' feet 02 cathode:: but the e•lectrocht6micaldesorption is it better carrair,e;t 	 The free ent•rgtca of fortiation of
the 0- and I:0 • free radicalrc In solution are just too high to achieve
sufficiently high conc.^ntration •r for the subsequent hoaogcmeous reac-
tions to proceed at rates corresponding to re.nson;tble current, densi--
tie., at acceptable electrode potentials. Subrt•.rtttial, evidemce exists
for Pz,rl: ! ,ay IIA yi'e,ldin solutioa-j.hnse peroxide for various tietal.lic
auct non- etzl.lic electrode surface;;. M th ern- etallic electrode.
such a:: carbon, graphite and li.thiated tri p is ngtt•ous alkalim solu-
tions, significant amounts of peroxide are fount] in solution rend the
potential under open-circuit conditions follows the 1"%-rn.t equ'atlon
prt,dictfons for tha 0 2-h:0^- couple (see e.g.. ref. fs4,85) providing
the suriaccs ;ere free of traces of Pt and other contatainants which
catalyze peroxide ctecomp•:vition or reduction.
Under some circumstances it is possible that the superoxide
speck.^. Ozr may desorb to yield the nolution-phase species. Thin ion
is formed as a reasonably stable entity during 02 reduction in aprotic
solvents (see e.g.. ref. 80-89) and probably In carbonate Melts (90).
Tho superoxide ion also has been proposedl to be formed in aqucauc solu-
tions on lig (91,92), an lgznated gold (93) and carbon paste (94) cath-
odes in the presence of surface active agents, pndar thaw circum-
stances, Divine% and Kastening (91,92) propose that the surfactant
uroleculee, displace Water rsolncales fron the surface, impeding access
of water to the adsorbed 027, and thereby it+hbitin 'further reduction.
Dubrrv3.na and Kekrasov (93) have proposed that the 0 2 • r.rdica1, lily he
stabilized'through the formation of a complex with the surfactant
itolecule. In the absence of adsorbed orgnrtic species, however, it
does :ot appear in ali:alitre solutions that an 0 77 desorption rechani.sm
contributes significantly to the observer; current. Rotating dirk
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wexperiments leave ratho r clearly demonstrated thitn for graptette and
also gold cathodes (96,97).
Pathway III in Fi1;. 8 provide:: an alternate means for bringlnu
about rupture of the 0-0 bonil throu&h the formation of an -0-0-hridve.
Such a rnnchanista nay come into play with the proper surface spacing of
transition netal atoms or ions in a r.,atal. oxide or thlospinel or in a
bimetal, complex 'uch as it 'macrocycle. She forctltiou of the bridge
speel"a also requires that the two reetnl species leave parjially filled
itxz or dyz orbitals to participate let
	 with the sp v orbitala of
the: oxygitn. T:•facrocyelic transition rtatal co::tpleveu of the type 1I-02-M
have been syntleasized (e.g.. see ref. 98-101) ani appear to occur
naturally in hemeythrin.
For any of the rt chanisms in Fig. 8. considerable qut'sttons exist
a;t to the reveraibility of the 02 adsorption step at thu rLiLher higt ►
rates involved with practical 02
 cathoder. For 02
 to bond to 1;` will
generally require the xeplaceracent of a water molecule or antoee of th't
electrolyte -- a situation which wauld t,oroally be expected to bc, un-
favorabla to 02 unleas thee 0;,,
 adduct has it pronounced dipolar character(H e 'l'm
 O-O-) (102,103) .
At steady state any paroxide formed on tho rl.ectrocte n - fAcc rust
be nubst-quently fucthar reduced nr deconpos(td. 11hen tit(-. 0 2 reduction
proceeds entirely through a petra;:ide. star-k on Cher elt+ct'.rodo surface
and /or in the nolution, the process I , : a:;utlly refterrnd to as "series"
wh ,_^rear. when 02 reduction proceeds ninultnneously by a d;i•:;<.tociation
step w1thout n pe:oxte. - ntate as well a:: throe ,.h a peroxido state, the
,^rocase:e :^  are da. cribaed as "parallel". Peroxide has been detected ij.
the solutton phastt during 02 reduction on marry metallic and non-matnl-
lic. electrodes (c.y,., Pt, Art, Ag, V), Ni, 1110, carbw► . grapteite) in
various aqueous electrolyte. at T < 1.0U°C. Consequently little; doubt
exists Otat the p ro>:ie!a nechan(rt is often functional.
Various worker:r.hava used the rotating disk-ring Clt;ctrudce to
e; n:3ine the kinetics of 02 reduction on it nomber of mental anti ,soil-m tai
surfaces and particularly to establish a:tetheer the eeries or parallel
sche:aes are applicable. Uatijanovic, Gun:haw and Itockrls (1.04) pro-
posr.d that a potential. dependent intercept for the plot of i /i1t vs.
l/ ►',a plot constituted evidence for the parallel mechaninni (i-disk
current. ip-ring current, W=angular ro gation rate). The I:i.eir,tic analy-
sis by AataJanovic ct al., howaver, did not. ctnsider a potential depend-
ent electrod sorption of paroxide. Whett sucte is includes', xu the analy-
sis, it is fount', that the t : eries nechar tan can also yield :t potential
dependant intercept (105-•107). 'Nroblo'.'a et al. (106) has called atten-
tion tee the fact that the correlation of the intercept of the i/i k. vs.
1/4—) plot with the slopes at various potentials can serve as a iling-
nostic test for the parallol mechanism.
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Electrode aurfaces on which 02 reduction proceeds predominantly by
the series mechanist through a peruxlde ioternedtate incliAe Fold (97.
105.113). graphite and various carbons (84,109 -111) including glaersy
carbon (112). The parallel tnechantssa appeara opvratLve on Pt (108,
114,117). Ir (124). Rh (IM). pt-Rh alloyu' ( l16) and 1'd (114.115).
truch more complete kinette data are available for the two-electron
02 reduction to peroxide on a surface such as gold than for the overall
four electron reduction to water or Oil - an a surface such as 1't. 'Me .
rotating ciiak-ring studies of 2urtlla et al. (97,105) in al 'ruliae solu-
,tons have yielded a stoichiocetric ntmber (2.0) and Tafel slopes and
reaction orderer for the forward and reverse reactions which support the
following mechanism (97,105):
02 + e^ ► 02 (ads)
	
(8)
202- (ads) + 1120 + No 	 02 •t• 04	 (11)
with reaction t: rate controlling and reaction h fast. Reaction 11 taay
1^e vultistep. These reactions Involve ndsorb:d 0 2- and not the corres-
pnnding solution phatetc for radicalr.. Evidence, for such ttan be di duced
,as follows (97): if a solution phava dismutation reaction equivaler;t to
reaction h were involved, than It r;uat occur within the Kerns;t boundary
layer; otherwise the rotating disk exp=rimetnts could not indicate tt;a
electrons Pete 02 reachi.n, titre elcctrodo surface. On the other hand.
en upp:•r limit can be sett for ti:e 02- concentration in the solution
nd,ja-^nt to the electrode on the basis of th y' reversible potential. for
"' ,02 /021 couple. Further an upper limit for the rmcond-order e;olu-
tion phase rlismutativa reaction is kno,it front radtataon chcnis:try
studies. This p r:aits in tipl,er licit to be set for thz current. dritstty
co:npatible Lath reaction h a a solution pltas:e process.. Thr • valu,a no
calculatt:d are typically throe orders: of mat; rttude below tho e::pCt'l-
nental values (97.118). Tluu reaction h must ba a heterogetwour vne.
The further reduction of 1102- to Oil` 3,s fir:;t order in I!02- rind
the rate constant h'as very little, potcatial ctr.gwrlence. This fio3g.^sts
a chenical step preceding tth.: electron transfer an rate coatrollin ;
C.^.
lio2_ N 1120 •t• 2011(ads) + 011- 	 G)
In both acid and elkalin^ roluttoas hydrogen peroxide is generated
during 02 reduction on 1't. The 0 2 reduction to 1120 or 0:1- by a parallel,
pathway not Involving 1!202 or 1IUj' Is prodominant• on reduced Pt in tilt-
absence of adsorbad imnttri.ties (103,114,117). A Tafol slope of-SiT/r
Is observed in the region corresponding to the start of anodic fi.lrt
fora-,m%lon viliare Conway et al. (50) and otbecs 0.19) assign the struc-
ture in the linear voltawmetry curves to v3sentially revertible Oil
adsorption; Lo., 0.8 to 0.95V vs. WIE. At riore cathodic potential::
the slope: shifts to-21sT/1' or a transfer coefficient of 112. 5imi1;tr
1.59
,f..
behavior bas :seen observed in ti.W.,
 11 31,01 (103,1 20-122) . Uaninnovic et
al. (11 1) 114VO explained this behavior Loa the basis of the ctisf.ociative
adsorption of 0 2 . Specifically Dmijauovic et al. (117,1.24) proposed
two pof;sible pathwayts, cvprils sed for alkaline molution . as follows:
ltechani :^s:► I:	 M + 02 .►
 2M-o (j)
2(25-0 h 1120 ►
 tlOH + 011) (1)
211.1,011 + e` •► it + Oil`) (m)
Machanisn II:	 H + O Z •► 221-0 (n)
2111-0 + it20 .► 21-0-11-oil) (o)
21M-0-11-011 " 0,- ► 21-0-11-0110 (p)
21.'1-0•41-011 •► 14-Oil + Oil- ) (q)
21 M-011 •F e-	 > It 4. 011~ 1 (r)
Mechanisn I In 51mi.lar to that proposed by Krasil.hchikov (J23) in 1963.
With Much •tnisr:► 1, Vatmjanovic et al. propose reaction 1 r.. rate control--
ling at Jow cathodic overpotecltials and 1. rate cotltrolli.n,, at high
cattlod ;.c overpotantial.;:, tips nccountini; for the shift in slop ,tc:. With
2:ucha:;E;ja 11, reaction q is rate coatroll.ia, at low cathodic: ov^trpoten-
tl4r-- ilnd reaction p at hi„ t overpotentials.
Tarasevieh ( J4) ilas proposed a different pathway for 0 ., reduction
to water that Imolvo s adsorption of 02 without charge tran;:ter; i.e.,
2:c0an1e.tu 71I:	 21 + Op ► 21-OZ 	(f:}
k1 U2  l• c:^ + 21 + 11 20 •► 210' + MOIl •t- 011- 	(t)
With the peroxide reaction cc,.lpled a! • followf::
t: 02^ + e` + 21 •F lip0 , it + 1102 •t- IS O:l^	 (v)
Tara;;evlch (11 11) assuma;t that the taov steps for bath tho ovar;all fie
reduction :-nd the perroxlda r=chunism are the first electron translar
relations t and v. Tarat:evich then considers_the eflectcc of surface:
coverage of 11-0 and 21-01t on the kinetics of these steps a.r:c.u:ntl3j, that
M-OC coverage is low and a..ualla; 9'emkin type behavior with rc.;pact to
11-0 acid 2f-011. The tra:lAiti.on from  the low to higher Tafo1 slope re-
sults as M-0 cov,araf;c Lr_co,^aa significant. The potential region which
Tara, evtch assign3 to it-0 formation on Pt, however, is attr.ibutcd by
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Conway of al. (50) and our group (119) to reversible adsorption of P10H .
Ti le basic concept that the shift in Taftol slope: in associated With thu
reduction of the anodLe f•i.l.n. however, appears correct, ass h.-i also heint
ptuposed by Winjanovic and Cen-Amw (125).
Time restrictions: prevent a dincucston of OZ eler;.troareneration
Catalysts.
In summary, the science of electrocatalyais is still in its in-
fancy but there are promising sl4ns on the horizon for more rapid
growth, the most significant of which in that theorists, surface phyc;i--
eistra and inorganic chemi: is joining forcer. with eiectrochemists to
attack this area as part of ttha overall field of Laterogeneous catalysis.
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Fig. 1. Rxelianre curre!. a A l. the hydr;;,•-n electrode
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ELECTROCHE MICAL
 HYDROMV N. RPTIOX C: Twl Pt (111) AND (ICO) SU.w cs
14. E. O'Grady, M.Y.C. %too, P.L. liaC,ans and Ernest YcaCcr
Cis* Laboratories for Electroc!:cmical Studios
and Chemistry d:p:tr 1 ment, Case Western Rcsorvo
University, Clcvcland, Ohio 44136
Hydrogen adsorption on platinum electrodes is of particular inter-
est to elenrochcmist g h, ,iuso of the in.portant role it plays in tho
elcctrocstalytic behavior of this nctal. Cydro4co is G^pooitcd mt t:::der•
poten t_sls on Pr.giving rise to tnulti •► ie peaks in tha cyclic vo:taer•:o-
grams of bath polycrystalline (1) and :angle cvysstal p: tLir.; a (1,2).
A typical voltan.netry curve for polycrystalline platinum tavicr ultra
clean conditions in H,.50, 1
 is she-.:t ill ri;;uro 1. Various wor!-ors have
proposed explanations ` for these peak;. w%tich inclueg : difforcat nd-
sorption sites on a particular crystal Io,;raphic surface orientation;
induced heterogenoity associated with tho pertur'oation of adjacent
sites by thendsaried hydro,, •^on itsclz (1); and tae 	 of
anions which create further surface heterogeneity by bloc%ing so-so
sites zimi perturbing adjacent sites (3). The situ;:tiun is furthcr
co.ra+licated by the fact th:t in acid solution the potcnttal of zero
cha:•ge (.'ZC) for I't falls witain the hydrog:cn nd::erption-donor, tion
rerlott. 
This 
Icads to a pronounced dependence of t1 ►e hydro;en cic•^:tro-
so .-ption on the type and co-ccntration of anion in the electrolyte.
rurthermore, it indicates ,!!at the hyJrocca adsorption-ticsurption is
co-.:,)I-.S with :^.ion desorption-adsorption (3).
The questions of intrinsic heterogeneities associated with differ-
c ►tt crystal faces and site variation on a given crystallo,;raphic
orientation shottld be amcns;ile to study oil 	 crystal surfaces.
Previous studios have generally sh ,)wn changes only in the rel::'iva
peak heights in the volta:nn ,:t:•y curves while retainin, rest c: tho
Beaks observed on polycrystalline Pt (1,2). It is very ttalil:cly
t1-.at uaique crystallographic ::daces have been examined 1' eviously.
Prior to the observation of th:, clectrochemical r.dsorption of hydro;;cn
it is,custoiary to cycle the electrode to anodic potentials in ordVr
to dcsorb and oxidize impurities initially present on the Pt surf::co,'.1t
these anodic potentials tiro Pt rurface is oxidized and when the sur-
face is subsequently reduced during the hydrogen adsorption ccascrc-
ncnts the surface is restructured.
Uncertainties concerning, t%to surface structure in Pt single crystal
studies can be virtually eliminated by preparing chair single ery:tal
surface:, in ultra high vacuu ,% where the surface structuro is ecter-
nincd by VED and the surf ce ca:rposition monitored by Auger electron
spectroscopy. Theso samples are then transferred into nn clectro-
chcnical environment avoidin;: conta.iination and oxidation of the sur-
face. The possibility of chemical restructuring of the surface is
minimized by never allowin; the electrode to see potentials atodic
to the hydroge ►t t►d::orption region. The problem of inpurities
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orIcInatin, from the electrolyte phase can be virtually eliminated
throe h tho use of the thin-layer eloctrochcrnical cell technique
v1 ► ich Has first suScostea by Vubbard (4).
This paper describes the design of the LGSO -Au3or-thin layer alcetro-
themical (TLH) system and our results on Pt(lll) and Pt(100) surfaces.
^xPr<at^Ir.1^r,^L
1'I►o LOGO-Auger-11,11 system used in this work is shown schematically
In Figure 2a. The all-motal U.W 10- 10torr(10- 5?a) systcn has two in-
dividually pumped chambers vnfch are completely isolated by an all-
r•.otal bakeablo valvo through which the sample nay be transforred. The
LOCO-Augor olectron spoctroaoter is hou.;od in ono chanbor and the
eteciroene:mical thin-layer cell and other sample preparation riethods
Oro housed in the other.
no LGii'1-AES is a standard Varian 4-Grid rotardin,-field nralyzcr.
The sample ,
 holder is a nodified Varian nanipulator which allows the
sangle to be removal for transfer to the second chamber while retainin.p
the features of cooling the swapto to 100K and heatin;; it to 120JK.
In the second chamber is a liquid-nitrogen-cooled nanipulator Which
allows t1-.c sample to be removed for tran::rcr and also positions the
wimple for argon-ion sputtering; or for use in the thin-layer cell. The
transfer of the snr..ple frog
 the i.Vr.D-A1:5 chamlaer to the electrocacmical
(	 chamber and back is acco:^.plishcd by n spring-clip holder r..ounted on n
wand which is actuated nnonutica:.ly from outside the vacuum system.
The samples are prepared by spark cutting a slice about lr:a thick
fron a Pt sing;lo crystal fc'aLi;incd fro? Mate-rials Research Corporation)
arter it has been oriented (+0 ,.5°) by Lauo X-ray back scattering. The
samplcr. are spot welded to a 1 nil Pt foil, r ►echar► ically polinhed and
finally thoy are spot woldcd to the transferable Ma s:r!; le holder. Just
prior to placement in the vrcuum system tho sanplcs Oro vtcr ►cd briefly
In ac;ua regla.
After the samples are transforrcd into the vrcuua systcn the surfa.-cs
are cleaned by prol.ing;ed argon-ion bonb ►rdnent (energy •-5SO 0) and
then t.nncalcd at 9000 to obtain a sharp LEM) pattern. The pri:^ary sur-
face contaminant is car;:nn which diffused to the surface fror.t the, balk
Of the I't notnl. The Au;;er sp.ctrum fron a clan Pt surface as shot. i in
Figuro 4zwd isldcntical to those published previously (7).
The electrolyte injection r.nd thin-layer cell are shown sche:aatically
in Figuro 2b. Tho 0.1 N 11 .,SO4 electrolyte was preparci using uitrapure
Acid (Raker Ult •rex 11250 4 ) and p yrolyzed water which was prepared follow-i:y; the netthod of Conway(S). This solution was deacrated • and pro-
elv;trolyzed for a mininun of 24 hours in an all-class vessel before it
was introduced into the thin -layer coil by an all Teflon-glass sys tcn.
Several microliters of solution are placed on the palladiun counter-
reference, electrode with the micrometer syringe and then the palladium
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electrode is brought up t rough the Sato valvo into contact wJth Clo
Pt sa^,le to :err the thin -sayer call. Prior to the electrolyte be-
ing brought into contact with the sinclo crystal electrode, thi two
electrodes arc connected to the potentiostat with a S00 ohn resistor
across then and the potential 31?lied to a value in the doublo-layer
region :00 nV (R1iw). This prevents any possibleexcursion of the Pt
cloctrodo into oxidizing potential rogions which vay lead to restruc-
turing of the electrode surface.
Thera are two important coisiderations which lead to tl:e choleo of
the thin-layer technique for these ax,oriments. The first is that
the shall volume of electrolyte used in file cell will introduce a
nint:rwa amount of cicetroiy:e into the va utum systen, only about
10' 3x1. The second is the ubiquitous prgblcn of impurities in the
electrolyte. Approxir..ately 10- 9 nolcler..- of inpu;itics arc required
to fora a monolaycr on the surfaco. If these 10' nelcs of impurities
Arose eonpletoly frog►
 the solution in the cell (10- 3:1), too ecneen-
tration of the impurity which could be tolerated is of the order of
10.3 molar (M1) which is n high impurity concentration. Hence the
thin -layor toll in far less susceptible tc i:,purlty contamination
than the conventional electrochemical c ull. The nornal operation or
a thin-layer cell requires a capillary connection to nu exturalal
rcrcrcncc electrode. It is a diffivait problem to introduce this
e tip i I lacy into the vaaau: y systcaa mud ronintain the vacuua UtvrrI ty of
tiro system. This proble-m ha:; been overcome in our exporincilts by coal
-bining the counter and rcrcrcncc electrodes n:: a sinrlo pallndiu:;-
hydraZen alloy electrode. Also, the counter-reforonco electrode sur-
face r+:::.t be as clean as th.- electrode surf.-.cc boinr studied, )if
order to insure this, the co::nter-reference electrode is eleane4
by argon ion sputtering and then is maintained in a liydrogcn atfr.osphcra
prior to its use.
The procedure rollo•.,•cd in theso exporia.oats is as follows:
1. The platinum single crystal samples are introduc^d
into the sample j reparation c1:a,lber.
2. Tile 	 is evacuated and baked until the pressure
after coolia;c is in the 10- 10 torr region.
3. The s=ple is argon-inn sputtered.
b. The sample is transferred to the I.ECn-GCS chaaber r.nd
tha Auger s?oetruz is recorded. If it is clean, the
sample is annealed at ti 9000. Life Auger spectrum is
run again and the cleanliness is chouekcd anal the MILD
pattern observed. If the surface is not clean, the
entire prozess is repeated until a clean surface is
obtained.
5. After cicaninr,thc sample is returned to the prepara-
tion chtmbur and pa!:itioned in the thin-layer cull.
i
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6. The preparation chv*cr is brought to atmosphoric
pressure with ultrapure argon.
7. The electrochemical characturi:ation of tho sample
is carried out.
E. Tho preparation cha.:Sor is then re-evacuated ani
the sample returned to the first 	 for further
examination by AuZcr and LEEO.
RESULTS
The use of cyclic volta,r etry to characte:ite the ndsorptlon
and desorption of hydrogen on pl.ainua is mi well eozu;ionte' (1,2,
3). A typical voltannogran of polycrystallinv Pt in o.l N 11150,;
is shown in Figuro 1. This scan was obtained using convv. ► —1.1
electrochemical nothods takin,, special precautions to r.irinizu
inpuritics (3). This voltar.ogrxi contains all of the firs structurJ
which has Loon found for plati r-,i in clean HnSo,#. soli:tio:►s (l.S).
Voltasma,agraes showing this characteristic structure, espcc.nlly
in the hydrogen adsorption/desorption region, have gee c ►vlly not
been obtained usinl . thin-layer, clectrochc•-iIeal trc!:^:dues: (,ve	 1:.
6). In Figure 3 is shown c ► typical volts: ao ra:7 for polycrystalIilia
Pt i: ► 0.1 K 112SO4,	 observed bath in the hydro. ,.,m actor, tion-
desorption r •.-eion and in tho oxida fo ►:nation-rc ,.uctioa region.
►lento it is possible to utilize Vic Pd- 1 1 alloy cl^ct-odc ar. a M l -
billed counter-rcfcrenco and to study hydru,;ca a sorption-desurption
phenomena in this thin layer c:ectro.hmiical cell.
Figure S shu:os the cicctro::► c„ical adsorption of hydro:on on
clean 1 1 t(li• 1) in C.1 \ 11 2504 obtained on the fir.:t scan. 7ho scanbegins at *0.4 V (PRE.) going cnthoJic, toward s::iallcr valuos of poten-
1u1 and	 shows a hydrogen adsorption peak (b) at vJ.10 V and then
hydrogen evolution at ^- 0.05 V. The Bean then reverceo eat pro--c.+dc
In the anodic direction, showing first a pronounced peak duo to the
oxidntioa of solution phase V 2 produced during the i:;iLial cathodic
portion o.° the swoop and then a peak (a) at ".12 V due to the
desorption of hydrogen. The chars under the ar.j.Sic peak is esti-
rated to be about 25pC /cm2. Assur.,irg 15.0 x 10 14 atoms/cm,2 on the
Pt<lli) surfaco and ono hycrogcn ato:a nor Pt atom gives a covc.ago
of about 0.1. This rather rime coverage nay ari::a from several
%ources. Although the 1'[(111) gave very sharp diffraction spats
and a rather JOw background intensity, this does not insure that tav
surface has a hint[ dcgrce of pc::cction. This ability to derercine
the perfectioa of the surface lattice from visual observation of
the LEW patterns has .received- s vcro criticise (6) and it has boon
shown that tho intensity di:;tribution of the various: spots in the
pattern as a function of tho cicztron onergy r.u.;t bo studied in
order to maco any definitive statccicnts concern..-., the surface
lattice perfection (8,0). At this t1mo we cannot mare any co!raent
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on what the real contribution of irporfcctions night be. 5anpics
which have 11eon•well Annealed at high tc-2orature as the sa:splos in
this study were, usually exl ►ibit a highly Woct-free surface (8).
A second possible factor,which could be contributin^t,is the Iles of
tho single crystal sa:.+l ►10. In our enrlior report (10) it was ndi.
mated that the electrolyte did not spread properly on tho clean Pt( Ill).
The suggestion hero is that the electrolyte has spread over the edges
of the crystal And the rrca at the edgos is contributing the ninor
hydro,.cn adsorption obscrvcJ hero.
7I:e second oxplanatioi for the hydrorcn adsorption %ccm a the pore
plausible at this timm. Cas phase studies indicate that hydrogen
doss not readily adsorb on clean Pt(111) (7,11 ). however, increase;.'
Imperfection in the Pt (111) surface ercatc.1 oither by sputterin- with.
out annealing ( 14) or by u3ing stepp:d surfaces (IS) loads to in-
creased hydrogen adsorption ns noasurcd by flash desorption.
Figure 6 shows the first sweep obtained on Pt (100) in 0 . 1 A 112504
in the hydrogen cicctrosor,Lion region. Again the scan war. bogt. ► at
0.4 V(11Q and sw pt cathodic.Giving a hydrogen ndsorption peak at
A, 0.2 V and then h)-:tragcn cvolutior ► rtt ti C.05 V. Tn the rov.r::o :^nn lr • •-
ccO ing in the anodic rc ion,an initial contribution fron 11;) oxidation.
is observed and then the very pronounced hydroitcn desorptio: ► pea^ is
observed at 'V 0.28 V. The charge ratio Qcrtl /Qsano.l v 1 oral nnomttsato	 (1%;C1cn2 . Am-ming 13.1 x 1014 atoi•;s?c,1 2 on this 1 1 t(300) r'.+^^^^^
and one hydrogcu Atom per Pt atom gives a covoe ai.o of 0.3. *s ite
tien of this peak corresponds to the peak which is narimlly attribu-
ted to the strongly -ndsonccl fora of hydrogen. There nay be :.u:ac
s:irht contribution of acakly ndsorl)od hyd-ol-en in this scan b;:t
further efforts aru required to completely catnblish this po:sslM lily.
Flash desorption results in tho gas phaso on Pt(100) (1::,13) shot:
this surfact to be covered by about 0.3ronolayor of hydrogen at root;
tc:aperature,in very Good Agreement with the clectrosorption results
presented horc.
The c:',octs of cycling have nlso boon examined. The vulta:r:,orraa
for Pt(III) after cycling to an anodic limit of 1.4 V(Paili) for ten
cycles is shown in Figuro 7. A definite increase in the mount of
adsorbed hydrogen is seen. Tho weakly aesorbod pcnk has Crown
and bocona more defined and a definite pc:.:t has begun to appear at
the position of the i=ongly adsor'acd hydrogen.
This act of results on Pt(III) and Pt(100) indicate that the: sur-
face orientation has a pronounced ofroct on hydrogen adsorption.
The effect of evon slight cyc:llitg upon these surfaces is dramatic
leading to increased hydrogen adsorption as seen in tho chanres of
peal; haig!%ts as well as the nddition of peaks at now potcnti::ls for
a Given surface. The necessity of col ►ducting experiments at this
levoi of pc ►rity beconcs much norm apparent in the light of tite
present results. lit 	 to establish tho details, extensive ;pork
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is required, especially on the effects of cycling and no role of
I.-Verfections in adsorption. Tho latter proble,t will 4o studied by
using stepped surfaces. Theso csporiments are presently undcrNay
in this laboratory.
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Hyd rogen Adsorption on Single Crystal Platinum
E. Yeager,* W. E. O'Grady,' M. Y. C. Woo,' and P. Hagans"
Casa Laboratories for Mcctrochemical Studies and Department of Chernistry.
Case Western Reserve University, Cteve!and, Ohio 44106
Vatious electroche!rdsts (1-5) have exam-
ined the role of su.-face structure in electro--
catalysis but the results have not been highly
conclusive. Recently rcore sophisticated ef-
forts have been made to determine the role of
crystal orientation (6-8). This note reports
the results of studies of H electrosorption on
Pt(111), (100) and (110) as well as the effect
of cycling the potential of polycrystalline Pt.
The ICE M-Auger--electrochemdcal system
used in these studies has been described else-
where (6) . The Pt sLxf aces were cleaned by
argon ion sputtering at 350eV and annealed at
900°C to obtain sharp IM patterns. The
principal surface conto-air-ant is carbon which
diffuses to the surface from the bulk of the
Pt. This procedure % s repeated a number of
Mines until no further C or other impurity s•°as
detectable in the Auer spectres-n (sensitive to
ti0 . U1 monolayer) . The m-e Procedu^e v, ­ 3
used for polycrystalline nt withtrat the IEEE-)
examination. The mrple vas next transfers ei
under vacuu.ir into a secon.l. vacuum chamber
afiich was back-filled with ultra-pure argon
(99.9999%, further purif^cd by Ti getterin„).
Fhe sample was then examaine<1 electrochenLLcal.ly
to a thin-layer cell wLth an a Pd-11 ca.,:.nter
Aectrode in 0.05;4 1I2SO 4 , prepared with ultra-
)vre acid (Baker 91trex HZSO,,) and pyrolyze3
,ester. The Pt was brou41t into contact with
:he electrolyte under controlled potential
'.0. 11V ''s. RICE) to minimize the possibility of
awface reconstruction.
Figure 1 presents the volt- ,, retry curves
'or Pt(100) and (111) obtained on the first
athodic scan, starting at 0. 1.V (RHE:) and the
overse anodic sweep. 1i 2 forration is ob-
erved in the cathcdic sweep at ti0.05V and
he corrplement . ary H2 oxidation peak in the
nodic sheep. The (111) surface exhibits a
^nall if pealc in the anodic and cathodic sweeps
.0.10V. The charge under the anodic peak
ecA mated to be ti7uC/crn 2 . Assuming
) .0  x 10 1 `atorns/cm2 on Pt (111) and one If per-
slectrocheadcal Society Member
,.:y words: hydrogen adsorption, platinum
IN-,Ie crystal, LEN), Auger.
1
Pt atom, this corresponds to a lour coverage of
%0.03. The'first sheep on the Pt(110) surface
also exhibits a quite small H peak at %0.1V
and is similar to that for Pt(111). This is
not surprising since a (2x1) ICED pattern was
obtained for the Pt(110) surface as, a result
of a reconstructed surface composed of Pt{111)
facets (9).
The first sweep for the Pt(100) surface
indicates a much larger H peak at uO.27ff, cor-
responding to more strongly adsorbed H.
Alth:.ujz the anodic and cat; orlic peaks differ
In width, the charge ratio Q(cath)/Q(anod)=ti1
a,.;.l the ch.wrge is ",504/cm2 . AssurrLtx-i,­
13.1 x 1014 atos:s/CM2 on the Ft (100) surf aces,
this correspunds to a coverage of ti0.3. There
tray also be a small contribution from weakly
adsorbed 11. The L IMED pattern for the clean 1't
(100) surface indicated a Ml) over-layer as
reporttud in the literature (10) but this stir--
face probably reconstructed to (1x1) upon in-
troducticn into the electrolyte.
The 11 coverages on these sur rfaceo. are
surprisirr^;ly low compared to those found in
conventional. electrochemical experi;rents on
polycrystalline Pt. The 0.3 coverage for
strongly adsorbed H on Pt(100), however, corn-
pares favorably i-dth flesh desorption studies
(11) in the gas phzse on Pt(100) which also
yield coverages of 1%,0.3 at room tem..eratura.
The low coverage 0.0.03) for the weakly adsor-
bed 11 peaks on the Pt(110) and (111) ray not
be associated vdth these surfaces but, rather
edge effects in the thin-layer cell. Trey may
also arise from portions of the surface which
are not the orientation indicated by thze LESD
pattern. ire LEM patterns, are sharp and up
to literature standards but this does not nec-
cessarily insun-a a very hill deiTee of surface
perfection. Samples ann ,^!aled at hl tt r
tares as in the present :;Wdy, ho:titiver,
usLzrlly have relatively defect free cur::ies
(12). A th ni possibility is that thy! 10:;
coverage is the result of surface con`P:7 ."='--
tion. `Mis is unlikely in view of th:) ex`-' n-
sive pr a cc-oiti.ons to prop ont contarLI.n_'t1:irn.
Reexamination of the sur'Vaces t•:.Ltde At:^:er
after tht: electroch--::rnLcal mea;nure;m-ents ;mac
camplicat.ed by the nr)n-volatility of tF
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electrolyte. Post-Au,-or measurements indl-
cato-d large su.Lrur peak:•, from the :;"Uate
electrolyte and only a mirtor C peak. On the
basis of the ratio of the C to Pt peaks, the
C coverage was less than %0.1 rconolayer.
In Fiptre 2 is shown the initial scan jr
0.5-1112
.904 for polycrystalline Pt. The scan
wss-begun at 0.4V and swept catholically. A
predominate H peak appears at ti0.25V corres-
ponding to stronger adsorbed H with only a
minor contribution due to the weakly adsorbed
hydro,,en. The high temperature annealed poly
crystalline Pt resembled quite closely the
(100) surface. Cycling of the polycrystallin
Pt out to 1.3V in the anodic film region lead
to increases in the areas of the If peakca al-
ready present as well au the development of
additional peaks. After 53 cycles the voltam•
rrograrn begins to take on the appearance nor-
rally found in conventional studies of Pt.
The most likely explanation is the reconstruc-
tion of the Pt surface.
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I. INTRODUCTION
.Electrochemistry is undergoing a renaissance, a key feature of which is the
attracting of scientists to this area from other disciplines. This renaissance
has been partially stimulated by the importance of electrochemistry to energy
conversion and storage.	 Equally important are indications that
electrochemistry has reached a critical stage where rapid development of the
science is likely to occur over the next decade.
During the early part of this century, much of the thermodynamics of electro-
chemistry as a whole was put in place but electrochemical kinetics and electrocatalysis
remained an art rather than a science. Reproducibility of kinetic measurements in
electrocatalysis studies was a particular problem but over the past two decades
electrochemists have gained sufficient control over the various experimental factors
to achieve reasonably reproducible results even with surface demanding reactions.
Substantial theoretical developments have also occurred over the last two decades il.
the areas of electron and proton charge transfer at electrochemical interfaces.
Further, the impact of the various surface chemical physics techniques, both in situ
and ex situ to the electrochemical environment, is starting to be felt in electro-
catalysis. The potential for major strides in the science of electrocatalysis using
non-traditional methods over the next decade is	 great and provides the rationale
	 .
for this conference.
"T
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1I. MODELS FOR THE SOi.In-ELECTROLYTE INTERFACE
The ionic double layer on the solution side of an electrochemical interface
k
y
	
	 consists of two regions, a compact layer immediately adjacent to the electrode and
a diffuse ion layer extending into the solution phase. Most of the potential drop
between the two bulk phases is usually across the compact layer. Figure 1 presents
a model of the compact layer as proposed by Bockris et al. [1]. Adjacent to the
electrode surface is a layer of water molecules whose structure and orientation de-
pend on the specific interaction with the electrode surface as well as the electric
field. In electrolytes such as NaCl, the cations interact rather strongly with the
immediately adjacent water molecules and the inner hydration sphere is retained as
the cation approaches the electrode surface even when the electrode is quite negative
relative to the solution. Thus,in the plane of closest approach to the electrode
surface (the outer Helmholtz plane) cations are usually separated by one or two water
t f
	
	 molecules from the surface except at quite cathodic potentials. In contract, most
anions interact rather weakly with water and their limiting distance of closest ap-
proach often corresponds to direct cont--;:t as shown in Fig. 1. This is referred to
as specific ionic adsorption and the plane through the centers of these ions in their
limiting position is known as the inner Helmholtz plane. Anions may be retained in
this plane even when the electrode is negatively charged because of favorable inter-
,	 action with the surface.
The potential distribution across the interface averaged parallel to the surface
is shown in Figs. 2 and 3 without and with specific adsorption [5]. Potential
gradients of ti 3 x 107V/cm are easily reached in the compact layer when the electrode
is at a potential remote to the point of zero charge on the electrode relative to the
electrolyte. These potential gradients play an important role in the electrochemical
processes at the interface.
The theoretical treatments of the potential distribution across the diffuse
layer are simple only for dilute solutions (<O.01M)(see e.g. ref. 7). At higher
to jest how well the experimental capacitance data fit the models [14-20]. These
0i
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concentrations, account must be taken of solvent dielectric saturation and dis-
creteness, the finite size of the ions, and the polarizability of the ions. The
treatments become quite sophisticated [2-4,6,7], including the use of cluster theory
[2]. At concentrations greater than L OM, the Debye length approaches the dimensions
of a solvated ion and the diffuse layer is no longer "diffuse". No fully quantitative
description is available for such concentrated electrolytes. The potential drop
across the layer, however, becomes small at high electrolyte concentrations and
therefore less important to the overall behavior of the interface.
For electrochemical reactions, the plane x 2
 is often considered as the
pre-reaction state for non-specially adsorbed reactants. Electrochemists
have developed methods for estimating the potential 
^2 and then calculating
the concentrations of ionic reactants in this plane [5,7]. In kinetic studies
of electrochemical reactions, the experimentalist often adds a large concen-
tration of a "supporting" electrolyte whose ions are not involved in the reac-
tions in order to keep 02 numerically small.
When specific adsorption	 occurs, the situation is far more dif-
ficult. There is really no fully quantitative treatment to calculate 0 1 . The surface
concentration and coverage, however, can often be determined by both electrochemical
[7] and other methods such as optical reflectance [8].
Various multiple state models have been proposed for the structure of the compact
layer and particularly the solvent adjacent to the surface, including the three-state
models of Damaskin and Frumkin [9,10] and Bockris and Habib [12] and the four-state
models of Parsons [11]. The four states according to Parsons's treatment are shown
in Fig. 4 and involve single water dipoles oriented towards and away from the surface
and clusters consisting of three water molecules with net dipoles also towards and
away from the surface.
The most extensively used experimental test of various models for the compact
layer is the differential electrode capacitance. There is a divergence of views as
rc,
rmodels of the compact layer, however, in general do not adequately take into account
the electronic properties and discrete structure of the electrode surface or the
interaction of the water adjacent to the electrode with other water molecules.
Without such, it is unlikely that any treatment of the compact layer will provide an
adeq-late basis for understanding the properties of the interface. The truncation of
the conduction band orbitals at the electrode surface results in an evanescent wave
extending into the interface. When the charge on the metal is changed, the extent to
which the evanescent wave extends out from the metal surface changes (see Fig. 5).
The water molecules and other species in the com pact layer feel the tail of the
electron density distribution. Even if there is no strong localized orbital inter-
action, the distance of approach of the solvent molecules and solvent dipole inter-
actions at the surface will be changed. Furthermore, at high positive charge on the
electrode, the extension of the tail of the s- conduction band into the interface will
probably regress to the point that the more tightly bound d orbitals will no longer be
well shielded at the interface. This is likely to result in a significant change in
the interaction of the solvent molecules with the electrode surface.
III. CHARGE TRANSFER PROCESSES ACROSS THE METAL-ELECTROLYTE INTERFACE
Electron transfer processes at metal-electrolyte interfaces may be divided into
two classes:
1. electron transfer to and from the outer Helmholtz plane
2. electron transfer to and from the inner Helmholtz plane
With the former ( C and C' in Fig. 6), the electron is transferred from the conduction
band in the metal at an energy within tit kT of the Fermi level to the reacting species i
in the outer Helmholtz plane and vice versa. The interaction of the solution phase
reactant with the metal surface is weak.
Since the electron transfer is non-radiative, it is necessary for the tunnelling
process to occur without a change in the energy of the system within the restraint of
the uncertainty principle. This in turn requires that the metal-reacting species-
solvent system be pre-stressed to a condition wherein the energy of the overall system
a-
is the same with the electron
	
either in the metal con-
duction band or an orbital of the reacting species. This constitutes the activated
state. In this activated state, the resonance stabilization is weak and the electron
transfer may be described as non -adiabatic or only weakly adiabatic. the barrier
through which the electron tunnels in the activated state involves the solvent
molecules separating the metal and the outer Helmholtz plane. Only virtual states
are expected to be involved in this barrier. Following the electron transfer, the
reactant- solvent system relaxes back to a minimum potential energy state.
When the reacting species is in the inner Helmhol^z plane (A in Fig. G), the
interaction of the electron orbitals of the reacting species with the metal is far
stronger. pronounced resonance splitting occurs in the activated state and the electron
becomes delocalized in the activated state with the process adiabatic.
In addition to these two cases, it is possible to have a reacting species (B in
Fig. 6) in the outer Helmholtz plane interact with an ionic species in the inner
Helmholtz plane which serves as a bridge for the electron transfer. The barrier for the
electron transfer may now have a real electron state of accessible energy. This can
result in a higher electron transmission probability through the barrier in the
activated state and under favorable conditions even substantial resonance splitting.
Bridging ions in the inner Helmholtz plane may lead to a much higher concentration of
the reacting species in the outer Helmholtz plane if the charge of the reacting
species is of opposite sign.
Marcus [21-25] has treated the first case using classical statistical mechanics
to calculate the free energy of activation. His treatment of electron transfer at the
electrochemical interface is very similar to that for homogeneous electron transfer
between two reacting species in solution. He sets the rate constant for the hetero-
geneous electron transfer equal to
k = K Z exp - (AG*/kT)	 (1)
	
.
where K is the electron transmission coefficient in the activated state, Z -is the
frequency factor analogous to the collosion number in homogeneous second order
01
-kinetics and AG* is the free energy of activation involved in the prestressing of
the system prior
	
to the radiationless electron transfer. Marcus
gives for the cont'ributing terms to AG* the following:
AG = AGe + AG*+ 	 AGi + AGS	 (2)
where AGe +s the electrical work term associated with bringing the reacting species
to the outer Helmholtz plane, AG i is the reorganizational free energy contribution
from the inner coordination sphere of the reacting species, AG o is the corresponding
term for other solvent molecules surrounding the reacting species and AG S is an entropy
term associated with any change in the electron spin before and after the electron
transfer. Marcus treats the distribution of activated sti-tes correspunding to electron
transfer from or to the various electronic energy levels in the metal near the Fermi
level - as the equivalent of a single activated state corresponding to the Fermi
level. Bond stretching contributions from the inner coordination sphere are included
through AGt [25, see also ref. 26,27]. Marcus takes into account the interaction of
the image forces in the metal on the solvent polarization in the AG o to	 Within
the f, •ame work of classical statistical mechanics, it is impossible to calculate the
transmission factor K and hence Marcus assumes the process to be weakly but sufficiently
adiabatic for Kal, but without substantial resonance stabilization in the activated
state.
Comparison of the Marcus treatment with experimental data indicates at least
order of magnitude agreement for electron transfer reactions at metal electrodes when
thr: reacting species is in the outer Helmholtz plane [21, 39-41].
Levich, Dogonadze and Kuznetsov (LDK) [28-32] have used quantum statistical
mechanics to treat non-adiabatic homogeneous and heterogeneous electron transfers
and have been able to calculate K as a function of distance of approach. The basic
equation in their treatment for the reduction current in the heterogeneous electron
transfer is
	
i = effc(x)m(C)p(c)W(C'x) de dx 	 (3)
where p(c) is the density of electronic states in the metal, p(c) is the Fermi-
0
Dirac distribution function, and W(c,x) is the transition probability for the system
to be transformed from the initial to final state. The latter is calculated with
first order perturbation theory, using the Franck-Condon principle and using the
Born-Oppenheimer approximation to separate the electronic and nuclear wave functions.
In their early treatment of W(c,x), LDK considered the reacting ion with its
inner coordination sphere as a frozen system which did not contribute to the activation
process. They reasoned that the relevant vibration modes of the inner coordination
sphere were such that by
 >> U, and hence, to excite them from the ground vibrational
state would require too many multiphonon interactions to have a reasonable probability
of their excitation. This reasoning, however, does not take into account the possibilit.
of vibrational energy being stored in much softer modes associated collectively with
the outer and inner coordination sphere solvent (particularly bond bending modes).
With random phasing, this vibrational energy is then transferred into inner sphere
stretching modes which could then contribute very substantially to the activated
state. Many workers [21,26,33-36] have called attention to the importance of the
inner sphere contributions, which within the frame work of the Marcus theory often
results in AGi being larger than AG*. Dogonadze and his co-workers [37,38], however,
still appear to hold the view that vibrational modes with by >> kT are not directly
involved in the activation process and their effects on the rates involve only the
pre-experimental factor. Schmickler [44] and Schmidt [45,46] have attempted to in-
elude inner coordination spheres in the LDK treatment.
3+For an one electron transfer process such as Fe + eIt Fe 2+ with equal con-
centrations of Fe 2+ and Fe 3+ , both the Marcus and LDK type treatments lead to a
potential dependence for the current density of the form
i = Fkoc Lexp-0 
RT 
(E-Eo ) - exp(1-0)- (E-Eo)
	
(4)
where k  is the standard rate constant, c is the concentration of either the Fe 3+
or Fe2+ , E  is the standard reversible electrode potential, F is Lhe Faraday, and
0 is known as the transfer coefficient. Both theories predict a value of B = 0.5
i
S
o
r
provided the electrode potential E is not varied too far either positively or nega-
tively from the reversible value. In practice S is constant over a much wider po-
tential range than expected. This has been partially explained by introducing non-
parabolic terms in the LDK treatment.
Theoretical effort have also
been directed to the bridge-assisted electron transfer reactions, both heterogeneous
and homogeneous. The principal theoretical work in this area is by the Dogonadze
group [42.43), who have used second order perturbation theory to calculate the
transition probability factor W(c,x). This has involved the rather doubtful assumption,
however, that there is no strong interaction between the electronic states of the re-
acting species in the outer Helmholtz plane, the bridging species in the inner Helm-
holtz plane and the metal electrode.
IV. PROTON TRANSFER ELECTRODE REACTIONS
The discharge of protons to form 11 2 is among the most studied electrochemical
reactions in which the electrode surface has a pronounced catalytic effect. The
first step in this process is the discharge of the proton from either a hydronium
ion in acid aqueous electrolytes or a water molecule in neutral or basic electrolytes
to form an adsorbed H; i.e. 130+	-+ e ---11(ads) + H 2O. For metal such as Hg, this step
is rate controlling. Various authors have attempted to calculate the potential energy
surfaces for this reaction using various models for the pre-reaction state of the
hydronium ion at the electrode surface and the activated state. Bockris and Matthews
[47.4:3] have proposed the model in Fig. 7 in which the central oxygen of the hy-
dronium ion resides at a distance of ti 3.4A from the electrode surface just prior
to the transfer of the proton to the adsorbed state on the metal surface. These
workers have then attempted to construct the potential energy surface from the Morse
curves, assuming that in the activated state the electron is transferred from the
conduction band of the metal to the proton by tunnelling. Bockris and Sen [49] and
ySalomon et al. [50] have considered	 resonance splitting due to strong
i	
interaction in the activated state, using the bond energy bond order (BEBO) method
of Paar and Johnson [51].
R
Instead of transmission of the proton over the barrier shorn in Fig. 7, various
authors [48,52-56] over a number of years have considered the possibility of proton
tunnelling through the barrier using various potential barriers.
Moth theoretical and isotopic experimental evidence appear
to favor proton tunnelling as responsible for a substantial fraction of the current
associated with proton discharge on some nrtals such as Hg where the barrier for
discharge is high.
Dogonadze, Kuznetsov and Levich (DKL) [57,58] have attempted to treat the pro-
ton discharge reaction using a theoretical approach similar to that involved in
their troatment of electron transfer outer Helmholtz L ane reactions. They
invoke the assumption that the probability of exciting the [H - OH ? ]+ and it-11
stretching modes in the activated state is sufficiently unlikely to be neglected
since by :>> kT. They then consider the proton and electron to be a fast subsystem
with the solvent as the slow system. In the DKI. treatment: activation occurs by
solvent fluctuations. The neglect of the various vibrational modes in the hydr-onium
ion and the M-H bond, however, does not appear proper for reasons similar to those
mentioned earlier in conjunctiun vrith the DKI. electrun transfer treatment.
Aside from the question of transmission over the barrier vs. tunnelliiig, such
treatments are seriously compromised by the lack of sufficient information concerning
the sites involved in the proton adsorption on the electrode surface and solvent
interactions at this surface.
V. TYPES OF INFORMATION NEEDED TO UNDERSTAND SOLID-ELECTROLYTE INTERFACES
The traditional approaches to the study of electrochemical interfaces involve
	
0
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the thermodynamic characterization of the interface and its response to perturbation
from equilibrium conditions in terms of currant-charge-potential measurements [59].
JU	 j
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A wide range of both steady state and transient perturbation techniques have been
used. Such techniques are often very sensitive to the microscopic features oil the
interface and particularly to the presence of adsorbed species at even 0 small
fraction of a monolayer species Wit may be present as residual impurities as
well a:; intentionally added. Today, however, the electrochemist in fundamental
studies has been able to achieve well controlled conditions where impurity adsorption 	 {
is negligible and in fact where the only species immediately adjacent to the electrode
surface is the solvent itself. This is the electrochemical equivalent of the ultra
high vacuum of the surface physicist.
The difficulty with these electrochemical methods is that despite good sensitivity
they lack suffici^-nt molecular specificit.. They do not indicate on what sites a
particular species is adsorbed, the t,,ture or the interactions with the substrate
and usually not even the charge on the adsorbed species. Otten the electrosorption
of a species on to the electrode surface is attended by gross chemical changes in the
species and electrochemical methods alone do not usually reveal the nature of these
changes.
To illustrate, consider the adsorption of hydrogen on platinum. The voltammetry
curve: shown in Fig. 8 was obtained by measuring the current while sweeping the applied
potential cyclically between limits. The Kydrogen adsorption occurs during the sweep
from 0.3 to O.OV (cathodic direction) while the hydrogen desorption occurs during
the reverse sweep (anodic direction) over this same range. [The structure at more
positive potentials (>0.6V) is due to the formation of an anodic film involving an
adsorbed oxygen species and its subsequent very irrevers'ble reduction.] Up to give
hydrogen peaks have been deconvoluted from the desorption sweep [60]. TA s hydrogen
desorption curve is somewhat analogous to the thermal desorption curves for hydrogen 	
t
on platinum at the solid-gas interface. The electrochemical desorption, however,
approaches reversible behavior at slow sweep rates and involves the formation of
hydronium cans (11 30) * while the therinal desorption is usually irreversible and leads
0i
to H2
 molecules. In each instance, the weakly bound hydrogen is desorbed first
At the electrochemical interface, the hydrogen desorption . may be
	
attended
some rearrangement of the water structure at the interface, depending on the type
of hydrogen adsorption site. The energetics of hydrogen electrochLNuical adsorption-
desorption reflect not only the bonding of the hydrogen to surface sites but also
the interaction of water with these sites and tho .Asorbed hydrogen,
In a sense, the volta,nmetry curves are a form of energy spectroscopy with the
potential a relative measure of the enenrgy of the adsorbed species in various states
on the surface. The resclution is sufficient to resolve several peaks in Fig. 8.
The question is then what causes these peaks: Pre they due to adsorption on dif-
ferent ystal surfaces, different sites on a given crystal plane, induced heterogeneity°
or competitive adsorption of othe species such as anions? Single crystal studies using
LEED quality surfaces air' special 	 techniques for the transfer from tho high
vacuum to electrochemical environments provide evidence that the multiple peak
structures in Fig. 8	 are associated principally with different
crystallographic planes [103-10P].
A particularly interesting phenomenon is the underpotential deposition (UPD) of
mono- and submonolayers of metal atoms on a foreign metal substrate. The formation
of such layers is termed underpotential electrodeposition beca:ise the layers are
formed at potentials quite positive to
	
those for the deposition of the
bulk metal of the layer. UPD occurs because of a favorable interaction of the UPD
species with the substrate. One approximate indication of the strength of such inter-
actions is the difference in the work function of the substrate metal and that of the
layer in bulk form [61-64]. The correlation is quite good, even though 	 the work
function is a bulk property and	 the electronic properties of the UPD species may
not well approximate those of the corresponding bulk metal. In fact, there is still
some uncertainty as to what extent the UPD species may retain significant ionic
character in various instances. More than electrochemical methods are needed to
establish the nature of the electronic interactions. In situ UV-visible optical
0r
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methods are particularly promising and have already yielded significant information
[65-68].
The UPD adsorption-desorption curve,. on	 single crystal surfaces con-
tain peaks or spikes some of which are particularly sharp; for example with lead on
the	 Au	 (ill)-(i x 1) one peak component is of
the order of 5 mV (Fig. 9). These single crystal studies were carried out with in-
strumentation described in Section VI of this paper [1101. Such sharp peaks may be
caused by order-disorder transitions and in some instances condensation into patches
with probably some registration between the atoms of the layer and the substrate.
They are quite specific to the particular low index surfaces.
In contrast the adsorption-desorption of species such as the halide ions on noble
metals such as gold (69-71) yield3 very broad peaks with h%1-1' widths often of several
tens of a volt. This can be explained on the basis of unfavorable interactions b;:tween '
the adsorbed species.
While the voltammetry curves provide information concerning the adsorption iso-
therm, this is not sufficient to understand electrosorption and its role in various
electrochemical processes where the processes depend strongly P„ the catelyti'.
properties of the electrode surface. Microscopic level information is needed
concerning the surface electronic states, bonding, configuration, adsorption sites
and vibrational properties for adsorbed species and the state of the solvent
adjacent to the electrode surface. Hoer do we obtain such?
VI. OVERVIEW OF NON-TRADITIONAL EXPERIMENTAL APPROACHES
Much progress has been made in recent y ,2ars in studies of the chemical physics
of solid-vacuum interfaces using various electron
	 photon and ion physics techniques.
On the other hand, in most bulk phases the chemist today is almost routinely able to
pin down the structure of quite: complex molecules principally through the use of the
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optical spectroscopies and nuc'iear magnetic resonance spectroscopy coupled with
conventional chemical methods.. 5o, far the only spectroscopies which have found
edtensive use for in situ studies of electrochemical interface are UV-visible re-
flectance spectroscopy and Raman, the latter very recently. These optical methods
are quite promising but to date their impact on the understanding of the electro-
chemical interface has been only moderate. The lectures and papers scheduled for
this conference, however, provide evidence of a great surge of progress in under-
standing optical phenomena at electrochemical interfaces and gaining useful in-
formation concerning such interfaces.
There are three experimental approaches to obtaining molecular level information
concerning electrochemical interfaces and processes occurring thereat:
A. direct in situ spectroscopic measurements;
B. ex situ measurements on the electrode surface before
and affer electrochemical measurements; and
C. complementary ex situ. experiments at solid-vacuum and
solid-gas interfaces designed to provide insight con-
cerning the interaction of various species with electrode
surfaces.
A. In situ spectroscopic techniques
Table I lists the majority of the presently used in situ spectroscopic
techniques for the study of electrochemical interfaces. Various windows exist for
electromagnetic radiation in solvents such as water, i.e. X-ray, UV-visible and
for very limited paths certain parts of the infrared. Consequently optical spectro-
scopy lends itself to in situ studies. The majority of the UV-visible and infrared
studies make use of intensity changes upon reflection from the electrochemical
interface in the external or internal attenuated total reflection modes. With the
external mode both specular and diffuse reflection techniques have been used. T 1
reflectance changes attending the change of electrode potential are small but still
quite easily measured with modern signal detection-processing techniques. These re-
flectance techniques have yielded information concerning surface charge, adsorption
isotherms, the state of water in the compact double layer, transitions in under-
0i
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potential deposited layers, surface roughness and the electronic properties of
anodic films and passivation layers on metals as well as
semiconductor-electrolyte interfaces (for reviews, see ref. 73-75). El I i psometri c
spectroscopy using automatic instrumentation [76,77] is a particularly powerful
technique for obtaining 	 information concerning the collective dielectric
properties of the interface and adsorbed layers as a function of wavelength and
potential and the effective optical thickness of these layers [76,77]. The critical
need in this area is for theoretical treatments of the collective optical properties
of the metal-electrolyte interface and adsorbed species at the monolayer so as to
provide a quantitative frame work within which to intLrprete such optical measure-
ments. With layers which are much thicker than monolayer dimensions (e.g. passivation
layers on active metals), a simple t}•ree layer optical model involving two continuous
phases with an intermediate thin layer appears to be adequate [77.78].
Since the early observations of unusually strong Raman signals for pyridine
adsorbed on silver by Fleischmann, iiindra and their students at Southampton [79-85],
great interest has developed in Raman studies of adsorbed species on electrode surfaces.
Indeed this conference has fifteen papers in thia area, principally directed to pos-
sible mechanisms for the large surface enhanced Raman signals observed with most
adsorbed molecules on silver and also copper. Several explanations have been offered
for the surface enhancement and it is likely that more than one mechanism is involved.
With adsorbed species exhibiting intrinsic resonance Raman, very strong signals have
been observed on other mete.;; such as bright platinum electrodes (see L, .g. ref. 86,87).
Although the Raman signals may only be observable with certain electrode surfaces,
this techngiue is expected to prove of much importance to electrochemistry in pro-
viding much needed in situ vibrational data. With adsorbed species on semiconductor-
gas interfaces such as Zn0 and Ti0 21 surface enhanced Raman signals have been observed
as the incident laser radiation approaches the band gap [88].
With probe molecules exhibiting strong intrinsic resonance Raman such as para
r
IJ-
nitrosodimethyl anal ine, it has been possible to establish whether they are adsorbed
on Lewis acid or base sites by examining changes in their Raman signal [88-90].
So far this technique has only been applied to solid-gas interfaces but it should be
applicable also to solid -electrolyte interfaces.
Aside from the implications of various photoelectrochemical processes for
solar energy conversion, they afford interesting information concerning band bending
in semiconductor electrodes, surface states and other electronic features of the
interface. A number of papers in the conference are concerned with this area. Photo-
emission from metals into electrolytes has also been studied by electrochemists (see
e.p. 91,32)•
Mdssbauer spectroscopy has been applied to in situ studies of various layers on
electrode surfaces containing appropriate elements to serve as either emitters or
absorbers. From the Mdssbauer spectra, under favorable conditions it is possible to
gain insight into spin states and nearest neighbor interactions. Particularly inter-
;	 esting results have been obtained for electrochemical passivation layers on iron [93]
P
and iron transition metal macrocyclic catalyst layers on electrode surfaces such as
carbon [94,95].
When the potential across an electrochemical interface is a.c. modulated,
both shear and compressional acoustical waves are generated. The shear waves re-
sult from the modulation of the a.c. interfacial tension and are detected in the
solid electrode phase with a shear sensitive transducer attached to the back side of
the electrode [96.97]. The compressional waves are readily detected in the electrolyte
phase with a hydrophone [98.99]. With solid metal electrodes, these compressional
waves are produced by the a.c. modulation of the volume of the ionic double layer--
particularly the compact double layer. With semiconductor electrodes, intrinsic and
field inducediezoelectric properties may result in large compressional componentsp	 p P	 Y	 9	 p	 P
in the electrolyte phase and both shear and compressional components in the solid
electrode
	
phase. Both the shear and compressional acoustoelectrochemical effects
#	 Ere quite sensitive to adsorbed species at the electrode surface and can be used to
follow the adsorption-desorption of such. Quantitative measurements of the com-
pressional effect on metal electrodes should yield dV/dE (where V is the volume. E
is the applied potential) and hence be of special interest in testing double layer
models.
Electrospin spin resonance has been used to detect various free radicals in the
electrolyte phase (see e.g. 100-102) and in principal can be used to examine radicals
adsorbed on electrode surfaces by proper location and configuration of the electrode
in the microwave cavity of the spectrometer
Two techniques that appear promising for in situ studies of electrochemical
interfaces and particularly catalyst and passivation layers are extended X-ray ab-
sorption fine structure (EXAFS) a and nuclear magnetic resonance. In both instances
it will probably be necessary to use high area electrodes such as dispersed ultra
small metal particles on a high area carbon support or metal blacks. With the in situ.
EXAFS, it is worthwhile to consider fluorescence yield as well as the more conventional
absorption measurements.
s
With the recent developments in NMR of solids using magic angle spinning aA
various spin decoupling techniques, it should be possible to obtain the fine line NMR
spectra of adsorbed species on electrodes even at the monolayer level using very
high surface area electrocatalysts.
B. Ex situ Techniques
The electron and ion spectroscopies listed in Table II can be used to
characterize electrode surfaces including single crystal systems before and after
electrochemical measurements. The critical question is whether the electrode sur-
face can be transferred from the ultra high vacuum environment to the electrochemical
environment and vice versa without substantial restructuring of the surface as well
as chemical changes and contamination, Several research groups (see e,g. 103-109)
aThe various features of EXAFS as applied to interface studies will be summarized
by P. Eisenberger in Lecture G6.
0
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have carried out electrochemical measurements such as hydrogen electrosorption
and lead underpotential electrodeposition on noble metal single crystal surfaces
or RHEAD
which have been prepared and characterized with LEED/in ultrahigh vacuum. Special
precautions have been used to minimize the possibility of restructuring during the
transfer into the electrolyte. The approach used in the author's laboratory for
accomplishing such is as follows (110). Clean single crystal platinum or gold
surfaces of known orientation are prepared by repeated sputtering with argon and
high temperature annealing in an ultra high vacuum chamber (A in Fig. 10). The
surfaces are examined with LEED ant' Auger spectroscopy in ultra high vacuum
(ti 10-10 Torr) and then transferred into a second vacuum chamber (a in Fig. 10)
also at , 10-10 Torr• without removal From the vacuum environment by means of a
magnetically operated transfer wand, Ultrapure argon is then admitted to this
vacuum container. A second parallel electrode surface with a drop of electrolyte
is then brought close to the single crystal surface to form a thin layer electro-
chemical cell with a gap of ,, 10 3cm. This second electrode is choosen so as to
serve both as a counter and potential reference electrode. The use of the thin-
layer cell technique results in a high area to volume of electrolyte ratio and hence
much less sensitivity of the single crystal surface to impurities in the electrolyte
(e.g. a 10-std of a typical	 ionic impurity corresponds to ti 10-2 of a monolayer even
if all adsorbed on the electrode surface). Following the electrochemical measure-
ments, the electrodes are separated. With an electrolyte such as aqueous dilute HF,
the electrolyte can be completely vaporized at room temperature 	 as the argon
is pumped out. The single crystal electrode is then re-transferred into the LEED-
Auger chamger and the surface re-examined.
This system was used to obtain the voltammetry data in Fill. 10 for lead underpo-
tential deposited on single crystal gold from a 0.1M HF solution containing 10-4M
Pb with an a -Pd/H counter reference electrode. The LEED patterns following the
electrochemical treatment indicate relatively complex behavior, which depends on
^	 ,I
the single crystal surface and the potentials to which the electrode has been
expanded [110]. When the single crystal gold surfaces are introduced into the
electrolyte and removed at potentials somewhat anodic to those for UPD of lead,
the LEED patterns resemble the original patterns. With even the Au(100) surface
with its initial (5x20) overlayer, there is still evidence of the (5x20) pattern
after this apparently mild electrochemical treatment. On the other hand, if
more than 0.1 of a monolayer of Pb is formed on this surface, only the (lxl)
pattern is observed. With depositions of substantial fractions of a mono-
layer of lead, restructuring involving substrate atoms appears to occur at
least on some gold surfaces. There are interesting similarities between
this work and that of Rhead et al. [111,112] on vapor deposited lead on
single crystal gold.
C. Complementary ex situ experiments
The electrochemical interface can not be simulated even approximately with
solid-vacuum interfaces. Nonetheless, 	 studies of the adsorption of water, oxygen
various organic molecules and other species at such interfaces can provide information
of help in understanding electrochemical interfaces. The in-;enaction of water with
such metals as gold and platinum is relatively weak at electrochemical interfaces
and hence, some similarities are expected between the behavior of various adsorbed
neutral species such as hydrogen atoms and organic species on these metals in the
electrochemical and vacuum environments. Such comparisons are most likely to be valid
when the electrochemical interface is near the potential of zero charge and the po-
tei ►tial gradient at the interface is small,
Particular types of information which can prove useful to the electrochemist
include the energetics of the adsorption process, types of adsorption sites, config-
uration, electronic and vibrational properties of the adsorbed species and chemical
modifications of the adsorbate attending the adsorption process. Most electroche ►nists
concerned with various electrocatalysis processes already pay considerable attention
10
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to solid-gas catalytic literature and this trend
the coming decade.
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specifically adsorbed ion.
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Figure 4. Parsons' four state version (11) of the
Damaskin-Frumkin model of hater in the
Compact layer (9,10).
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TABLE I.	 NON-TRADITIONAL. IN SITU UCHNIQUES FOR THE STUDY OF_
SOLID ELECTROLM -INr6b'ACL:S
PRESEPT
I. Optical
A - IN-visible, infrared
- specular reflectance spectroscopy: external, internal
- ellipsometry - as a spectroscopic tool
- diffuse reflectance spectroscopy
- photoacoustic spectroscopy
R. Raman spectroscopy
C. Photoassisted processes, including photoemission
II. Iftsbauer spectroscopy
III. Acoustoelectrochcmical moasurements
- shear w,)va generation
- eumpressional wave generation
IV. Electron spin resonance
PR0MISING POSSIBILITIES
V. EY,AF-S
VI. hMR
- broadl ine
- high resolution
t
r
V`
j	 TABLE I I.	 EX SITU TI-CifNl(2UB 1:01; THC STUDY OF I:LEC f1;OJE SURFACES
I. Electron Physiz%
X-ray photoelectron spvcLroscopy (XI'S)
t
Ultraviolet photoelectron s1 ►ectr• os(;ol ►y UPS)
ALJ.C'- --Nectroscopy
Electron energy loss spectroscopy
Low encr•i, electron diffraction (LEEO)
Reflection high energy electron diffraction (RUEED)
Inelastic electron tunnelling
Transmission electron microscopy -- diffraction
!I. Ion Beams
Ion scattering spectroscopy
Secondary ion rnass spectroscopy
